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The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening, Aug. 7th.
A full
board was present iu the Aldermen’s room
and there were two absentees from the
Council. The following jurors were drawn
for the Supreme Judicial Court: grand jurors. P. T,. Strout, W. G. Hatch: traverse
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The worst accident remembered in the
history of the State, and especially in the
career of the Maine Central Road, occurred
at Mt. Desert Ferry last Sunday
morning as
a train load of excursionists was
embarking
on the boat for Bar Harbor.
By the breakof
the
ing
slip at least a score lost their lives
and others were more or less injured. The
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The latter was lowest. Slbdu ;>2, and was accepted. The sewer to be built is as follows:
Fmnt Street from Muler to Spring. 2-'.0 feet,

planning

manhole; Spring Street, frum Front to
Cross, 240 feet i manhole; Spring Street,
from Cross to end (west) 77-’. feet. 1 manhole ;
High Street from Spring to end (uorth) 250
feet 1 man Jude; Cross Street, from presentterminus to Spring Street. 270 feet.
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will generally deplore the uuof the international race
awanhaka cup on Lake St. Louis.
spects for a splendid conclusion
‘"inied a regatta. The Constance,
an
haileuger, and the Glencairn
Canadian defender, had each won
es. The manner in which the Cauadwas permitted to defend the cup
v on the last day is not creditable
rtsmen across the line.
[Boston
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m
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supply, mi k rooms, manner of
and the general
bottling. etc
conditions
hygieuie
The statute requires that miik exposed
f"t sao- shad contain •’* per cent of blitter
fat and 12 per cent of solids
50 samples
contained between 4 and 5 percent of fat.
with aspeciti. gravity of 102S: ."4 contained
betw een d 1-2 and 4 p*-r cent of fat and a
specific gravity of lo:;n; pj ooutamed between
anil
1-2 per rent, of fat, with a
speciih gravity of 1055; 4 contained less
thiui d per cent, and a specific gravity of
lO-'ki
This is a remarkably good showing
for the milk supply of Belfast, the average
being lar above tlie requirement uf the
statute.
The rating .»f the herds, water
supply, care of utensils, etc .were found as
follows: 7 were in good condition; d in failcondition ; 2 m poor condition.
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ui Yachting World of July 27
long article in the Shamrock’s

the contests for the America’s
utrting upon the assumption that
nit and Britannia were equal, the
Tgues that the Shamrock showed
he capable of heating the Britmoderate breeze 25 to 2b minutes
mile course. With time, allowance
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Mahan’s

new

yao^it

Hess

was

the harbor Tuesday forenoon. In
to a challenge Mr. McMahan was
with Capt. Pendleton of sell. Levi
.o had that vessel’s
yawl boat. John
was assisting iu sailing the Bess,
oid was fresh from the north, and
They ran before it a short distance
he steamboat wharf, the two boats
■

lose

together.

The

yawl

came

and stood up the harbor, and the
oo.-mpted to follow but shifted her
f paving stones, and failed to come

her headway
was
stopped,
her main sheet off ami the
a
Just
then
ping.
squall struck
•Lid she rolled over.
Both men were
into the water, but being goodswimand

'o

jib full,

•I

1

hey kept up until Capt. Pendleton
k and took them aboard bis boat.
towed
n the capsized
boat.
The
>>t was witnessed by a large number
Lrtons who had come to the shore to
race.
The prime cause of the acci*
T irt
the shifting of the ballast, which
the lee bilge just as the boat was
about, which stopped her headway
it her at the mercy of the squall.

duction of pay.

Adjourned.
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Rockland,

Work.

Me

pleasant day's outing

over

air

at

leaves one brother. Daniel, of Thorndike,
and two sons. Albert of Unity, who is foreman of the Unity section ou the Belfast
brain'll of the Maine Central railroad, and
John Henry of Easton. Me ami two daughters. Miss Emma of Bt lfast arid Mrs. Win.
R. Whitten of Fairfield. The funeral was
held m the church at Knox Station, Aug.
1st, Rev. W. A. Luce, pastor of the Methodist

accounts for
met

Knox Station. Among those from away
attended the funeral was W. A. McManus, who is employed in the Maine Central engine house at Wuterville.

at

who

:

and he thinks that that

the large number uf

men

The Erie, Pa., Morning Despatch of July
28th contains the following obituary of a
native anil former resident of Waldo county :
Funeral services were held over the remains of Mr. James L. Blethen at the family residence, ‘204 East Twenty-first street,
Wednesday afternoon. There was a large
gathering of sympathizing friends. A profuse display of floral offerings evinced the
honor aud affection in which the deceased
was held. The remains were literally buried
beneath a bank of flowers.
The Rev. J. Boyd Espy, Ph. D., pastor of
the M. E church at North East, conducted
the services at the house. Dr. Espy was
formerly a pastor of Simpson M. E. church
of this city, and an intimate friend of Mr.
Blethen.
He spoke feelingly of his good qualities as
a hero of the war of the rebellion, aud of his
devotion to his family, and pointed out the
fact that his children had been raised in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord, Jesus
Christ. The services at the grave were conducted by the Knights of Pythias. Beautiful selections of song were rendered at the
house aud grave by the Knights of Pythias

who

their death.

The members of the press party were
taken to Ellsworth, where they remained
Sunday night, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
R. M. Campbell.
The Bangor Daily News report says:
“There were many thrilling rescues during
Editor Robbins of the Old
the accident.
Town Enterprise and Editor Campbell of the
Ellsworth Enterprise saved nearly a score
of persons from watery graves.’’
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Flynt aud Mr. H. E.
Bowditeh of Augusta were in the water
under the wharf for fully quarter of an hour
before they were rescued, and Mr. Bowditeh
has given the Kennebec Journal a thrilling
account of the accident, from which we quote
as follows:
The greater number of those drowned
were men, and I believe it was on account of
the heroic work they did in saving the wo-

1

quartet.

men.

A brief historical sketcli of the life of Mr.
Blethen is taken from “Sketches of EmiSoldiers in “Presidents, Soldiers and
Statesmen
“James L. Blethen was born in Knox.
Me., March 14, 1844, his parents were Aldeu
and Abigail (Samson) Blethen. Mr. Blethen served over four years in the late war (of
the rebellion), and was severely wounded atGettysburg, receiving a gunshot wound in
He was also wounded in tiie
the head.
right wrist by a shell: he was treated on the
held and then removed to the hospital at
Baltimore, and afterwards was sent to
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, and g WashingHis other battles were Frederickston.
burg and Chaucellorville. In January, 1884,
he was transferred to the Second Battalion,
Thirty-seventh Connecticut V. R. C and in
August following re-enlisted in his old comI.
in
maud, Company E, Nineteenth jyj.
April, 18(15, he was detailed to a clerkship in
until
Octothe muster officer’s department
ber.
He was discharged September 5, 1800,
He belonged to Bosat Washington, 1). C.
wortli Post No. 2, G. A. R
Portland, Me
and Encampment. No. l->, L V. S., at Erie.
Mr Bletheu served his company as sergeant,
orderly sergeant, and was commissioned to
lieutenant. His maternal grandfather, Jas.
Samson, served in th** United States army
in the war of 1812, and was wounded and

1 saw Chester Robbins, the editor of the
Old Town Enterprise aud the manager of
our excursion, save live women by towing
them to piles to which they could cling.
He then went up on the wharf and removed
his clothing aud came back and rescued six
more women to iny certain knowledge, and
there were other just such cases.
In my own case I cannot swim a stroke
and I was fortunate in securing a hold on a
pile where 1 clung for 15 minutes with three
women on my back.
Another man and
myself sent them up by a rope anu then we

nent

went up.

No

one of the entire Maine Press party
lost, though we feared for J. H. Ogier
of the Camden Herald, who with his wife
had a terrible experience.
The Whig and Courier report says:
When C. W. Robbins of the Old Town
Enterprise, who had a narrcw escape from
falling into the water himself, saw the extent of the accident, he hastily stripped off
his outer clothing and climbed down
through the mass of broken timbers and
planks to the surface of the water, and then
tying a rope around his chest, descended
into the center of the strife.
One by one he
would take persons, tie a rope around them
and let them go. and by the time one bead
reached the wharf lie had another supported,
ready to be lifted on to firm fooling. It was
estimated by other workers in the rescue
that fully tliirty bodies, conscious and unconscious, were brought out of the well iu
was

William S.
Aug. 4.
White, manager <>f Booth Bros, and the
Hurricane Island Granite Co., received a
letter, today, from James Duncan, secretary
of the National Granite Cutters’ Union, in
which he says that the national committee
has voted to advise the union men at W ldothis way.
boro and Hurricane Island to resume work
J.
of the Camden Herald also did
i
on the Annapolis Academy contract.
The mostH.Ogier
effective work, as lie was on the broken
j
strike was caused by Contractor P. J. Carlin,
timbers far below the wharf flooring and had
who is in charge of the academy work, sub- I
i excellent chances to rescue struggling men
other
on
contracts
which non-union and
letting
women, which he improved.
men were being employed.
Mr. Carlin has
C. B. Haskell of Pittsfield saved the wife
shown that lie had no power to control the
of editor Ogier of Camden.
acts of the sub-contractors, but has promised
to do what lie can to have those contractors
The coroner’s
Bar Harbor, August 8.
to employ union men.
About 175 men were
jury impanuelled to hold an inquest to tix
on strike at Waldoboroand on the island.
the responsibility for the. accident at d/c.
Desert Ferry on'Sunday, when twenty perBells
lost their lives by the breaking of the
sons
Wedding
Gifford-Tilton. The marriage of Charles
Arthur Gifford and Miss Alma A. TiltoD.
both of Sidney, occurred at Dedham. Mass
the home of the
bride’s brother. Rev. John F. Tilton, who
performed the ceremony. The bride was
gowned in white brocade satin with appliMr. and Mrs.
que and chiffon trimmings.
Gifford left an the afternoon train for a few
days’ outing at one of Maine’s fashionable
guoimer resorts, after which they will reon

Wednesday, Aug 2d,

turn to

at

the home of the bride’s parents.

Fever.

Three cases of yellow fever appeared Aug.
1st, in Phiebus, the town adjoining the
Hampton, Va., soldiers’ Home. Baltimore
declared a quarantine
Charleston
and
Aug. 3d
against Hampton on Aug 1st.
Grant of the railway
General
Supt.
Acting
mail service issued instructions for the fumigation of all mail from Hampton, Soldiers’
Home, Phoebus, Fortress Monroe aud Riprap.

relieved him of disease and suffering. No
man was ever more truly loved and esteemed
by his family. There are aching hearts remaining that will not be healed until the
broken circle has been mended on the other
shore.

There remain to mourn the loss, a mother,
three brothers and two sisters, a widow and
four children. The deceased's mother, Mrs.
Abigail Gould, his half-brother, Mr. Samuel
Gould, and brother Allen, reside at Newton
Junction, N. H., Alden J. Blethen, managing editor of the Seattle Daily Times, Seattle, Wash., Mrs. Francis Linkfeld, Elgin, 111.,
and Mrs. Belle Hatch, St. Paul, Minu.
The
children remaining are the Rev. Charles E.,
pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran church
at Gouldsboro. Pa ; Arthur E., Eugene II.
and Cecil Eva.
Died in Chelsea, Mass., July 25th, after a
long illness, William A. Tower, aged i>5
He was born in Bucksport, Me., but
years.
went to Boston when a young man.
In 1870
he married Mary A Jordan of Orland, Me.,
who, with one daughter, survives him. He
was a resident of Chelsea for about 30
years,
where he was engaged in the house painting
business. The funeral service was held at
his late residence in Chelsea, July 27th, Rev.
Mr. Cathcart of the Third Congregational
church officiating.
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George Scott went to Boston
visit relatives.

Saturday

Mrs. Leola Peirce returned
from a visit in Boston.

last Friday

to

Edgar and Harold Pratt

Factory

can, if you prefer, restore former
prices,ruu out what orders we have, aud shut
down ; but it seems to us wiser on your part,
you at least, who wish to continue living in
Belfast, that you assist in putting us into a
'Ye

Miss Flora Sherman

yesterday

The Sylvester sisters arrived home Tuesday from a visit in Boston.

Miss Mary E. Pierce of Boston
is’visiting
her mother and sisters in this city.
Mrs. F. I. Patterson and son Freddie of

Miss Jennie Grant of Winterport is visiting Mr. ami Mrs. S L. DodgeHenry O. Archibald went to Camden last

East

Boston arrived last Friday to visit rela-

week and is at work in the Herald office.

tives.

Z P Judson of Holbrook, Mass is visiting his daughter. Mrs. Geo. E. Michaels.

Mrs. M. W. Welch and son Charles returned Monday from a short visit in Bueks-

Will R. Emery and wife of Somerville,
are visiting at Freeman R. Cook’s.

port.

Mass.,

Mrs.

j

J

Hale and Cecil Eva. Mr. Bletheu had two
brothers in the service, Alien in the 124th O.
V. 1.; Charles E. in the Fourteenth Maine
Infantry, who was wounded and captured at
the Wilderness, but escaped, and who died
in December, 1804, while still in service,
having been commissioned first lieutenant
f his company a few days before his death.”
To this sketch may be added a few facts of
general interest. From the time of his discharge to the year 1874, Mr. Bletheu having
purchased a farm, resided at Unity, in Waldo
county, Me. He then sold his property and
removed to Portland, where for two years he
engaged in the grocery business. In 1880 he
removed to Poyuette, Wis., but after a brief
residence there at the earnest solicitation of
his brother Allen came to Erie aud entered
into partnership with him in the grocery
business, corner Seventh and State streets.
Iu a few months, on account of the failing
health of his brother Allen, the stock was
disposed of to Mr. John S.Town. From that
time Mr. Biethen became city salesman in
the dour mill of Crouch Brothers.
Mr. Blethen’s health begain to fail two
years ago.
Since January he was confined
to the house until on Sunday afternoon, at a
few minutes past 2, when the angel of death

Mrs.

Howard A. Flanders of Boston arrived Tuesday to visit her sister. Mrs. H.
W. Edgecombe.

II P

L.
a

Harmon returned last
week’s visit in Camden.

Smart, wife and laughter of Hubbardare guests at Dr A O Stoddard’s

Mass.,

ston.

Lewis P. Hazeltine and wife of Batli are
bis parents, Mr and Mrs C P Hazel-

visiting
tine.

Mrs. Florence Maynard of Worcester arTuesday and is the guest of Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher.
rived

j

Mrs. Charles H. G! iss and son of Bangor
arrived M onday tu visit her sister. Mrs. F.
S. Brick.
Mrs. Ehret and Mrs. Berghefer of
Jersey
City are visiting Mrs. E.’s sister, Mrs. John
Goy ens.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Toothaker and son
Ernest visited Mr. T.’s uncle. II. W Marriner. last week.
L J Kendall and wife of Worcester,
Mass.,
arrived Tuesday to visit Mr and Mrs II W

Edgecombe.
Mrs Harry Hains and two children of
South Boston is visiting her sister. ,Vrs A C
El ling wood.

Miss Hattie Clements i* s pending a short
vacation from Starrett’s store, with friends
in Rockland.
C L Miiihouse and wile uf South Bend,
Iud.. are visiting his wife's parents, Mr and
Mrs Joseph 3 Thumbs.

/I E Limeburner has just returned
week's visit to her brother and
friends in Westerly, li I
Mrs

from

a six

Miss Frank L

1 lavs arrived Tuesday from
t spend her vacation with
her mother. Mrs. E L. Davis.

Brooklyn,

j

us.

Mrs. Thomas A. Young, Mrs.
Rowe and Mr. Young's mother returned Monday from a week’s visit in Burks
Mr.

Frank

Thursday from

or

The employes in a meeting that evening
decided not to accept either of the plans
proposed. A scale of prices was prepared
hv the workmen aud presented to the iirm,
which was substantia’ly the scale in force

Dresden, Me.,

to

Mrs. S. L. Milliken returned last week
from a visit in Newport. R. I.

Mrs. Thos. D. Barr.
small number of our
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Buxton of Wellesley
employes think it their best individual policy to return to their jobs at the new prices Hills, Mass., visited Dr. and Mrs. D. P.
pending any adjustment of inequalities, and Flanders the past week.
others think it is not good business judging |
for themselves, so to return, we hope and :
Mrs. Marble and Miss Maude Marble of
trust that the latter nor any of them, will
Methuen, Mass are visiting Mrs. Josie H.
try to stand in the way of the former by intimidation, rowdyisb remarks or other acts. Steward, Congress street.
Let the good reputation of our employes for
Miss Ella M. Frye, who has been living in
order, kindly consideration of one another,
and polite conduct he sustained and vindi- East Dedham, Mass., for a few months, arcated at this time.
rived in Belfast last week.
We will start up our factory next MonMrs. P, A. English and son Harold of Kanday morning if a sufficient number of our
employes to make it an object signify their sas City, Mo., arrived Satniuay tu visit her
willingness to go to work at the new prices. sister, Mrs. Geo. E. Johnson.
We will work with you and push the business to procure for yon the largest possible
Mrs. Geo. H. Forsaith and daughter Floramount of employment.
Will you, person- ence of
Everett, Mass., are visiting Mrs. A.
ally. before that time, please let us know',
either to the proprietors or your foreman, D. Chase and Miss Jennie W hidden.
wliat you will do.
Capt. E. S. McDonald returned home last
If the larger part of our employes resume
their jobs under these terms we will at the Friday from a week’s visit to his brother.
end of this sale make known to a committee Capt. G. A. McDonald, at Isle au Haut.
from your ranks the result obtained from
Mr. Oliver O’Loud of Boston returned
labor reductions, and if in our judgment and
theirs the prices can then be advanced, we home the first of the week from a visit to
will do so by a scale mutually arranged beMr. and Mrs. Thos. D. Barr of this city.
tween

went

short visit.

Charles P». Hazeltine returned Saturday
from a trip to Cape Breton.

course.

large

a

Mrs. G. A. Leavitt visited friends in Fairfield the first of the week.

Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. S. Pearl of Bangor
position where we can give you the largest
of employment, even if your daily went to Hancock Point last Saturday to
earnings are a little less than they have spend a week.
been. And you whose piece price or daily
Mrs. Geo. Smith and son Fred G. of
wages have not been materially reduced,
must be strongly in favor of this latter Somerville, Mass., recently visited Mr. and
a

for

Llewellyn Patterson went to Boston last
Saturday for employment.
George Page of Castine visited Lis mother.
Mrs. A. E. Page, last week.

amount

Should

in

Mrs. W. R. Howard visited. relatives in

Follett went to Rockland Monday
visit of a few days.

a

visiting

York, Me., the past week.

F. A.

for

are

this city.

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Dolloff and children
of Gardiner are visiting friends in Waldo

and

Dauiei

N.

Y.,

Rev. .John K. Tilton. Mrs. Tilton and hild
of East Dedham, Mas-*., arrived Tm-sd-v t-»
visit Mr. and Mrs. M W. Bi h.
Mrs. Auni
Phillips "f Seattle
left for home yesterday, after a \ i.-•
months with relative.- :n Belfast.

port.

Wash
of two

hiidrer.
Mrs. Henry S. Marden and t in
Watervillc are visiting Mr. ami Mrs.
Henry C. Marden. Henry S. spent Sunday
with them.

Mrs. G. E
iveuis Mi with her son Harry
and daughter Beau
<J 3,-mervil'e. Muss
are visiting her relatives
Mr. and Mrs.

and the employes in the sole-leather
Dr. John Stevens returned to Belfast last
he lias been
room and basement were not affected by the 1 Friday from Chicago, where
reduction, ami most of the hands in those taking a special course of study as a specialdepartments remained as L«ng as there was ; ist in throat, eye and ear diseases
1
work for them that could be done without
Mrs. Marthou, widow of Comdr. Joseph
work
of
tinthe
factory. Marthon, C. S. N left lor Saratoga Springs
general
disarranging
Monday morning the machinery was New York. Aug. 1st. She wiil remain there
started with the hands who remained and
this mouth and return to

J A Havener, wife and sous, Lester and
of Boston, were in tic- v
Thoriito
T
day, the, gu- sts >f Mrs A S Havener.
Mrs. !, A. Huntress J I’• ith.N H
is being delightfully entertained, ’-y Mrs. F.
S.Batchelder at her ri, uv,; ng suuv,
i cue,
th** "I:.* JI
li is' Nt.rthi-u-'

prior

July

to

with

"d.

individual

cases.

changes

the wages

in

There
of

slight changes

in

few, if any.
the lusters. The

were

■

of

Henry Staples.

cutters

outside help, but the majority remained out.
some

Tuesday nearly all hands bad made satisfactory terms with the linn, hilt a few cases
still remained to he adjusted Wednesday the
number was gradually reduced, and when
The Journal went to press at 3 o’clock iu
the afternoon, the committee and members
of the firm had arranged a sett lement and
stated that the factory would start up with
a full crew Thursday morning.
Secret

Societies.

The regular meeting
Plneuix Lodge,
will be held next Monday
F. and A, M
of

evening.
The matter of the Supreme Lodge Relief
Call will come before Enterprise Lodge, A.
O. U. W., at the regular meeting this.Thursday, evening.
W. E. St. John, Chief of Records fur the
Reservation of Maine, Improved Order of
Red Men,spoke as follows recently in regard
to the growth of that order:
•‘We are making heavy gains all along the
line, and we are more than pleased with the
numbers iu which tLe pale-faces are coming
to be scalped. There has been a gain of
over two hundred members in the last six
months and there is an encouraging fatness
to the wampum belt.
I am just in receipt of advices from the
west and the gain out there is something
enormous.
There are four reservations
which show a net gain of seven thousand
since the last report.
1 am looking for a
similar boom in Maine. We got the last end
of the hard times here iu Maine, and we are
getting the good times last of all, and I presume
that the boom of the Red Men will
also come to us at last. But it’s coming.”

Brooklyn

through
early in September.

At the Sunday -• --ning
mum
r:
r The
rsleshori ugh, l! ■.■d>rs C. >%-.*, M iss 3 ii i vs.
more of this
-: t.y rend -r d :.u a v-sv sweet

Rev. L. L. Hansooui, presiding rider
Marshall District. Minnesota Conference,
formerly a number of the East Maine C"in
ference, recently visited friends in vaicos
<>f

Arthur I

manner

Transfers

s

in

Real

parts of Maine and Massachusetts.

Augustine Colburn, Miss Charlotte W
Colburn of Belfast, Miss Charlotte Colburn
of Toledo, Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Carter are spending a few days at the Colburn cottage at Swan Lak

Estate.

recorded iu Wai'E
i' -ds
n.ty Reg>for the week ending Aug
Pm dill
p i;• h■
Sylvester. Lincolnvih *, To
••uivilie.
aifds, do.; land anti hu..«!• r.gs i. i
W. H. Mi1 Leilan, Bella:
E,V. C bd
i,
Belmont; laid in Beluioir. H on
Fleifast. r. Llewellyn W-.d, d
a, I ai
Belfast. Amos L. Beuuetd Tr
v
is
W. Brann. do
iand m T.-.v. Jas H
Che ago, to G.,. H. <aui’
et als
WinL
terport ; Ian.l iu Winters rt.
Perkin-. Belfast, to S. G N rT
d
md
in Belfast.
Geo Perce, et iis
Fran !•; tort,,
to Marcus M. Clark et a:.*..
Ian-: and
btiihlings in Frankf et. Pri-coi B--m. Baat
James
Curtis.
gor,
Winterp.-rt. iand m
Winterport. Erv.ug C. Itr. N'o'th;>or: *<
Carrie Proet r.
u
lace B. White, et als.. Lewnton.
Sarah A
Nichols, Searsport .ami and Im:
ngs n;
Belfast
Sarah A. N':ch i- :
L- mb H
\ ouug. Belmont; land and buildings n. B
fast. Willard Cutter, Bing >r. rot' n 1‘ig*
Bucksport; laud and buildings n. N'ort b; ort.
I 1 ysses G. Churchill. Taunton. Mass
Llewedvn Kell ir. Pockport land and. .Hidings in Montvilie. Ruth C. Dyer, Se,ti-;to Helen A Stevens, d<>.
and in Seaispnrt
Geo
O. Bowen. Searsport. to Herbert H
Felker. do.: land and build ngs
Searsport.
•'

F F. Phillips of Somerville, Mass., forme! ly
principal of the Roeklaud High
Mr. Phi lips has a
School, is in the city.
summer cottage at Bayviie, near Booth bay,
a
lid-foot
and is having
yacht ouilt at Searsmont.
[Rockland Courier-Gazette.
The family of C. H. Lunt, South l aris,
has been visited by Mrs. Bunt's brother, E.
J. Cunningham of Staten Island, and Ralph
Cooper of Belfast. [Oxford Democrat.
Messrs. Cunningham and Cooper on leaving South Paris, went to the

Ir sh Ivi i

t>r--

1

Birches. Hang-

«

ley Lakes.
Good news has beeu recei ved from Capt.
Setl M. Milliktn, who is with Gen. Otis in
the Philippines, as a stall' officer in the commissary department. A cablegram by the
way of the war department has been received stating that be is all right. This was
a great relief to his relatives here, as they
have received no letter since April 1.
J.

id. Ogier of the Camden Herald and
Ogier were on the steamer Penobscot
Monday, returning from the editorial excursion. They were on the Mt. Desert ferry
Family Reunions.
slip when it collapsed Sunday, and both
were thrown into the water.
Mixer. The Mixer faunlv will d
They were
rescued after being in the water some time reunion at Silver Harvest Grange
and were for a time in a critical condition,
Waldo. Sept 7th. All members o'
Concerning Local industries
but, when the Penobscot reached Belfast | ily are invited. [Grace Mixer. Se.
were reported as greatly improved.
Shtbles.
The el -veuth reunion
F. A. Howard & Son’s screw drive; fac- they
tory is shut down for a vacation of one
Capt. C. K Carver and wife have been on Shibles fam ly will he held at C

S. A Dodge of Burnham raised this year
from one-third of an acre 75 bushels of
strawberries, which brought him §175, liesides a number of bushels for home use and
for his friends. Ho has also sold gooseberries and currants.
A correspondent of the Kock land Opinion

forward in a very business-like way.
Hall’s Quarry is situated on Mt Desert Isgone

land, 4 1-2 miles up Somes Sound from
Southwest Harbor.
It is the scene of operation of the Standard Granite company, of
which Mr. 0. J. Hall is manager. At presat work on the PhilaU. S. government contract,.
Mr. W. C. Clifford is superintendent
and Messrs. Joseph .Johnson and John Tufts
are foremen of the stone-cutters.
The working force is at present composed of 210 granite cutters, 15 tool sharpeners, 4 stone boxers
19 tool boys, 4 tool grinders, 4 carpenters, 4
job blacksmiths, 71 quarrymen, 4 boss quary-

ent, the company

delphia’s

men.

0

mint

are

job,

engineers,

a

19

yard-men,

4

draftsmen,

clerks (in store and office), stenographer
and book-keeper—a total of 374 employed.
The monthly pay-roll in June was about
§10,000. The stone-cutters receive §2.70 per
day and upward, the wages named being
the lowest paid; they work 9 hours per day
except on Saturdays, when they work but 8.
The company has just set up a large gang of
saws for sawing granite, and are now
doing
good work in sawing ashlar.

0

Mrs

a

week.

gives the following description of Hall's
Mt. Desert:
Quarry,
the
pensioned by
government.
Mr. Biethen married Ellen M. Woods of
The public have heard considerable about
Unity, Me., born January 10, 1845. Six chil- this place, during the past year. The award
dren have been born t<> them, Charles E.,
Francis E. (died March 29, 1891), Arthur E., of the Philadelphia mint job gave the place
Edith Belle (died February 2, 1891), Eugene an increased importance, and the work has

ferry slip, completed its sittings this noon,
and*finds that “These people came to their
death by drowning, caused by insufficient
construction of the slip.”
Yellow

church in Unity, otliciating. The interwas in the family lot in the cemetery

ment

Williams says that he thinks that the
in the water were far cooler than
those upou tlie wharf. The men, he says,
appeared to he endeavoring to save the
women

married Lucinda

Jos. R. McManus died in Unity, Aug. 1st.
80 years.
His health had been poor
for several years and his death resulted
from a paralytic shock.
His parents moved
to Unity from Brunswick in 1812.
He lived
most of his life in Thorndike, where he carried on a large farm.
Iu 1839 he married
Miss Esther Walker of Thorndike, who bore
him eight, children, four boys and four girls,
who all grew to manhood and womanhood.
Mrs. McManus died 12 years ago. It is a
singular coincidence that both husband and
wife died on Saturday and were buried the
following Tuesday, 12 years apart. Mr. McManus had been a Mason over 50 years, having been a member of Unity Lodge, F. & A.
M
of Thorndike, lit was one of the charter members of the Grange in Thorndike,
only two of whom are now living. He

safety

lives of the

Me

aged

Mr

the matter of building a new bridge, said committee to make
investigation as to the best manner of building said bridge; and as to raising of funds
for the same, and report as soon as possible.
The Mayor, the chairman of the Commit-J
tee on Finance and the City Treasurer were
directed to make a final settlement with the
Shoe cS: Leather National Bank of Boston in
the matter of the exchange of Belfast city
bonds.
W L. West was elected Inspector of Milk
at $50 per year.
Voted that the usual two-week's vacation
be given to the night policemen without retake into consideration

a

of Assessors.

Calif.

people

tageous diseases have heei: found, and very
little disease of and kind. Notwithstanding
the fact that Balfast in the past year has
passed through a very severe epidemic of
scarlet fever no case lias occurred in the
family of any milkman, and no case has
been transmitted through milk. 487 cows
are owned iu Belfast, and
many are owned
m the surrounding towns, which assist in
the milk supply.
There are sold in the city
every day 1,200 quarts of milk, which at V.
cts. per quart is a
yearly business of $2(5,280,
and with the business of two creameries
added at an average of I'M) gallons each per
day, makes an aggregate of .$(52,780 per
year.
A

for

was

Holmes, daughter of the late Dr. John
Holmes of Belmont, one of the leadiug
medical practiontioners of his day in Waldo
County. She survives him with one son,
Edward H. Fletcher of Belfast, and Sarah
H., wife of George A. Bailey of Alameda,

to this entirely.
As soon as we
were out of tlie water aud found that, our
party was in uo immediate danger we began
t
look about. Tlie first thing I saw was
Mr. Robbins of the Old Town Enterprise,
clinging to a piling and dragging people out
from beneath the wharf and assisting in
He
passing them up to the people above.
saved eight or ten peopl
in this manner.
Mr. Camphel. of the Ellsworth Enterprise
was another of the heroes of the day. for he,
like Mr. Rohhins, was active in saving iife
ami 1 :h;nk that it would he difficult to say
whit h of tlie tu o saved the most lives.
•

There

’•o

Board

the Harbor. Ail at once it seemed to me as
though the slip was settling beneath my
it was slow at first and I scarcely
feet,
thought anything of it. Then it went with a
rush and before we had a chance to think
we were ad in tlie midst of two hundred or
more struggling souls.
Of course the first
thought that entered cur minds was for the
safety of the ladies of our party ami this
was followed by a desire to help all that we
could. I think that every one of us, men
amt women, remained perfectly cool,—not
losing our heads in the least, and 1 attribute

1

i.

appointed chairman, which position lie resigned in 1897 to accept the nomination of Mayor.
He was re-appointed in
March last.
He was an ardent Freemason;
was a Past Master of Phcenix Lodge, a Past
High Priest of Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter. and a member of King Solomon Council and Palestine Commandery.
He became
a member of the Baptist church in early life,
and for some time past has been one of the
1892 he

Mr. Williams tells the following
prise.
story of the accident:
We were all pushed and hustled along by
the crowd, and were in the best of spirits—
laughing and joking amongst ourselves and

building sewers were read.
submitted, by Morrison &
McDonald, J. F. Wilson and R. P. Stickney.

\V

member at the time of his death. When the
law established the Board of Registration in

accident, but fortunately escaped without
serious injury. The party included C. E.
Williams, Portland; Mr. and Mrs. Jessie H.
Ogier of the Camden Herald : Mr. and Mrs.
C. F. Flynt, Kennebec Journal; Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Haskell of Pittsfield; Frederick
M. Thompson of the Courier-Telegram. Portland. ami mother; Horace E. Bowditeh, Kennebec Journal: Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Campbell of the Ellsworth Enterprise; Arthur E.
Forbes of the Oxford Democrat ami C. W.
Robbins and wife of the Old Town Enter-

removed from the
referred to the Com-

NUMBER 32.

county.
refunded, at a great saving to the city, and
Will Start up To-Day with a Fall Crew.
Miss Trene Eastman of Boston arrived Satmany municipal reforms were effected. His
was a practical, business-like administration
The strike in Sibley, Critehett & Co.'s shoe urday to visit her grandmother, Mrs. Jacob
He was treasurer of factory is settled.
of the city’s affairs.
Friday ;evening the firm Eastman.
Waldo County in 1885 ai d 188b. He held sent out a circular letter,
W. W. Rich and wife of Freedom have
explanatory of the
two different appointments on the Board of stand
they have taken, and in which they made a brief visit to relatives at SouthPension Examining Surgeons, and was a
west Harbor.
say:

Stover. Charles William Downes of Ellsworth; Albert Colsou of Levant; F. E.
Sweetser of Portland; Ora Mark Lank o^
Danforth ; Irviug Bridges of North Hancock ;
Mrs. Marjorie Mower of Wisconsin.
Thirteen of the party on the Maine Press
excursion to Washington county left the
train at Ellsworth Saturday to make an excursion to Bar Harbor and were very nearly
in the centre of the slip at the time of the

on Police Regulations.
The Cemetery Trustees presented a recommendation that, a lot be bought 100 feet
wide adjoining the Head of the Title cemetery. It was referred to the committee on

Three bids

of the Board the first-named year.
In 1881
was a member of the Board of Aldermen,
and in 181)7 and '08 was Mayor of the city.
During his administration the city debt was
he

J. Murray of Brewer: Joseph Murphy of
Old Towu ; Miss Blanche Lewis of Hampden: Clifford Cushman, Melvin MeCard of
Corinth; Mrs. Hollis Estey, Mrs. Charles

mittee

t\

■

nuisances,

city and county affairs, was always a strong
Republican, ami a faithful worker for the
party. He has been a member of the County
Committee, and was for several years its
chairman.
He was a member of the Common Council in 1871) and 1880, and President

Lizzie Ward. Mrs. George H. Derwent,
Mrs. A. H. Biliings. all of Bangor; Mrs. W.

Whereas. An All-wise Providence has
called to the higher life our friend and associate. Or. ,J. M. Fletcher, we, the members
of the City Council of lspq. as an expression
of our sorrow, do resolve
That we mourn the loss of one who. by
his upright life aud devotion to duty was au
example to all who knew him.
That while we sorrow that the place he
held m public life in ist now be vacant, we
will cherish the memory of his true and
faithful character.
That we express our deep sympathy for
his family, and that a copy of these resolutions be sent to them.
A petition was received from residents of
River Avenue ami vicinity asking that two
families, which by their actions make them-

neighborhood.

raised or lowered.
It is estimated that
there were at least 200 people ou this slip
when it broke in the middle, leaving one end
supported by the chains and the other by
the hinges, and precipitating all the excursionists into the water.
Some of those
whose bodies were afterwards recovered
died quickly, for they were borne beneath
the waves by the weight of the living, who
fell after them, and who madly struggled to
reach life preservers and lines thrown to
them from both wharf and steamer. Following is a complete list of the dead: George H.

Miss

protest was received from the directors
of Odd Fellows’ Building Association and
other owners of abutting real estate, against
building a sewer in Bea\ er street, aud it was
referred to the committee on sewers.
The following resolutions were passed:

selves

tice in Camden and afterwards went to Belmont, where he remained until 1874, when
he cauie to Belfast. He was a well-read and
skillful physician and in addition to a large
general practice made a specialty of diseases
of the eye, for which he took a post-graduHe was active in
ate course in Mew York.

Bennett. Mrs. George H. Bennett. Miss
Grace R. Sumner. Mrs. Alonzo P. Oakes.

Aug. 1. !>'.'>

on

A

tsis

Hr. John M. Fletcher, Ex-Mayor of Belfast. died at his home on Church street
Monday morning, Aug. 7th, after a long illHe was
ness of pleurisy, with effusion.
horn in Lincolnville, March 23, 1846, and attended the common schools of that town.
He afterwards attended and graduated from
He began pracBowdoiu Medical School.

jurors. F O. Pendleton. E. R. Conner, Geo.
F. Mayhew, Amos Clement. The roll of accounts was
passed. Following are the
amouuts under the various appropriations:
Contingent.$872 80 slip or gang plank was 40 feet long and 10
Highway.. 837.71 feet wide and was constructed in the usual
800 (Hi !
Support of poor
manner, with hinges at the shore end and
Fire department..
18 38
Library.. 144.48! with chains at the outer end by which it was
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OBITUARY.

Fearful Accident at 311. Desert
Ferry last
Sunday, 3Iore than a Score of Lives lost
Maine Newspaper Men do Heroic Work.

_

AUGUST 10, 1891E

visit to Col.

L.

T).

Carver

at

the latter's

the

family

present

been a very successful master.
He
commands the nest craft in the Flint Meet
(•lit of New York, the ship Richard J>. Rio-,
built in Tbomastou. Capt. Carver’s home .s
on the wave, he having no residence ashore.
He. is to be. in this vicinity only a short time,
while his ship is discharging at New York.
[Rockland Courier-Gazette.
and

on

Mourn

The third

re

the

of

are most 0 »rdiall\ invited
that occasion.

family will bn held n
next, at the old Moody

.-scent
17.
» -r
s

it
,,f

he

of tin* M. d v
Noblcboro. Aug. '.'.,

union

farm m-ar tin North
All will he provided for over
night
fre^ of expense, and
entertainment for those
who cannot bring a lunch basket
We arc
a large
family and s ties of blood should induce us to make every etforr to come
together and get
acquainted ami make it an ,K-cas-

Cliiuvh.

and Mrs. Stephen Fredsou f Lincolnle spent the day, Aug. 2d. with Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. W. Miller. Mrs. Miller is a daugh>

vi

ter of Mrs. Fredson’s sister.
They are descendants of William Bradford, the Colonial Governor of Massachusetts.
Mr. F. is

ion

long

To

be

remembered.

The speakers
others.
Last
year 1<>0 met ; we iop,» for more thus war
Railroad Station. Winslows Mills. If
stormy
on that day the
meeting will be the next fair
II.
day.||Wm.
Moody, President, I*. O Libert.N, Me. Hollis (I. M >ody, Secretary. North
Nobleboro, Me.
will lie

years old and his wife 80. That morning
arose at 5 a. in., attended to their duties at the farm, drove nine miles to Belfast,
and after spending a very enjoyable day
drove home and attended to the work for
83

they

the

filIU_

Beach. Owl’s Head. Thursday Aug
Should that day prove stormy, lama
take place the following day.
Me e

at Owl’s Head.
Out of a family of
boys born and raised m Montville, and
who left there to fight, the battle of life, these
two are the only survivors.
Capt. Carver
has followed the sea constantly since 1855

cottage

nine

Mr.

their

Had

night.

,1. H.

Parshh-> ami

H. S. Pearl, who has been connected
Mrs. Frances L. Mace Dead.
with the reportorial staff of the Whig fur
has
his
severed
connection
with
time,
Mr.n. Frances I.augliton
the paper to enter Bowdoin College in the
Mace, formerly of
fall, where he will take a special course of Bangor. Jie.l Jury 20th in Ualifornia, where
she had resided several
to
study preparatory
Mrs. Maee
making journalism his was
years.
born in Orono Jan. 15. ls.R.
At the age
profession. Mr. Pearl has the natural inof seven she began to make
stincts of a bright newspaper man and tinami
rhymes
when thirteen she had
writer can cheerfully testify to the merit of
translated the H-lneid.
the work he has performed during his con- Her poems first began to appear in print
nection with the Whig. He will carry with ’uhen she. was twelve years of age. The
him the kindest wishes of the staff for his I popular hymn, “Only Waiting.” was written
‘ier at t‘ie
future success iu a profession in which his |
abrc of eighteen,
ller poems
early efforts give bright promise of a bril- have appeared in the leading magazines of
America.
In
liant journalistic career. [Bangor Whig.
1884. “Legends, Lyrics and
bonnets, a volume of oveF “00 pages from
Mr. Pearl is a grandson of the late Bohan her
pen, appeared.
“Pine and Palm” was
P. Field of this city.
published in 1888.
Mr.

some

I

NEWS NOTES.

_BELFAST

The court-martial of Capt. Dreyfus will
begin at Rennes on August 10.
The cruiser Buffalo will be refitted
naval transport, at a cost of $70,000.

as

smoking.
Brig. Gen.

Wood’s prompt measures
have checked the yellow fever outbreak

An insect is playing havoc with wheat
One farmer lost
crops in South Dakota.
acres and
a crop of 110
others report
similar losses.
artesian well at Birmdrilling
ingham, Ala., a strong llow of natural
gas was struck at a depth of more than a
thousand feet.
an

The War Department intimates that
late news from the Philippines indicates
that the situation is much better than has
been generally believed.

United States troops

are held in readibe sent to Alaska in the event of
which is threatened as au
an outbreak,
outgrowth of the boundary dispute.
to

giance

to

the United States.

Kansas City has raised $.70,000, which
it will offer to the Democratic National
Committee, if the committee will give
Kansas City the next annual couvention.
In spite of the efforts of government officials to prevent it, the Indians of tire territory are holding their ghost dances,
smoke dances anti other similar ceremonies.

The two daughters of Mrs. John Moore
of Dallas, Tex.,died from drinking poison
said to l c intended ior their mother, who
was an important witness in a lynching
case.

Admiral Cervera wrote to Portsmouth,
N. IP, denying that lie was coming to
take back to Apain the bodies of the
Spanish soldiers who died at Seavcy’s
Island.
in Alabama are enhave the seat of Brig. Gen.

Anti-expansionists

deavoring

to

Wheelei in Congress as Representative
from the Eighth Alabama district, declared vacant.
Paris paper discloses that several
French ministers of war were cognizant of
the fmgt-ry of the bordereau in the DreyC
a>e and decided to make the
captain
A

a

scapegoat.

C itizens of Cleburne County, Ark., have
declared wai on moonshiners, and have
posted notices on all the illicit distilleries,
warning the owners to stop the manufacture and traffic.

(ien. A. ,1. Warner, president of the
Bimetallic League, believes that Bryan
will be the next Democratic presidential
nominee, and that the chief issue will be
the Philippine war.
Tlie Pensacola Paper Mills, at Pensacola, Fla., have started in successful operation manufacturing a hard grade of tnanila
paper from pitch pine pulp. The material
is waste from saw mills heretofore burned
in slab piles.
It has been estimated that 2,000,000
have died in New South Wales because of tlie drouth this
The numyear.
ber oi sheep in that colony is 12,000,000
less than ten years ago. Other Australian
colonies have had almost equally disastrous experiences.

sheep

Helen M. Peyton, a restaurant
keeper in Denver, Colo., has entered suit
for #500,000 dower from the estate of
Isaac N. Peyton, president of the National Exchange Bank, Spokone, Wash., allegtig that he obtained a divorce from her by
fraud.
Mis.

According to a letter received by Chief
of Police Bishop of Springfield, Mo.,
Robert M. E. Coo ier, a penniless editor,
is heir to #500,000 in Cripple Creek mining property and Texas real estate left by
Capt. Crego, a frontiersman who died recently in Cripple Creek.
American citizen, is
Stephen Fell,
said to have been a slave for twelve years
in a tribe on the Upper Amazon from
which he finally escaped by killing his
guards. He was originally accompanied
by two other Americans, one of whom
died of fever and the other of a snake
bite.
an

The

Manufacturing

Industries.

The branches of manufacture show astonishing activity for the midsummer
seasou.
Strikes of frieght handlers have
caused embarrassment on a few roads,
though less than was feared, and street
car strikes are of local importance, especially at Cleveland, while at Youngstown
several thousand iron workers have struck
for higher wages, and the doekmen at
Lake Erie ports threaten to strike which
would have Serb us consequences for the
The disposition to get the
iron interest.
benefit of steady work seems to have given
place in many quarters to au inclination
to strike on slender pretexts because establishments aie crowded with business.
Yet the interruption thus far has been
less than in July of most years. [Dunn’s
Review, July 29.
Five Hundred Miles on a Wheel.
Y j:w Yoiik, July JO. Miss Jane C.
Yatman, a Manhattan bicycle rider, who
has been prominent in many long distance
rides, has eclipsed all previous performances of women
cyclists by finishing a

“quint” century.

Long

Island’s excellent roads were the
scene
of Miss Yatman’s marvelous feat.
Early on Thursday she left the Bedford
avenue fountain, Brooklyn, on the first
century of the 500 miles.
At the same rendezvous, a favorite one
for cyclists, she dismounted late
Saturday
afternoon, her cyclometer showing 500
miles.
She was weary in body and
mind,
but proud of her achievement.
To Cure

Constipation

In One Week

To Purify the Blood in One Week
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea
25c. trial size Tree. If it fails to cure
your money will be
H owns A Co.

refunded.

A. A.

viz:

Established by John Dorr 1833.

&

SON,

BOOKS, STATIONERY,
FANCY GOODS,
...

and...

Hoppin
the Relief

tlie

Established 1881.

SWIFT, JR.,

A.

\y

c-

&

F.

DENTIST,

No. 16 Main Street.

We make

lowest
work

prices.
and repairing

Main Street.

C.

J-JENRY

MARDEN,

sleeplessness, melancholy, headache, backache, fainting and
This
miracle
dizzy spells.
working medicine
is a god-send to weak, sickly, run down people.
Every bottle guaranteed.
Only 50
cents. Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist.
nervousness,

Strike.

More than 100 boys employed by the
Boston District Messenger Company went
on
strike unexpectedly
Monday, July
31, and proceeded to make things lively
in
the business section of the city.
They were joined by about 400 young
hoodlums, who, the officers of the company say, egged on the boys to the acts
of rowdyism they committed. The hoodlums and the strikers created consternation in the vicinity of the offices of the
Postal Telegraph Company, pummelled
and scared the boys who would not join
them, and viciously assaulted Police Inspector William T. Leggett, whom they
knocked
unconscious
on
Devonshire
street, and from whom they took a prisoner who had been arrested for
assaulting
another messenger boy. The places of
the strikers have been supplied.

Itching piles? Never mind if everything
else failed to cure yon. Try Doan’s Ointment.
No failure there. 50 cents, at any drug store.

Country Produce, Etc.

MAIN STREET.

43

&

jyyASON

DENTIST.

George

JUREERS

A

and Harnesses for the

past

OFFICE:

39 years.

A.

52

JOHN

DEPARTMENT

STORE,

High

PAINTS, OILS, LEAD,

LIVERY, SALE,

COTTRELL,

SWAN & SIBLEY

CO.,

W. H.

RICHARDS,

in

Proprietor.

HIGH STREET,

DEALER

IN

GOODS, SHAWLS
and Blankets, Silks, Velvets, Trimmings, Hosiery, Underwear and Corsets, Notions, Etc.

DRY AND FANCY

LADIES’

WRAPPERS

W.

BURKETT,

Carriage Stock.

DRY GOODS,

Atlas Ready Mixed

T. SHALES &

BLOCK,

ODD FELLOW

Main Street.

CO.,

FANCY

GOODS,

A. FRENCH &

IN

CORN, FLOUR, FEED, HAY
and GROCERIES,

CO.,

SMALL

HOSIERY and GLOVES.
We make a

Ladies’

specialty
plete

of

a

full and com-

line of

F. J. GERRY & CO., Prop’s, Dexter, Me.

FISH

£ITY

MILK and BUTTER,

E. F.

Dealer in.
SEA FOOD.

Creameries at DEXTER and BELFAST, Me

Howes’

Block,

storage and salesroom,
15 Washington Street, Roston.

Cold

BELFAST BRANCH OF

gMERSON
A. C.

CREAMERY,

High, Cor. Main Street.

ALONZO

Manufacturers and Dealers in

BUTTER AND CREAM,
PASTEURIZED CREAM A SPECIALTY
CREAMERIES AT

BUCK8PORT AND BELFAST.

DUTCH,
DEALER

Wilson, Agent,

FISH,

Twenty

No. 44 Main Street.

OYSTERS,
LOBSTERS, ETC.,

MARK

WOOD &

SON,

OFFICE

DWIGHT

NATIONAL

CHAS. H. FIELD,
GEO. A. QUIMBY.

BANK.

P.

r\t

ll.">

HIGH STKEK

LAMPS,
TINWARE.
KITCHEN t.

Pl.UMIdN
THE FAMOUS GLENWO'd’

STICKNEY,

Manufacturer of and IV

STOVES, FURNACES,
IN

BRITTANIA,

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,

MASONIC TEMPLE.

>

RAN

r

JAPANN F.

<

ENAMELED WARE

Plumbing, Gas-Fitting and
Fixtures, Pumps, Ere., Eti

HATS AND CAPS.
Stationery and Fancy

io

L. MITCHELL.

P.

PALMER,

DEALEK

Books,

l\

Established In

Established 1882.

QUIMBY,

BELFAST

for

Union Marine Insuran «•
Ship Brokers.
Wiki-. !'
•>1 Front Strkf

MEN’S OUTFITTERS.

First-Class American and

OVER

Agents

and Carpets
to order.
S. (loverimi-

and Crosses.

HILLS BUILDING. PHENIX ROW.

Established 1849.

SIUU ( i!

PAINTS AND Oil.-.

STOVES AND 1!.\V

MARBLE

Foreign Companies Represented.

CLAMS,

SAIL MAKERS and dealer

Awnings, Tents

and

Metal Wreaths

&

i-

S. LORD & CO

Apparatus and

Also PENSION ATTORNEYS.

pIELD

HAYFORD Bi.oi

CORDAGE,

Steam

Established lSti-i.

FIRE and PLATE GLASS INSURANCE.

Main Street.

Engines,

Representing fourteen leading American
and European Companies.
Temple,

LAKH. HI

-and COUNTRY PROP 1

MARBLE WORKS.

IN

FRESH and PICKLED

Steam

MONUMENTS, TABLETS,
Headstones, Marble Shelves,
Ikon Vases, Bouquet Holders,

Agency

POULTRY,

J\1

MACHINIST AND STEAM FITTER,

M. I. Stevens.

Main Street.

M

Established Is

Fittings,

INSURANCE,

Established 18S5.

....BEEF', PORK, HAMS

SAIL MAKERS.

Sewing Machines,
Manufacturer of Roller Bushings.

SON,

A GARDNK
Dealers in

CO..

Manufacturers of and dealers in

Masonic

gURGESS

Successors to J. W. Fred--..

Bicycles

PATTEE &

JAMES

MACHINE

READ,

T.

QEO.

Established 1882.

MARKET,

k

F.stablisned If-7

Dealer in

dispatch.

1

IMPROVED CIRCULAR SAWMILLS,

INSURANCE.

BRAMHALL, Proprietor,

Made from Sefaiiated Cream.

WOOL

Carriage Trimming...

C. E. Stevens.

Established 1870.

IIowes’ Bloi

No. 22 Front Street.

Established 187:5.

59 MAIN STREET.

IN

STERIALIZED

and

FISH MARKETS.

LAKE ORE AMERIES

Spruce

“Eclipse” Turbine Water Wheels, Winches,
Pumps, Derricks, Ac., Mill Gearing, Steel
Shafting, Pulleys, Hangers of all kinds. Belt
ing, etc. Hall’s Patent Counterpoised Polish
iug Machine for Granite and Marble. Hall’s
Patent Stave Jointer, Thomas B. Hussey.
Unity, Me., Plows and all kinds iron castings.
A. C. BURGESS, Manager ami Treasurer,

MATS, TRUNKS, BAGS,
...Jobbing

and

■

v i .1.:
Lard. Ham and all kinds of
Season.

MACHINISTS.

and In-

40 Church Street.

CREAMERIES.

CREAM,

Spruce Sheathing

BROTHERS,

BLANKETS, WHIPS,

clone with

Cotton Underwear

04 MAIN STREET.

ETC.

Also Dealers in

ROBES,

POULTRY
PORK.

AND FOUNDRY

HEDGE’S

HARNESS MANUFACTURERS,

WARES,

MEATS,
BEEF,

—

KlP’Jobbing done with dispatch.

gTEVENS

& BROWN.

HAIR,

/Successors to Belfast Foundry Co.\
and Belfast Machine Works.
V
/
Manufacturers of.

TRUNKS, BAGS,

fants’ Furnishing goods.

PURE SWEET

Piue and

gELFAST

McDonald,

No. 74 Main Street.

SMALL WARES.

SAXD AXI)

Established 1800.

FANCY GOODS,

DEALERS

LIME,

MACHINE SHOPS.

MATS,

Ilamlii.,

PKOYISIOXEB"

PO RT LAND CEME NT,

Belfast Foundry Co. established 1820.
Belfast Machine Works 187o.

WOOL

a

IM AN'O Tl NKIL

Huffman Roskndalk Cement,

HARNESSES.

CARPETINGS, ETC.,

Mason

DEALERS IN

SPRUCE A- HEMLOCK LUMBER.

Telephone Connection,

HARNESSES, ROBES,

Edward

£1LVER

PINE,

IA N

Carpenter,

pOGG

CO.,

*

Jacob Bros.,

Manager.

Floor Boards.

68 MAIN STREET.

f.

&

QOOPER

1

Dressed Pink Li mber.

Paints,

Oriental Powder Mill.

L

A >ou,

Baumeister,

President.

Southwoktii,

Established ISliO.

for

Agent

BLANKETS, WHIPS,

&

DEALERS

Gen.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

37 Front Street.
Proprietors Belfast Roller Mill,
Proprietors Brooks Grist Mill.

L<

D. B.

Hamlin,

Mason A

Briggs,
Hughes

House.

Window and Picture Glass.

Established 1860.

QEORGE

BURGESS,

...HARDWARE, IRON AND STEEL,...
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES,

SPECIALTY.

A

day.

KINDS OF

MUSICAL GOOD".

Te'enhoiu* Connection.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Successor to A. P. Mansfield,
MASONIC TEMPLE,

or

____I
LUMBER.

Successor to John Peirce A Co..
1814.
i 87'>.
Barker & Burgess.
tV. K. Morison A Co., 1887.

JOHNSON,

A.

C.

ALBERT

Established 18T8.

pRED

uiglit

Ralph II. Southwouth, (leuT

00 Main Street.

Importers of Salt.

Established 1856.

ALL

Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

*

William B. Swan, President.
Sibley. Treasurer.

g

S. PITCHER,

HACK

First-class teams furnished

Coal.

33, 35,

Established l""

Connected with Windsor Hotel and Re-

DRY GOODS.

GRAIN, FEED, FLOUR, SEEDS AND
PROVISIONS.
Dealers

PIANOs AND ORGAN'

AMMUNITION, SLEIGHS. WHIPS,

COLUMBIA and HARTFORD CYCLES.

Off. Natl.

Incorporated in 18DD.

BLANKETS AND ROBES.

4S ami 50 Main Street.

ii

Dnne at short notice.

AND TRANSIENT STABLE.

vere

Hangin

Finishing. Glazing. I-

Beaver St.,

LIVERY CO.,

gELFAST

_AGENT FOK_

Ratteen and Model Making,

■

Papfu

....

FURNITURE REPAIRING.

Established 1"

HOUSE PAINTER

LIVERY STABLES.

JONES,

HARDWARE,

PICTURE FRAMES AND MOULDINGS,

1

Washing, Kaisoming,

Street.

Established in 1857.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

BELFAST

"pHE

i-

STOVER

Painting,

PARKER,

A

Proprietor,

Established 1806.

Established 1SSS.

SANBORN,

Main Street.

W.

B.

LAUNDRY,

UF

S.

Stiii

PAINTERS

Q
UNITED

Bailey,

CARRIAGE MAKERS’ SUPPLIES.

DEPARTMENT STORE.

Established 1897.

M.

Spring Streets

107 Main

AND STEAM

j-J AND

...and...

Cor. Church and

UNDERWEAR

STEVENS,

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

CABINET MAKERS.

g

A.

HOSIERY,

Whitcomb, Searsport Agent.

HARDWARE,

made of Prison Carriages

specialty

MILLINERY AND FAN

AND

RETAILERS

Repository- Reap.
Windsor Hotel.

Bleach,

Established ISS'O.

HALL,

Successors to

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES.

MISSES ELLIS

or

5$ Ciirucii Street, opp. Linn & Field’s.

HARDWARE.

LOMBARD,

SMAI.l

63 CHURCH STKF

JHE
Acid

HAND LAUNDRY.

JIIE

E. F.

Established 1800.

Jobbers of

story of a Slave.
To be bound hand and foot for years by
the chains of disease is the worst form of
slavery. George D. Williams of Manchester. Mich tells how such a slave was made
free. He says: “My wife has been so helpless for five years that she could not turn
over iu bed alone.
After using two bottles
of Electric Bitters, she is wonderfully improved and able to do her own work.” 'This
supreme remedy for female diseases quickly

Meats,

Established 1800.

JHE

to

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,.

Established 1809.

P.

Plienix Row.

no

GOODS,

UNDERWEAR and IIAll.

J. M. STEVENS,
Fresh

()

FANCY

IN

FLOUR. CORN, FEED,

done at

REPOSITORY._

JEWELRY,

ETC.

LAUNDRIES.

Work,

in stock to set,

HATTIE M. BL,;.

f\ISS

(Chemicals at

Maine.
92

TRIMMED BONNETS

of Jas. Boss Filled

SILVERWARE,

All Hand

CUNMN(J|{\m

63 CHURCH STKFi I

WATCHES,

DIAMONDS,

HI!;'

IM PORTED MILLIXERY

constantly

Reliable Repairing.

JACKSON,

..FANCY

Belfast,

short notice.

CARRIAGE

specialty

a

R-

nRS-H

and all other Watch Cases,

C.

A well-selected stock of the above goods
constantly on hand, for sale at the

POOR,

R.

HOSIERY.

103-101 Main Stuki

JEWELER,

Established 1859.

|

GOO'.

WORSTEDS, LACES,

WATCHMAKER and

TEMPLE.

MASONIO

GLOVES,

G. R. DOAK.

QEORGE

Dealers in

Etc.

OPTICIANS.

T. CHASE.

PAUL,

DEALER

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS,

Expedition.

Messenger Boys

47 Main Street.

DEALER IN

instanta-

Sent*

A. O. SPENCER,
j. e. wilson,

H.

company

MILLINERY", FANCY"

No. 2.') Main Street.

GROCERS.

LIBBY,

A';

j

WARES, UNDERWEAR,

Funeral Directors.

DENTISTS.

&

\yELLS

::

: : :

RUGS.

Established 1887.

Frames,

,l[:

Established 1st

_and_

STRAW MATTINGS and

5WIFT

|,

MILLINERY" and FAN! Y

line of

SHOE FACTORY ANNEX.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

New Haven, Conn., .July HO.
Word
has been received that Benjamin Hoppin,
son of Prof. James M. Hoppin of the Y'ale
Art School, has forwarded his pleasure
yacht Senta to Greenland as a gift to the
Peary relief expedition, which left Nova
Scot'a a few days ago, to join Peary’s
Mr. Hoppin has
party in Greenland.
given his yacht without any restrictions,
to be used as far as possible in the exploration in the north and in scientific research.
The yacht was sent to North
Sydney, Nova Scotia,by the tug Merrimac,
and was slopped from there by the steamer
Diana for Lieut. Peary direct.
iui. nuppm is
very muon interested in
Arctic explorations, having made several
voyages north, and was in Peary’s Arctic
expedition in 1S9U.

cures

Door

JEWELERS:

FURNITURE,

Lumber, Mouldings,Stair Rails,Balusters, FLOUR, CHOICE GROCERIES, TEAS
Newels, Brackets of every descripAND COFFEES,
tion, Wood Turning, Jig and Band
Sawing and Planing.
Toiiacco, Cm ars, Fruit, Confectionery

ARTISTIC ROOM PAPERS.

Peary.

Gives

large

FINE FOREIGN and
DOMESTIC WOOLENS

DOAK,

...BICYCLES...
A

Two doors below Masoni.

ROOM and

Job iVork of all kinds done at short notice.

STAPLES

Benjamin

PARLOR, DINING

&

£IIASE

TAILOR

80 Main Stuki

Specialty.

a

Established 1820.

WILSON,

Dealers in

C. DURHAM,

and

Repair Work

SPECIALTY.

A

CHAMBER

OF

MERCHANT

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS,

description.

&

OF

MANUFACTURER

H. L- L0RD-

Post office Square.

Incorporated 1899.

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS and SHUTTERS,

SON,

UNDERTAKING

Established 1877.

Window

Street,

National Bank Building,

§PENCER

Gutters, Mouldings, Hard Wood Flooring, Brackets. Window Frames, Door
Frames, Stair Work, Columus, Band
Sawing.
KILN DRIED LUMBER,
O. E. FROST, Supt. and General Manager.

J. LOCKE &

J-J.

Established ism.

CAMERASau" PhotS*0lie8.

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS, GLAZED
WINDOWS,

20 MAIN STREET.

One moment he was the man of Liuiit Tpening and Scroll Sawing.
genius, with millions upon millions of
40 Main Street.
thoughts and memories in his brain, with
the fondest devotion in his heart for his
CLOTHIERS.
family, and yet, if materialism is to be
credited, all perished the next moment HENRY STAPLES.
F. V. COTTRELL.
when the tide of life suddenly stood still. ]
The body was worn out. hut what of that :
&
mysterious essence and power that was
Iugersoll? Was it turned to nothingness I
DEALERS IN'
in the twinkling of an eye, utterly deMEN’S
READY-MADE
CLOTHING,
when
the meehauical forces of the
stroyed
body were arrested? The materialist asFURNISHING GOODS,
sumes that it was, though as powerless to
Umbrellas,
prove it as he is to disprove the converse.
There has been a hesitation as to the dispo- Lubber Clothing,
sition to be made of Col. Iugersoll’s reHats, Caps, Etc.
mains and as to the ceremonies of his
Bathing Suits.
funeral that is significant.
Materialism is Youths and
Clothing a Specialty.
Boys’
confounded in the presence of death and
1'2 Main Street.
its own barren version of it.
There is
something even in the hearts of skeptics
CORN AND FEED.
warning them that their creed does violence to the deepest promptings of the
Established 1854. Incorporated 1891.
human mind. [St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Yacht for

Established 1854.

SON,

TAILOR^

MERCHANT

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

HAl' aud

DOORS AND SASH.

J.

72 Main

and

Dealers in

24 Front Street.

BOOKS AND STATIONERY.

P. WOODCOCK

70

of every

MANUFACTURERS

a few of the essential things,
safety, promptness, accuracy and a careful attention to details, supplemented by
all the courtesies that are usually extended by an obliging and fair dealing Bank.

r\

H. COOMBS &

CO.,

MATHEWS BROTHERS,

offers

ist the stoppage of the heartbeat cuds all.
The persons in whom affection and friendship are centered may, as he is convinced,
be wholly exterminated in an instant,
leaving nothing but memory without hope,
and a sad remnant of clay that must be
resigned to the chemistry of nature. Under such circumstances the materialist
clings with desperate tenacity to the rigid
form which he believes to be the last visible or invisible token of past association.
The corruptible is all that remains to his
vision, and the unspeakable consolation of
the Christian he condemns and rejects.
In
the event of death materialism has no
rites to offer except those that shape
themselves into an eternal farewell. There
may be eloquent tributes to a precious
past, but the one upon whose body the
earth closes is denied a future, and the
cruel epitaph is “The End.”
was

Cashier.

Soliciting your patronage, this Bank

of thought and achievement, is not extinguished to those who believe in immortality. They see in death a veil drawn
between earthly existence and the continuing life of the soul. To the material-

death

FUEL & HAY

And all Kinds of Builders’ Finish.

tlie Christian the soul

s

Wescott,

SAFE DEPOSIT HONES TO RENT.

parts company from the body in death.
The being who has been the object of love
and responsive to it, who has been capable

iugersoll

Ken Hazeltine, Treas
Pres.
F. G. White, Sec’y.

Hazeltine,

STRAW,

DEPOSITS SOLICITED.

Ingersollism Illustrated.

Lol.
neous.

C. B.

WOOD,

DEPOSITS, $100,000.00.

jy Custom
In the faith of

Established 1820.

COAL,

PROFITS, $60,000.

CAPITAL, $50,000.00.

If you d- not obtain all the benefits
you expected from the use of the Vigor
write the Doctor ab<.ut it.
Address, DR. J. C. AYER.
Lowell, Mass.

Planters in Brazos and Burleson Counties. Tex., make au estimate that in the
two counties 70.0(K) acres of crops were
ruined anti 12,000 people are left homeless.

Established 1849.

Successors to F. G. White Co.,

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK

Ayer’s Hair Vigor will
surely make hair grow on
bald heads, provided only
there is any life remaining in the hair bulbs.
It restores color to gray
or white hair.
It does not
do this in a moment, as
will a hair dye; but in a
short time the gray color
of age gradually disappears and the darker color
of youth takes its place.
Would you like a copy
of our book on the Hair
and Scalp? It is free.

l'lie remaining battalion of the l'Jth Infantry at Camp Meade lias been ordered
to san Francisco to embark for Manila,
'bio and Newport.
on July ff.\ on the

Established 1837.

BELFAST

C. W.

Cures Baldness

a

JEWELERS.

John G. Brooks, President.

if Prevents and it

proposed Texas cattle syndicate,
capitalization of half a billion
dollars, has been found too big an undertaking, and the plans will be modified.
The natives in some of the Philippine
provinces are resisting Tagal domination
and are said to be willing to declare alleThe
with

National Bank 1865.

CAPITAL, $150,000.

what does it do?
It causes the oil glands
in the skin to become more
active, making the hair soft
and glossy, precisely as
nature intended.
It cleanses the scalp from
dandruff and thus removes
one of the great causes of
baldness.
It makes a better circulation in the scalp and stops
the hair from coming out.

The Atlanta City Council has refused to
pass an ordinance requiring street preachers to obtain a permit from the Mayor.

FURNITURE.

NATIONAL BANK

BELFAST

Vigor

Gov. J. Urge Tyler has formally announced his candidacy for United States
Senator from Virginia.

ness

as

UNDIVIDED

Santiago.

While

Incorporated

"

DIRECTORY.

COAL AND WOOD.

Established 1836.

Hair

yard.

Mamie King, a New York girl, has lost
her reason through excessive cigarette

at

BANKS.

Ayers

a

Repairs to cost $12,000 will be put on
the cruiser Philadelphia, at Mare Island
navy

BUSINE88

Goods,

No. 60 Church Street,

Opposite Memorial

l-11

The cut

the Largest Tohacco-Factory in the World.

to

visit

after

is

old painting of a man
gambling with
Death with his life
as a stake.
Behind
the man stands his

an

Cigars and Cigarettes.

iKinj; of

Cuba, July Oth.

1-1

to

the

averting the weed into the
big and little, beloved of
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•*I am deeply impressed
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La Honradez has combined
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with American
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of state been

ex-secretary

to-day.

same

he would

have
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employed there are now
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onlyVuelto Abajo tobacco, and
that, by contract with certain
plantations. Besides permitting its six
hundred operatives to smoke all the
cigars
they desired during the hours of labor,
the too liberal managers allowed each
man to carry off five, to last him
over

help Nature.
success of Dr.

The great
Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery in curing wasted bodies,
weak lungs, and obstinate and lingering
coughs, is based on the recognition of
this fundamental scientific truth. “Golden
Medical Discovery supplies Nature with
body building, tissue repairing, muscle
making materials, in condensed and conWith this help Nature
centrated form.
supplies the strength to throw off diseases
of the lungs, heal the sick stomach, reestablish the digestive and nutritive organs
in sound health, purify and enrich the
blood, and nourish the nerves.
If your dealer offers something “just as
good,” it is probably better for him ; it
Hut you are thinking of the
pays better.

night. At first glance this seems a trifling detail; but come to figure it up, you
find it means something like two million
cigars a year, the cheapest of which sell
for twenty dollars the thousand.
When tobacco-bales, carefully

work themselves up
excitement on slight-

and

As

a

serious or of

News and Notes.

“The hills and fields and islands of
New England blossom with sweet flowers
of romance as richly as any meadow of
Old World fame,” says Samuel A. Eliot,
in the New England Magazine for August,
in the introductory lines of his interesting
paper on “The Romance of Mt. Desert.”
His article dwells particularly on the
period of Champlain’s exploration and
the settlement of the Jesuits on Mt.
Desert, and summer visitors to the island
will be glad that its hisiory is here so attractively set forth and so beautifully illustrated. Warren F. Kellogg, 5 Park Sq.,
Boston, Mass.
The August Cosmopolitan is a strong
attraction.
Two important articles deal
with society, one J. W. Bennett’s “Your
True Relation to Society,” the other,
Mrs. John King Van Rensselaer’s “The
Basis of New York Society.”
This latter
article is handsomely illustrated with
portraits of the well-known women who
move
in the famous Four Hundred.
Gustav Kobbe writes on “Augustine Daly
and His Life-work,” which is another
profusely illustrated article, and John
Brisben Walker continues his interesting
history of the times of Mohammed and
Omar. The iictiou is very entertaining.
Judging by the statement of the editor,
the Cosmopolitan was quite justified in
its discontinuance of Count Tolstoi's
novel.
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New Church at Old Orchard.

A SMALL SPOT :
MAY BE CANCER.

At Old Orchard at 4 p. m. July
27th,
ground was broken for the new Methodist
church
at
the
corner
of
Episcopal
Washington street and Fountain avenue. A
large number of Methodists from Saco,

Biddeford, Old Orchard and other Maine
cities attended the exercises which were
held at the entrance to the great amphitheatre in the grove.
Hev.Dr. L. B. Bates of Boston presided,
and his e'oquent remarks were listened to
with much interest by the assemblage.
He spoke of the thousands of churches
that are being built in this country every
year and the great amount of good that
was done.
some three

MOST VIOLENT CASES HAVE.

shows no disposition to heal under ordia*
ary treatment. No one can tell how soon thess
will develop into Cancer of the worst
typ*.
So many people die from Cancer
simply oecause they do not know
the
what
is |
disease
just
Ivil.hl.
i I III
LLOi
they naturally turn themselves over to the doctors,
an(*
are. forced to submit to a cruel and dangerous
operation the only treatment which the doctors know for Cancer. The disease
returns,
and
is even more violent and destructive thaa
however,
promptly
before. Cancer is a deadly
in the blood, and an operation, plaster, or
poison
other external treatment can have no effect whatever
The cure must
upon it
come from within
the last vestige of poison must be eradicated.

APPFARFll
AT FIRQT
A^
I LHIILU HI
HI
lino I MO

said Ur.

years ago,
Hates,
“While coming from a convention, I met
the late Itobert Ingersoll on the train.
We talked about many things, and finally
the agnostic spoke of the large number of
churches that were being built every year.
Mr. Ingersoll brushed back his bushy
hair with his hand and after a moment’s
meditation said: ‘It puzzles me to know
how long this thing is going to keep up.”
“I replied, ‘Well, Colonel, it puzzles
me, but it would not go on if God did not
rule the universe.”
Kev. B. C. Wentworth of Berwick, formerly presiding elder of the eastern
Maine conference, made an address which
created a sensation.
He said that he was
greatly stirred up and he thought that he
he had good reason to be,for since coming
to Old Orchard he had been told that last
Sunday $100 had been taken over the bar
of a hotel at the beach.
He urged the
members of the new edifice to turn their
batteries upon the saloons and hotel barrooms at this resort and drive them out of
town.
He said if the churches of Old
Orchard would unite their forces in the
name of God and fight this great evil, in
a short time no hotel bar or saloon would
He stated
any longer disgrace the place.
that he had been informed that the high
sheriff had said that if he could find six
solid men who would stand behind him
he would wage war against rum here.
An Old Orchard man who was present
shouted, “And the Old Orchard deputy
says the same thing and we will find the
men to stand behind
him, toe.”
Nearly every one present shouted
“Amen,” and much excitement prevailed.
Good

Will

_____

IJrRF

t

I-

In

Dr. Benjamin F. Trueblood of Boston,
s.'cretaryof tlie American Pea§§ Conference, was present at The Hague during

of the International Peace
Conference, and lie contributes to the
New England Magazine for August a valuable and interesting account of his personal observations of the distinguished
men composing this notable
assembly and
of tlie information lie there gathered
relative to tlie proceedings of tlie conference.
Tlie mere fact that such a body of
men, representing tlie highest culture of
their several nations, should have met together and worked so faithfully and in
such a spirit of mutual appreciation and
harmony, is more deeply significent, says
Dr. frueblood, than any direct results
which may have been attained.
That
war
as a means of
settling diifculties between nations has been struck a
severe blow, and that the feeling in favor
of disarmament has been greatly strengthened by this international exchange of
ideas can now he asserted.
His article is
excellently illustrated with many portraits and with several views of the
Ilouse-iu-the-Woods where the conference was held, while tlie
frontispiece of
the magazine is a group picture of the
six American delegates.
Warren F. Kellogg, j Park Square, Boston, Mass.

ence,

La Cabanas the official

The

manager will tell you that the value of
the Vuelta Abajo leaf lies in its flavor
rather than its strength, and that the
Honradez

best known for the delicate aroma come from I’inar del Ilio plan-

cigars

tations. The Remedies leaf is very strong,
so strong that the Cubans do not like
it,
and it is used only to mix with American
tobacco for the American
will also

add,

with

a

tobacco

rather than
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not

what

is—they demand strength

aroma

and as a rule

rather pay ten cents for

quarter of
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that Los Amerieos do

good

trade;

a vara

a|three-inch cigar

loug

a

crude

than

a

would

thing

a

dollar for

fit for San Marcial him-

self.
What its churches are to Rome, “Fabricas” are to Habana.
Before the war
there were more than two hundred of
them

in the one

tiendas,

to

city,

from the obscure

such

as

Every chair

quiet

went

away.

table Hanner,
Sets a dear old fancy free—
For they seem to bring the faces
Of the children back to me.
An’ each corner hides a phantom
Hid among the sliaders gray—
But my eyes grow misty lookin’
For the dear ones gone away.
[H. S. Keller.
an'

Southampton,

has the
most
unique and unnatural feature of any seaport in the world—that is, the extraordinary phenomenon of double tides; in other
words, it has four tides a day. To this
valuable possession and admirably sheltered harbor it entirely owes its position.

Eng.,

The river Aid in England, which flows
the back of the town of Aldeburg, exhibits a peculiar feature there.
Instead
of running into the sea, as it appears on
the point of doing, it turns along the
coast and runs down, shut in by a narrow
stretch of shingle, for 12 miles before it
enters the sea.
at

will

need to use their best weapons to
the thrilling indictment drawn by
her in her brilliant assault upon what she
believes to be organized and scientific

meet

cruelty.

“And

now, Cassimere,” rapturously
the young man, “it only remainsfor you to name the day.”
“I will marry you, Orlando,” she replied, as the blushes chased each other
over her face,
“on the first day of the
20th century.”
And Orlando abjectly surrendered the
point that had been so long in dispute
between them.
In defiance of every dictate of reason, common sense and the
plainest elementary principles of mathematics, he murmured: “You are right,
dearest. It begins Jan. 1, 1000!” [Chicago Post.

whispered

“I am writing an article,” he
said,
“on The Way to Manage a Woman.”
“I suppose it will be a long one,” she
replied in a slightly scornful tone.
“No,” he answered; “it will be quite
short.
In fact, it will consist of only two
words— ‘Don’t try!’
[Chicago Post.

the street and

open
employing
two or three assistants, to the great factories of a thousand skilled employes.
The poor little shops turn out inferior

grades,

Since the children

day,

experiences of
It has lived
cordial

wives and sisters have a

JVORINES

A Cake of Fine Toilet Soap in Every Package.,

acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for

Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 60c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland^Ohio
For sale by R. H. Moody.
ly

half

a

century

its merits, and

on

the

on

progressive Americans.
“The New York Weekly Tribune,”

support

ot

munity in which he lives

cordial support of his loc i', newspaper, is it wo ks
his home ail t’uo

a

stantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to
and happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his fiiends,

connews

the •mud it ion and prosa weekly visitor

pects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and, in tact, is
which should be found in every wide-awake, progressive family.
Just think of it!
Send all

Both of these papers for only >2.00 a year.
to The Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast. Me

subscriptions
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INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing

Over

Twenty

Million Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE CiLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
^F"*STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. J£t Security Bonds lor Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees. Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.
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From Rockland, via Camden, and
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The Pump
That Pumps

Piles and

1

EUR^^^^

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

H.

A^«t. Belfast.
'nuri. Supt., Boston.
HILL, fiend Manager, Boston

SPRAY
PUMPS

Double

acting.

Jan* and Spray

Lift,

■-PUMPS

IFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. George,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 22, 1899.
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Auction.

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,

over

It is
acknowledged the country over 'is the
leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the Suite and Nation,
the publishers of The Republican Journal (your own favorite home paper) have entered
into an alliance with “The York Weekly Tribune” which enables hem to furnish
botli papers at the trilling cost of >2.00 per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his family, and to the com-

MOODY.

PILES!

con-

brings

enjoys in
vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

Bangor..

PILES!

and

teachings,

its old age all the

all SKIN ERUPTIONS—like Piracies, Black
lleadN, ICougrh .Skin, Sunburn and Tun.
85c per bov by mail or from Of It AGEHiT.
Williams Mfer. Co.. Props.. Cleveland, O

PILES!

with faith in its

to their homes nnd firesides.
As a natural consequence it

Ju.''fJUDRDU
l.fl I flKKH

Will be sold at public auction, at the farm of
AARON R. SNOW, in Jackson, on S«it unlay, the
twelfth day of August, 1X99, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, the following described property:
One yoke oxen, two cows, one bull, about ten tons
of hay, about ten thousand feet of spruce, hemlock and hard wood lugs at the mill, four bogs,
two mowing machines, all the farming tools ami
utensils, one sorrel or chestnut marc, nine years
old, had of James Barton ; one bay mare, live years
old, raised by said Snow; one bay horse, eight
5 ears, had of I. Ivenniston; one dark chestnut or
brown mare, seven years old, bad of Jesse Connor;
two bay horses, sixteen years old, had of Bert
Lain; one buckskin or cream colored mare, six
years old, had of George Kenniston; one bay
horse, eight years old, had of Oliver Brown; one
bay horse, eight years old, had of Will Bessey;
one bay horse, eight years old, had of Harrison
Stevens, and perhaps other horses. Terms, cash,
or note on three months so indorsed as to be discounted at the Banks. The title to all the property is without dispute.
A. G. CASWELL, Auctioneer.
August 1, 1899.—2w3l

but devotion to the true

fidence in the information which it

and

SALK

long life,

a

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast to-

WILLIAMS’ARNICA AND WITCH
HAZEL SALVE

FOR

It’s

Old!!!

interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the

Bag

BY R. H.

Years

Fifty-eight

Assembly.

Barrel

COLD IN THE HE*D

it

NEARLY

WtansvPILLS

and

BLOOD

is the
only remedy which can go deep enough to reach the root of
the disease and force it out of the system
permanently. A surgical operation
does not reach the blood—the real seat of the disease—because the blood can
not be cut away. Insist upon S. 8. S.; nothing can take its
place*.
S. S. S. cures also any case of Scrofula. Eczema. Rheumatism. O
ntagiou*
Blood Poison, Ulcers, Sores, or any other form of hlood disease
Valuahl*
books on Cancer and Blood Diseases will be mailed free to any ad dress
by
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

or

tlie session

Mr. W m Walpole, of W’alshtown, S.
D., says:
little blotch about the size of a
pea came under my lei
eye gradually growing larger, from which shooting pains
at intervals ran in all directions. I became
greatly alarmed
and consulted a good doctor, who
pronounced it Cancer,
and advised that it be cut out, but this I could not consent to.
I read in my local
paper of a cure effected by
S S. S.. and decided to try it. Itactedlikea charm the
Cancer becoming at first irritated, and then discharging
This gradually grew less ami then diseonvery freely.
tinued altogether, leaving a small scab which soon
dropped off and now only a healthy little scar remains where
what, threatened to ifestroy my life once held full
sway
Positively the only cure for Cancer Is Swift's Specific_

S. S. S. FOR THE
—because

Good Will Assembly opened July 27th
with religious services at The Pines, a
large grove of pine trees given for this
purpose by Walter M. Smith of Stamford,
Ct.
A number of tents were pitched and
boys’ clubs from Maine and New Hampshire were present. The session will continue for ten days.
Among the speakers
are
Prof. Anthony of Cobb Divinity
School, Lewiston, Prof. Lee of Bowdoin
College, Dr. K. A. P. Vail of Stamford,
C. S. M. Hadley, superintendent of Water Street Mission, New York, Kev. J. K.
P.oardman and Kev. A. T. Dunn.
The
first lecture was Friday morning by Kev.
Bean
of
on
“Good
CitiLeroy
Portland,
zenship.” He spoke on Saturday on
“The Devil in Black and White."
W. W. True of Colby, '02, has charge
of the athletics, and Charles I). Porter of
the University of Maine directs the swimming. The Lewiston Boys’ string orchestra will furnish music during the session.

years we
shall be able to apply to Cuba the title of
his article, “A Paradise Regained.”

PIMPI F\

..

highest pay. At
escojedo, or sorter
where tlie boxes arc made in which the
of wrappers, gets seven dollars a day.
goods are packed, the residences of the while the torcedores, or twisters receive
proprietor and his head assistants. In the an average of two dollars. After being
lower salon me machines adapted to a vaassorted, counted and done up in packriety ot strange purposes. Among the most
ages of 25, the cigars are packed in boxes
novel is that for eittiug picadura, the line
already branded as “Regalias,” “Loutobacco used in tilling cigarettes; the hydres,” etc, and are ready for market.
draulic press, used in compressing tobacThe names on the boxes mean a good deal
co
fur exportation into solid blocks as
more than the uninitiated may imagine.
bard as wood; and the press for stamping
The “Regalia Imperial,” for example, is
brands upon the boxes, which, instead of
Severn inches long and worth almost its
being burned in, as they appear, are print- weight in gold. The “Trabues” is a
ed by a very rapid and ingenious process. medium
grade, short and thick, the favorThe barrel department is also worth inite of the Catalan shop-keepers in Cuba.
spection—barrels turned out by steam The “Dana” is very small and delicate,
with great velocity, all hooped and headsmoked by Cuban ladies, and by men
ed; and though in such numbers, every between acts of the opera. It is generally
one is perfectly air and water tight.
On highly flavored, by vanilla or some other
is always the same—the
the second floor is a complete printing extract.
The “Yegueros,” a plantation
highest quality of flour
outfit, every branch of typography and cigar, is made on the vegas, of the very
that scientific milling
A
feature
of
Elizabeth Stuart
popular
lithopraphy being constantly employed in best leaves roughly twisted for the planters
can
Made
produce.
is
the.
writings
happy blending
printing circulars, labels, wrappers, views own use, and if sold at all at the most Phelps’
of lively humor and tender pathos which
from the
best winter
of the factory, letter-heads and millions exorbitant price.
always characterizes and illuminates them.
wheat the farmer can
ot beautifully colored and tastefully deFannie Brigham Ward, j These qualities were perhaps never more
Made for disin evidence than in her latest and most
grow.
that
enclose
the
signed papers
cigarettes
touching story, “Loveliness,” which aphousewives.
criminating
in packages of twenty-five.
In the enSince the Children Went Away.
pears in the August Atlautic.
But the
And
it
makes
the sweetis
a
fine
room
element which will attract the widest
magneto-electriijue
graving
est, lightest, most nutriattention to the story and call forth the
machine, invented by a Frenchman, for
It don’t seem no how like livin’
liveliest discussion over it, is its outtious loaf it is possible
Since the children went away ;
drawing on stone by chemical action,
spoken and trenchant attack upon the
The
ole house is awful quiet
and machinery run by electricity. The
to bake.
of
vivisection and the methods of
practice
On this chilly winter day.
Sold everywhere.
the vivisectors. “Loveliness” is a “silver
Yes. I hear their voices ringin’
receiving and examining room is most
Like
to
used
Yorkshire
WM. A. COOMBS' MILLING CO.,
they
the
are
long
ago
made
terrier,” stolen from a delicate
interesting. After
cigarettes
When they played up in the garret
Cold water, Mich.
little girl, whose life is actually waverand put up into packages of the allotted
Members of Anti-adulteration League.
'Neath the rafters droopin’ low.
ing in the balance through her grief over
the loss of her beloved pet, when her
number, the packages are examined,
How they used to run an' frolic—
father, a college professor, discovers the
wrapped in large, round bundles and
Merry lads an’ lassies all,
missing favorite in the operating-room of
Playin’ ’mong the ’erb an’ popcorn
packed in barrels. The store-rooms are
the medical school of his own university,
Where the dusky shaders fall.
as sacredly guarded as a bank vault—and
An’ the girls they made a swing;
and under the very scalpel of the operator,
indeed some of the tobacco leaves in it
How they used to romp at taggin’
“kissing his vivisector’s hand.” Tlie
An’ the nosy posey rm g.
authors indignation that such things
might eacii pass current as a greenback of
should
be tolerated in these days is
W W a SURE RELIEF TO WOMAN for
How they used to run an’ scamper
large denomination. The products of this
expressed in no uncertain terms. The all troubles peculiar to her sex. £3F~Send by
Down the wide old hallway stairs—
factory find their way to all parts of the
defenders of those who practise what she mail or from our A.gent. $1.00 per box.
But they were a proper passel
Durin’ holy evenin’ prayers.
denominates “the worst torture of all, WILLIAMS MFG.
world, being made to suit the taste of
CO., Props., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
that reserved by wisdom and power of the
Well, they left us ; an’ the shaders
Some of the
every class of smokers.
Seem to have a deeper gray,
the undefended and the small,”
dumb,
An, the house is awful
cigarette papers are combined with rice,
city,

rule, however, the pernicious habit of
presenting to the huslong duration, bands and brothers on Christmas and
birthdays, for some of the vilest cigars on
AST'ORIA.
►The Kind You Have Always Bought earth may be bought by the unsophisticated in Cuba.
Among the largest and best
factories is La Cabanas, which has given

‘’vocation.
“rs are not

hundred years ago.

the best of

do is to

sleep is
t cleanliness and good order, its
snow-white “spreads” and pilt.s curious personal belongings
coffee, pretoral perfumery, corn, etc.,
xiies from the Flowery Kingcigars are strong, mild and medium.
ittered about the room are little
the contract laborers

workmen

a

Literary

packed
wrapped in palm-leaves, arrive at
the factory, they are kept in a cool, dark
j
on the first floor,
where they are
place
j
:
divided into classes according to quality,
varying in value for $20 to $400 per bale
| cure not the profit, so there’s nothing “just of 200 pounds. When the bales are openas good
for you
Say so.
ed for use, the manojas and gabillas are
In
letter received from A I). Weller, Ksq.»
separated and the latter carried in their
of Pensacola. Escambia C<>.. Fla. (Box 544), he
I have, since receiving your diagnosis
states
Outing tor August is an exceedingly indry state to the moistening room. The
of my case
st> .much trouble and liver comand seasonable number,with the
teresting
are
leaves
softened
them
in
the
Golden
Medibottles
of
by putting
plaint taken lght
usual fine illustrations.
The contents incal Discovery, and must say that I am transa
solution of salthogsheads containing
clude: “Golf in Gotham,” by Charles
formed from’a walking shadow (as my friends
I value your
called me) t
periect health
petre and water; then the water is poured Turner, the literary father of golf in
remedies
highly and take pleasure in
America; “Big Game in the Rockies,” hy
oft' and the leaves spread upon the edges
and all who suffer
to
recommending tin
J. N. Ostrom; “Lawn Tenuis on the EuFour
as I did.
nths agp 1 did not think to be
of
the
barrels
to partially dry.
After
beSamuel
in
rase
of
I'ucle
shape to ..s^isi
ropean Continent,” by J. P. Paret, “An
hostilities, but thanks to you, 1 am now ready
ing thoroughly wet, the leaves unfold August Outing,” by Ed. W. Sandys;
for the Dons
easily, without tearing, if care is exercis- “Canoeing Down the West Branch of the
Dr Pierce's Common Sense Medical AdA. Brooks; “The Best
The stems are then taken out and Penobscot,” by W.
viser. In Plain English; or. Medicine Simed.
out of Three,” by M. Gertrude
Cundill;
plified, 1008 pages over 700 illustrations,
with the refuse of other tobacco is laid
“Camp Crisine,” by 11. C. Daniels; “A
paper-bound, sent for 21 one-cent stamps,
aside for filling the cheapest cigars. This Stroll in the Black Forest,” by Mary E.
to cover cost of mailing only. Clotli-bound
ten stamps more.
Address Dr. R. V.
“Holiday Work with the Camera,”
tilling is known as tripa, and few of the Blake;
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y
Dr. John Nicol; “The August Cruise
best cigars are altogether guiltless of it. by
of the New York Club,” by A. J. KeneaThe manufacture of a cigar looks simple ly.and the usual poems, editorials and rethe tempest-in-a-teaport rage, which soon
enough. The workman, supplying him- cords, which include a full and expert account of the Golf
blows over, being a Latin characteristic.
Championship contest at
self with a handful of leaf, called capa,
Chicago by William Tucker, of St.
The cigar makers have their Unions, call- 1
(the Spanish word for cloak), and a lot Andrews.
ed Gremios, which are almost as prolific i of
tripa for the body of the cigars, seats
In the March number of The
of mischief as those of the United States,
himself at his little table, which has raisForum,
Dr. Felix L. Oswald, under the caption
and in the interests of law and order j ed
side
but
on
that
nearest
to
every
ledges
“A Lost Eden,” gave a most pessimistic
should be sternly suppressed by the him.
He spreads out the capa and cuts forecast of our occupation in
Cuba, hintstrong hand of the government in any it into strips with a sharp knife. This is ing that the large swarm of irrepressibe
outlaws with which the island is infested
country.
the most delicate part of the operation,
could never be subjugated and
suggesting
The women and girls, employed in stripand
skill,
knowledge
requiring
experi- that perhaps it had been better for Amerping the leaf, have a large airy apartment ence. By it the different qualities are ican interests if Cuba “like the lost Athad disappeared beneath the ocean
to themselves, and how their tongues do
separated which determine in great meas- lantis,
run.
Gossip, jest and snatches of song ure the strength, aroma and value of the waves.” In the August issue of the same
magazine, Mr. George Reno takes Dr. Oskeep time with their nimble fingers. cigars, the outside of the leaf being gen- wald to task and
challenges most of his
Each lias a powder-box somewhere about
erally the best and that nearest the stem statements. Mr. Reno, it will be rememher, and when the day’s work is ended she the worst.
Then he lays a few fragments bered, was for a long time special envoy
between the Provincial Government of
dabs it in ghastly drifts over her face,
of tripa in the centre of each strip, rolls Cuba and the
Administration at Washingneck and ears.
They are paid from 50 to the whole into the required shape and ton, and he claims to have ridden
over
a
and
their work is confinto 80 cents
day
then, taking a wrapper, rolls it spirally most of the island. So far from accepted to the cigarette department. Notwith- around the now
ing Dr. Oswald’s gloomy forecast, Mr.
completed cigar. If an Reno
is of opinion that Cuba’s delightful
standing the need of flxible fingers and expert, he has made it precisely the right
climate, wonderful fertile soil, vast forests
the fact that women are supposed to posand
valuable
woods will deservedly atlength, shape and size, without any trimsess a more delicate touch than men, it is
tract an unlimited amount of American
ming. Try your own bungling hand at
and
that
a large
claimed that they can never become succapital,
emigration from
it, and you will come to the conclusion the United States is sure to follow. Mr.
cessful cigar-makers.
that the manipulator must be a juggler as Reno is confident that in a few
;
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building

It used

and lets her

the man wuo turns to Nature

entire

:>

game

help him may yet save himself. Medical
science knows this, and its highest authorities affirm that the utmost medical skill

the great Fabrica de Hontlabana—the word honradez
s

I

every-day

to a certain brand known to all
It is a great stone

For a time its
annual output was limited by the
government to 500,000 cigars a
year, but when
the war began it was
disposing of an average of sixteen million cigars per annum.

of men and women.
Behind the player
stands the good
angel Nature, striving to preserve the
life.
Even when
the game is almost
in Death’s hands.

until you have visited a
and inspected the whole

“honesty.” The factory
city square, from Cuba
Yguacio, and in prosperous
out something over 2,500,i cigarettes per diem.
the building you are met by

anas

This game with
life as the stake is

You

i to have “done” this isle of

>

him.

save

name

opposite the Campo de Marte and was
founded by Senor Don Francisco de Cab-

good angel striving

rrespoutlence of The Journal. J
v

its

smokers.
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The Maine Press Association is enjoyits annual outing this week in a
coun-

Those of us win* can’t get away feel
very glad that otlur members of "he profession can get out and kick up their

is

of those who made

who said in his

ac-

other route_1 have visited it every 40
years, and l shall not go again until the
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These

copperheads,

have :!h greatei ] ait of the Western i
Democracy against them. There will be \
a ravage light iu the Democratic conven- I

expansion issue. I
Probably tbe reactionaries will win in that j
gathering. Democratic conventions have
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committed
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on

the

many follies that nobody
wid he s;i: \ iised. if Si*me carries his “autiimperhiiism" lunacy through that of PdOO.
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Tendencies iu

ForGreat

Britain,’' by 111 Thomas Gibson Bowles,
weil-km

tIre

Member of

wi

Mr. Bowles shows that

Parliament,
although England

claims to he. and all other nations believe
to be, tht one Free Trade country,

her

there i-

other country in Europe wlii h
levies so large amount of customs duties
at its ports.
The present tendency, he
no

says, in Great Britian is to leave things as
they are, and to trust to the natural ex-

pansion of the revenue—from the steadily
increasing prosperity of the country—to

provide

for the

greatly swelling expendi-

This will be all very well so long
as the
prosperity continues, but be adds,
“should trade languish, and the prospertures.

< f
the country threaten to diminish,
then not alone those who have never bowed he knee toC'obdeu, but many of those

ity

who

have, will arise
prophesy strange things.”

and

begin

to

We are proud of the conduct of the
members of the Maine Press Association
in the terrible accident at Mt. Desert Ferry last Sunday morning.
They were the
heroes of the occasion, and the reports in
the

daily

more

the party at Pittsfield and
Bangor we met C. W.

Hie

we

llerv

we were

ride

through

papers credit them with saving
than t score of !i\es.
Under the

trying circumstances they were cool
courageous, and this was uot only
theii salvation but enabled them to save
others.
Mr. C. \Y. Robbius of the Old
most

and

in

we

received the

adjourned meeting of the School Comwas held Monday evening, Aug. 7th.

An

Hatch of the committee

Mr.

down

on

teachers

re-

j

one

specifications, for

North I.uhec, but Mr. Hobbins succeeded in arranging for the boat

weil

we

tional wall would be required under the
building where the excavation was made

to

carry

as

over, and in duo

advanced it

After the work was
discovered that addi-

In the evening theie was a re- i
sail to the head of Cobseook Bay, an esception in the new Universalist church,
tuary of Passamaquoddy Bay. touching at
with an address of welcome by John
the Xe-mat-ta-no wharf on the return and
Lynch, Esq., to which M N. Rich of the then
proceeding to Eastport. Here we
Portland Board of Trade Journal rewere met by Mayor Leavett and a comsponded. Delightful music was furnished ! mittee of citizens and escorted to
carriages
by McCabe’s orchestra, and ice cream and for a drive about the island, which terother refreshments were served. It was a
minated at Crosby’s beach, where the
very enjoyable affair.
party were handsomely entertained by
Wednesday morning we boarded the the Eastport Board of Trade.
A iish
train for Calais and soon left hospitable
chowder was served, with sandwiches,
Jacliias behind, but tiie courtesies excake, fruit, coffee, etc., and the variety
tended there will long linger in our mem- and excellence of the cake, all :he prodones.
Calais w as reached at 11.1b a. m., uct of the Eastport ladies, attested their
culinary skill. Here as at other places
and at the station members of the
city tnree cheers and a tiger were given for
government, a special committee of the oui entertainers before entering the car•st. Croix Club and prominent citizens
riages again. Some went to McFaul park
near by and
witnessed some exciting
were in waiting.
The party was divided
horse races, and others returned to the
between the St. Croix Exchange, Clarence :
for
an
hour
or two of sight-seeing.
city
Chapman, son of Landard Chapman of The party divided here, some going to
the Bangor House, proprietor, and the Campobello and Luhec, others to visit
the scene of the Jernegan swindle at
Border City Hotel.
Iu the afternoon
.North Luhec, while a number look the 3
there was a trolley ride to St. Stephen o’clock boat for the Xe-mat-ta-no for a
and Milltown, iu which the visitors saw few restful hours before the bauquet, anthe residence sections of these places and nounced for S o’clock p. m., at which
Leavett aiid other prominent citiof Calais,together with charming views of Mayor
zens of Eastport were to be present.
Unthe St Croix River.
The ride was in fortunately the
fog shut down early, and
while
the
of
the
coulu
Alice
have
cars
tendered
the
captain
special
through
courtesy
of Hon. George A. Curran.
The rooms brought over safely the party of thirty or
more that were at the wharf in Eastport
of St. Croix Club were open to the visit- at the
appointed time he could not underors during the day and in the evening a
take to return them after the festivities,
reception was held there. The members and as the hotel was full they felt comto remain at home.
It was a great
of the association and their ladies were re- pelled
disappointment to the press party, and to
ceived by committees comprising, Mrs. B. the
landlord, Mr. Pierce, w ho had made
B. Murray, Mrs. Frank P. Woods and
great preparations for the entertainment.
However, the banquet was served on time
Misses Nelson; Frank Nelson, President of
and the party were at table some three or
the St. Croix Club,Dr. C. E. Swan and W.
more hours,
enjoying a part of the time
C. Renne.
Ice cream, cake, fruit punch in a feast of reason and a How of soul.
and cigars were served, and the visitors
Saturday morning we started for home.
After an early breakfast at the Xe-mat-tawere made to feel at home.
no
we
boarded the steamer Alice for
Next morning the party embarked on
Eastport, where Mayor Leavett was on
the steamer Rose Standish for St. An- hand as
usual, to see us into carriages for
drews.
The fog made itself felt, but did the station and to “speed the parting
guest” as the train bore us away from our
not obscure the view until after thelandkindly and hospitable entertainers. This
iug at Robbinston, when for a time it wras ended the
excursion, the majority continto
sound
the
necessary
fog whistle. uing by train or boat to their respective
while
10 remained at Ellsworth to
Enough was seen, however, to assure the homes,
make an excursion to Bar Harbor. Their
excursionists what a delightful sail this
experiences are told in other columns.
must be on a sunshiney day. At (St. Anthe party was made up as follows:
drews teams were in waiting to carry the
Edward M. Barton, librarian of Antiparty to the Algonquin Hotel, which quarian Society, guest of the association,
Worcester, Mass.
stands on high ground a mile or more
H. E.
Kennebec Journal. AuMachias.

was

Bowditch,

from the

landing.

conspicu-

following postal:

Old Town. Aug. 7.
friends of the Maine Press Association:
Let us congratulate ourselves
upon the
successful termination of our Washington
county excursion ami the fact that none of
the party of fifteen who remained in Ellsworth Saturday night to visit Bar Harbor
Sunday were lost m that frightful accident
at tlie Bluffs, notw
ithstanding every one of
us w as on the
slip when it broke in two and
thirteen of us were precipitated into the water.
Mr. and Mrs Campbell succeeded in
reaching the steamer. Every one of our
partjr came out alive but with narrow escapes, and I trust with no serious injurv.
The party were Cl as. F. Flynt, Augusta,
Chas. B. Haskell, Pittsfield, Jesse H. Ogier,
Camden, C W. Robbins, Old Town, with
their wives. F. M. Thompson and his mother, Portland, Chas. E. Williams. Portland,
H. E. Eowditeh, Augusta. A. E. Forbes,
Paris.
We are all right and glad you didn’t
go.
Yours hastily, with thankfulness,
C. W. Robbins.
Ladies clean your kid gloves with La Belle
Kid Glove Cleaner, for sale only by Carle &
Jones, dealer in china, glass, lamps, wall
3m23
ptjper and ten cents goods.

There are tine views

in every direction from its spacious verandas and the hotel itself is finely appointed and equipped. The time before
dinner was devoted to
a

exploring

,St. An-

finished town without
of support, unless it is

any visible means
the summer visitor.

gusta.
R. M. Campbell and wife, Enterprise,
Ellsworth.
G. M. Donham and wife, Maine Register,
Portland.
K. M. Dunbar and wife, Damariscotta.
Liston P. Evans and wife, Observer,
Dover,
Chas. F. Flynt and wife, Kennebec Jour-

nal, Augusta.

Arthur E. Forbes, Oxford Democrat.
South Paris.
Chas. B. Haskell and wife, Advertiser,
Pittsfield.
Louis O- Haskell aud wife, Advertiser,
Pittsfield.
Geo. D. Loring and wife, Portland.
genial gentleman.
Ernest W. Morrell and w fe, ReporterAt dinner, or lunch, the party were Journal, Gardiner.
H. K. Morrell, wife, and son, Master Arch
seated et one long table and the meal was
Hiram Morrell, Gardiner.
served in courses, beginning with little
Lucius H. Murch, Belfast.
Geo. W. Norton and wife, Evening Exneck clams and ending with strawberry
press, Portland.
short cake, ice cream, etc.
Everything
Jesse H. Ogier and wife, Herald, Camwas niceiy cooked and well served and as den.
Howard Owen, Maine Farmer, Augusta.
time w as no object the hour or two thus
Chas. A. Pilsbury, wife and daughter,
spent was not regretted. One item on Miss Marjorie D. Pilsbury, Journal, Belthe menu—Roman punch—created some- fast.
M. N. Rich and wife, Board of Trade
thing of a sensation, as the party included Journal, Portland.
C. W. Robbins and wife, Enterprise, Old
a number of white ribboners.
One of
Town.
them refused the punch herself, but passMiss Grace Gatchell.
ed it to a neighbor, and the consistency
Eliphalet Rowell, Hallowed.
Joseph O. Smith and wife, Reporter, Skowof this proceeding was questioned.
It- re
hegan.
Fred’k M. Thompson, Courier-Telegram,
minded Howard Owen of a story of a
Portland.
great revival when Campmeeting John
Mrs. F. H. Thompson.
Allen had inspired the converts with emCharles E. Williams, Portland.
A weekly paper,
very good one, the St. Andrews
Beacon, in published here, and the editor
and proprietor, Mr. Armstrong, is a very

and

a

Hatch of the Ward Committee of
Ward 4, reported that slight general repairs
are in progress on the schoolbouse in that

(Successors to the 1

Grotten of Ward 5 Committee reported the repairs finished in that Ward and
bills rendered.
The report of the Text Book Committee,
on McMaster’s Histories was adopted.
Bi ls.for fuel were accepted. The wood is to
he furnished to the rural schools by several
parties, and the coal orders are to be divided between Swan &; Sibley Co. and the BelMr.

fast Fuel and Hay Co.
The resignation of Miss Alma A. Tilton as
a
teacher in the Central
Intermediate

accepted, and Miss
t-leeted to till the place.
Voted that the care of the children at noon
hr included in the duties of the janitor.
Voted to approve the expenditure of >35
3.

|

!

I

for

was

was

school for delinquent pupils.
H. W. Marriner offered to build a new
platform n front of the High school building,to correspond with that of the Grammar
building, for 850. The offer was accepted.
a

summer

Adjourned.
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Yacht
FOR SALE.
Xante, Eagle.
Length, 30 feet

a

over

CLOSING OUT SALE.
We have

that

shall close out at the earliest

we

Inside

most seaworthy

ters, and

pleasure

yachts in these wais finely fitted up for
sailing or cruising.—

Sleeping accommodations for four
Has OO fathoms of galpeople
vanized chain and two patent

an-

chors, and is fitted with windlass.
Steers with wheel :
sail

and wheel

covers

stove and dishes ;

I

with curtains.

ed

goes with her.
and

reatly

has full set of
oil

cover ;

This is

sale for the purpose of unloading an a
lation of old stock. The demand for our patented a
brushes has increased to such an extent that we ar_
to occupy

what you

please

tender

fine

want

Mo, 99

All newly /minted

Four Brooks boys, Hale Rose. Robie
Smith, Alfred Huxford and Clarence Staples went on the excursion to Bar Harbor
Sunday, and bad just stepped from the slip
to the ferry boat when the crash came.
They report that no tongue or pen can de-

the horror of the scene and two of
them went no farther, returning to Bangor
on the next train.
They were certainly fortunate that they were not a moment later in
crossing that death trap.

that

has some interesting letters
who is a member of troop H.,
now stationed at Santa Clara, Cuba.
He is
employed in the quartermaster department
and a part of his duty is distributing rations
lie describes it a
to the destitute Cubans,
beautiful and healthful country and the
manners of the people, though entirely different from ours, are rather attractive and
their mode of living is well suited to the
climate and surroundings. Like all military
men he scouts the idea of Cuba ever being
anything else than a part of the United
States.
A clever surgical operation was performed
at Dr Cook’s office Saturday, by Dr Cook and
Dr. Kilgore on the little son of W. B. Ingersoll. The child was born with double harewhich made him repulsive in

Mr. and Mrs. Rolantl Follett have returned from a two weeks' visit with friends
in North Searsmont and Belfast.
Much of
the time was spent in camp at Lake Quantaother fish were
and
where
base
bacook,
found in abundance.
[Rockland CourierGazette.

a

balm to

the

richer fullness and

monious and

Cool

soothing
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any instrument made.
jyt’ome in and see the

on

cent

w«

.ire

sell

E. S. PITCHER

Comfortable,
Our

organs that

ductive prices.

—and—

[Vlusic Store, Belfast.

up=to=date

Summer Goods.

TRUSSES.
have

them

in

f

• I

all

Dwight P, Palmer

sizes, with all appliances,
and fit them free.

OFFERS

A S

IT ERF. I.IXE OF

SUMMER SHIRTS,

HATS, CAPS,

PRESCRIPTIONS

HOSIERY,
NECKWEAR,

Carefully compounded from

All

purest of druys and',chemicals-

300 CASI :s

UNDERWEAR.

the

at

lip,
though otherwise

appearauce,
a good looking boy, beside
which he could not articulate distinctly. The
operation, it is thought, will be entirely successful. A room was fitted up for him adjoining Dr Cook’s office, where he will be
under his care for several days. All this
was done without charge, the two physicians
giving their services as a contribution to the
cause of humanity. It is a very praiseworthy
act and one that will doubtless be appreciated.

Evening Hymn

like

and perturbed spirit
sung to the exquisite and 'i
uotes o f a CARPENTER OK

scribe

E S Page
from his son,

is

nerves

with

We

E

Be

High Street,

An

cheap.

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Gowen returned to
their home in Taunton, Mass., Tuesday.

relatives iu Brooks
an absence of 32
for the lirst
years. He is a resident of Bloomer, VV is., and
Mr. Lane
and is a farmer and lumberman.
is a son of Mrs. M. J. Lane and brother of O.
W. Lane. He left home when little more
than a boy and on bis return finds little to
remind him of his native village, as he remembers it.

vou

pricvS

cruising. She is a
anil perfectly safe in

70 Main Street, Belfast.

is visiting
time after

at

for

good sailer

Millard Chase returned from a visit to relatives in Massachusetts last week.

size's,

ot

you.

in

T A Elliott returned this week from Penobcounty, where he has been for several
weeks in the life insurance business.

we are out

for Boots and Shoes

>t

our

BANNER SHOE ST OR E

cabins, divid.1

loot id available space in

every

manufacturing purposes.
If you call early, before

any weather.

20

scot

menu

not a

CHAS. R. COOHBS.

was

possible

REGARDLESS OF COST.

lead.

She is one of the staunchest and

va-uable horse from

Ernest Libby of Bridgewater, Mass,
town for a few days last week.

^

Beam, 10

Brooks.

Miss Isa Luce ami sister of Waterville
were at M J Dow’s Saturday.

—

Boots, Shoos and Rubbers,

all.

feet, (i inches.
Ballast, l.fivO lbs.

2,000 p.-iirc

over

Norton and family visited this
Holbrook’s.

George Lane

IS OFTEN VERY QESipT

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

£iiaran&Hl aatiifactory in vi-ian.. ., ulity ami iMirerv.
r*rS|>eclttl attention given to delivery ,.ut«He eit> limit-.
All coal

Will sell very

The News ot

Rev. A. W.
week at E. C.

Hay Co.,

(,. tf'hite

HADDOCKS, PLYMOUTH VEIN, SCRANTON,

Ward.

Ella M. F< Isom

K.

>."27.

Mr.

School, grade

I’ll

Belfast Fuel &

H.

Edith

term.

mat-ta-no at

were on

OF

ported as follows, and the report was
adopted: Miss Mabel Brown of the Poor's
Mills school was granted leave of absence

ferred to another steamer for Hotel Xe-

devoted t->

Lguie among the life-savers and has
drews, which is
public recognition as a hero. Tues-

day

spec-

must be

mittee

sight-seeing, and j time we were landed at our destination. for furnace and closets, and the committee
The committee was
asked for instructions
Macliias has reason to be proud of her I
Of this hotel and its proprietor we shall
instructed to proceed with the repairs acpublic buildings, the court house, the jail have more to
say later. An excellent sup- cording to their judgmeut.
and the new library, the gift of a native \
per was followed by a restful night which
Mr. Howard of the Ward Committee of
and former resident of the town, Henry
prepared the patty for a long and event- Ward 2, reported that extensive repairs will
II. Porter of Chicago.
In the afternoon
be necessary to put the Hayford schoolbouse
ful day Friday.
the party were given a drive through
After breakfast Friday we boarded the in fit condition. It was voted to hold the
Marshfield and via Hadley’s Lake to East
steamer Alice and enjoyed a delightful matter in reserve for the present.
was

ous
won

the most

a

Macliias,

on
time, at fi.bb.
waiting and the party was

4:

was

to

arrived,

were

Tow

Enterprise

given

me

success,

Meeting of the School Committee.

1

classed

t<>

nrp-'s

;

t<

morning

into

AltgeM. stand.-* with the administration in
the

Elmwood.

assigned to Clare's and the Eastern Hotel,
few going to private houses.
The next

West, except a few of
like Bryan, Stone and

iioii.aii-s.

Hallowell,

dragging

unparalelled

an

_A, COLBURN, Administrator.
BUY YOUR WINTER'S GOAL

Thomas of the
Brick school was
the town, some of the ladies visiting the primary department,
promoted to principal of the same, and
shops in quest of souvenirs iu the shape teacher
of the grammar department, with a
of china, stick pins and Hags; others assalary of SD per week. Miss Isabel Towle
cending to the roof of the Algonquin by was elected to till the vacancy caused by the
the elevator where they enjoyed a magpromotion of Miss Thomas at a salary of
nificent view of Passamaquoddy bay and
$(i.50 per week.
George U. Hatch was
the St. t'roix river.
elected to till the vacancy caused by the abMiss Annie L.
Miss Brown.
sence of
About 3 p. n
we embarked
on the
steamer for Eastport.
The fog had near- Cbaples was transferred from the Citypoint
school to the North Primary school, grade *2.
ly disappeared and only a gentle wind
with the same salary as last year iu that
was blowing so that it was quite comfortgrade. Miss Arlene Walton was elected to
able on deck and all enjoyed the sail.
Citypoint school at a salary of >•> per week.
Long before reaching Eastport we could
Mr. Howes of tiie Ward Committee of
smell the sardines cooking, and to manj Ward
1, reported on the repairs at the South
j the
odor was the leverse of appetizing. I Primary building. A contract has been made
At Eastport we were to have been trans- ■with Morrison & McDonald, under certain

a

‘‘Kepresenundoubtedly

the

Gardiner and

and at

y others.

car

Teams

assertion that “the West is

: is

n.

!»m'

is

to

(ilobe-Domoerai:

>

taiDe

tin-

papei

day it
journals.

and

‘veilott

tae

i:r >! = :.

went

took

joined

wlieie

we

ami the

on

Bobbins of the excursion committee and

un-

religious

a

as

! ;d]

Newport,

-ed ah advertisements oi

...

a

Waterville and call

dinner at the

Augusta,

in

'.hers

in

think,of liquors and toTim piojirietors soon exhausted

th- ./ii's.

explore

The Belfast party were soon reinforced by members of the Association

the experiment wa>
The New Yolk D ail\

abashed

>

express leaving that station at
hi.
This gave several hours in

p.
which to

have been

t«*

seems

a

i:i order to connect with the Bar

IJarboi

exactly what
means,

mat

.i

merely

fi lends.

mwspape;
this proposed
upoi

the

sigh;

we

were

far has been

them.

secure

to hell—and—I took them out and gave
them to my sister.
After dinner there were strolls about ! for

future

Belfast contingent left on the 7
m. train July :jlst, and went to Water

villi

news]'riper." and; Litera-

a

foi

they

so

sold, the new, fresh goods, as well as the older ones, and
without regard to cost. There are a great many good bargains left; in fact, we have
quite a good assortment of most all styles and sizes. Call at once if you wish tc

flowers in my bunnit.

artificial

But I found

places

The

the school huihl-

papers aie discussing
t ,ie establish men* of

n)

>'

material

will give now
account of the trip.

running

I at edi at hail'-mast next Sat-

:•

jo-.

\\

articles, and

tlx. da;* of the funeral.

.\

■i

Hags

the

will furnish

visited

id ut, cx-eflicio. of the school
and l*\ the direction of the

he

i

a_

;

ap-

oi

public faithfully

Mayoi of Belfast will ever be
As Mayor he

us

littvc

in-'•

elected

was

the

end to Ids ciedit.

res

j

as

■1 ■■

i

scived

and his record loi the two terms

.me

11■

which he

to

ns

] oj

matters in connection with the

ous

French

McCtintock Block, High Street.

-

going on, and

REMEMBER that all

which they had been dragged, when a
worthy sister rose and with a voice of
pride and triumph exclaimed: “Brethren
and sisters, there was a time when l wore

probability of the immecommunity, in which the
diate building of the Washington county
'.\t- \t.iis of his life were spent.
limif
railroad: but it is now a reality, and to
Id was piiiminenl in political and busiride over this new road was the main obi"*s
t;d;s and in every respect was a
of the excursion. The road and variin*-st
\e 1 r.*l;ii
and useful citizen. In tlie ject
t!

Is still

illation to furnish the greatest living example. Many had told of the death from

railroad is built."
At that time,
there seemed no

W. T. COLBURN’S,

“I had female trouble of all kinds,
had three doctors, but only grew worse.
I began taking Lydia E. Pink ham’s
Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills
and used the Sanative Wash, and cannot praise your remedies enough.”—
Mrs. Effie Perkiks, Pearl, La.

ot the trip: “However one goes to
Macliias he will wish he had taken some

SHOES

j/\ rfi

Mrs. Perkins’ Letter.

count

the Belfast Journal.
We are among those
kicked up their heels,

wh*> _.’t out and
a; «_• all the better for the

one

Gardiner,

K. Morrell of

Xarraguagus

and

extended,

it

of the Maine Central, via Cherry field, to
Another of the party was II.
Macliias.

to

enoi.

an

as

the tiip bv laud, driving from the Franklin road station on the Bar Harbor branch

ty.

Times, credited

far

as

vided you are not seasick—a sea voyage
along the coast of many-harbored Maine.”

ing

Tins

rail

by

and trust to horse power for the rest, or
you might take the boat and enjoy—pro-

the list.

this Pern in the

on

overland

schooners that have taken their places;
a six-master to

Wo tind

was

BUT SALE DF BOOTS

my mind.
The doctors treated me for female
troubles, but I got no better. One
doctor told me that I would be insane.
I was advised by a friend to give Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
trial, and before I had taken all of the
first bottle my neighbors noticed the
change in me.
“I have now taken five bottles and
cannot find words sufficient to praise it.
I advise every woman who is suffering
from any female weakness to give it a
fair trial. I thank you for your good
medicine.”—Mrs. Gertrude M. Johnson, Jonesboro, Texas.
44

visited

his way home, said in the last
“There
article he wrote for his paper:
You might go
was a choice of routes.

and Maine is now to add

junketing 11ip through Washington

who

*4-

—.

gradually losing

conven-

Association

party that year, and who died

land

five-masted

and

■■

E. H. El veil of the Port-

SI a chi as in

Only :30 brigantines and not one lullrigged brig left on the Atlantic coast, says
the American Shipbuilder.
But tliiuk of
three, four

the

When

Harbor

two,

everything possible

done for their comfort and

was

Subscription Terms. In advance,$2.ooa year;
1.00 lor ,>ix months; 5o cents lor three months.
For one square, one iucli
Advertising Terms.
length in column,75 cents for cue week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.

and that is equiva-

that

EVERYTHING MOST BE SOLD.

■m

Insanity by

The chairman of the

party,

saying

ience.

the

which

fog

little

excursion committee, Chester W. Bobbins
of the Old Town Enterprise, personally
lent to

In

from start

some

could be desired.

Manager.

People.”

Largest Circulation

Washington

success
a

Press

Slaine

to

of the scenery on the
St. Croix river the weather was all that
blotted out

•The Journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafaring

the

of

week

last

complete
finish, and barring

county

BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

excursion

Association

[letter to krs. pinkhah ko. 93,284]
Dear Mrs. Pinkham—For some
time I hare thought of writing to you
to let you know of the great benefit I
—_ have received
from the use of
mm
Mrs. Johnson Lydia E. Pink.
ham’s VegetaSaved from
ble ComP°iindSoon after the
m
Mrs. Pinkham birth of my first
child, I commenced to have spells with my spine.
Every month I grew worse and at last
became so bad that I found I was

new

up-to-date stylish goods,

prices and in styles

to

JUST RECE!\

r

suit all

purses and tastes.

POOR & SON.

think it will please you to
look these goods over.

•

Notice is hereby given that a discount of 4 per
cent, will be made on all taxes for 1899 paid to
me before August 15tli.
I shall be at the Alderman’s Room in Memorial Building, on and after
August 1st, daily, until further notice, from 8.30
to 11.30 a. >i., and from 1.30 to 4.30 p. m.
C. H.

SARGENT, Collector.
Belfast, August 1,1899.—31

Dwight

P.

To sell them

we ar*

making the
prices ever

lowest
know

Palmer,

3IASOXIC TE3IPLE,
BELFAST.

A. A. HOWES & CO

Alton Thomas had his left wrist badly cut
in J/ayo, White & Carter's bottling works
recently. The artery was severed. He is

rHF NEWS OF BELFAST.
will print your jobs any

Breeze

Robbins has his
up aud boarded.

r
■

man
tor

t,

Nursing Bothers

8.

page

house

new

on

of the County Comrnisbe held at the Court

term

The County Commissioners have decided
to make
a 20-foot addition to
the court
house. The plans are in the hands of the
architect for slight changes from the original

dread hot weather. They
know how it weakens and
how this affects the baby.
All such mothers need
Scott’s Emulsion. It gives
them strength and makes
the baby’s food richer and
more abundant.

shipped a car-load of cattle
Brighton Saturday.

doing well,

now

design.

Frankie Carpenter, supported by Jere
Grady and their excellent company of players, will be at the Belfast Opera House Satpostal clerks now wear metal
urday evening in the great comedy success
red by the department. The
f)0e. ami SI.
Ali druggists.
made famous by Lotta, “Pawu Ticket 210,”
f >rmerly wore are abolished.
in four acts. Strong specialties will be inir 1 will speak before the Natroduced between the acts, making the show
The out of doors concert by the Belfast : continuous.
\t Monday evening on “Some
This is positively the only
He will talk about Band will be omitted this week on account chance the Belfast public will have to see
<•
Life.”
“Frankie” this season. Secure your seats
urchius, mussels, clams, lob- of the death of Ex-Mayor Fletcher.
Helping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters early.
will meet next Monday evening with Mrs.
>\ aldo iv
aimial fair of the
North Belfast.
Mrs H W Maekie of St
Paul, Minn and Mrs C P Conant of Lowell,
Agricultural Society will he held Geo. \V. Pendleton on Union street
a visit of two weeks to their
Mass,
paid
park, in Monroe Sept. 12th. 13th
Alonzo Beckwith has lately extended the
sister,M rs h; C Merriam, and returned \ug
ere will lie SI ,200 in special trotScotch fence at the lawn of Hon. A. C. Bur- 7th-Charlotte Roberts of Sherman M il is,
Aroostook county, is visiting her aunt, Mrs
and
numerous
other
,ug purses,
gess (50 feet towards the rear of the lot.
CA Hopkius.... Maggie Mansfield of BosE. H. Colby and son Miller arrived yester- ton is visiting her sister, Mrs L O Bucklin.
F R Downs of Boston arrived Sunday
day morning in schooner Clara with 1,200
ng pensions have been granted ;
for a short vacation_Rev D F
widow's, etc., Cassandra Rowell, pounds of fresh iisli and 400 mackerel. The morning
Atherton and wife speut a few days in Banincrease, Serious Braun, North latter sold at retail ('• for 25 cents.
gor this week... .Several of our young men,
1:: Wm. II. Bradbury. Soldiers’
Miss Jane Otis has had a handsome wall, 4 including Frank Flanders, Harold B n ley,
Basil Newell, Robert Greenlaw and Albert
i-i SS to §12; reissue, Samuel F.
feet high, built along the northerly line of her Lane went on a cruise down the
bay last
§12.
'•city,
lawn. It materially adds to the appearance week. Capt Byron Hart went with them as
iii. the eye and ear specialist of
of the place.
It was laid by Alonzo Beck- pilot. They caught a few fish and reported
a good time.... Much needed repairs are beoperated on the eye with.
ing made upon the sidewalks and several
for
a
Fuller
of
Freedom
I.
Tlie reunion of the 2<>tli Maine Regimental rods of gravel walk have been made near
r
deshy obstruction growing Association will be held in Ellsworth. Gurney’s corner as an experiment.
Her sight is now nearly reThursday. Aug. 17th. Comrades and their
NORTHPORT NEWS.
friends from Belfast. Searsport and vicinity
CAMP GROUND.
■;UTS.
Six men met in Carter will go by excursion on steamer Castine.
i'd last Friday whose united
Nealey Jones of Camden is a guest at the
The gentlemen with whom W. H. Quimby
Barton cottage.
1 pounds as follows: Capt.
has been negotiating in regard to electric rail; I "ton. 2>o. Alfred Patterson,
The merry-go-round is being set up on the
road were in Belfast Monday. They failed
Hills lot just outside the north gate.
;i
Sanborn. 2i»3; John Sanborn, to
agree with the local owners of the electric
C.lchrest. 240: Capt Fields C.
Miss Lelia Patten of Bangorfis the guest
property, and thus the matter ends for the
will

s.lay. August 15th.

■

...

!*.uccessfully

>s.

The weather report of
for the mouth of July is as
in temperature. i>8 17 : mean for
•74'; mean for July for 40 years
The highest was s.v the llrh
Rain fell on 14
;..V the 25th.
ri!
ainfall of 4 72. inehes.
hkk.

North port

committee
consisting
Mayor Philbrook, Sehlou Whitcomb and Hon. S. S. Brown was chosen to
make the necessary arrangements.

they

as

were

a

Thompson returned to Brighton.
Mass.. Tuesday, after a few week’s visit on
the grounds.
Mrs.. X

George W. Ireland and Miss Fannie
Smith of Cambridge are guests at the White
Mrs.

Bird has a garden on Bay View
street, less than a fourth of an acre, on
\vhi<
he raises a good crop of a large variety <.f vegetables, and from which he will
gai her this year over eleven bushels of
P

Belfast branch train

the

/crs nil

\ ;ig. 2 i

and Islesboro, and

Mrs. S. S. Adams of New Haven and Miss
Bertha Wood of Morrill are spending a few
weeks here.

of

■

going up

Waldo Station, a deer came
.aig hy the train for some disimped over the fence and
-igid int the woods near by.
:-h-ntiful all dong the. line of
i are often seen from tlu*

ii

■

lb

cottage, Park Row.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. White and children
of New York are stopping for a few weeks
at. the Harlow
••ttage.

blackberries.

Ira M. Cobeis having the bauk in front and
the back of his beautiful summer mansion.
Bohemia, graded aud beautified.

1

on

few years
others

are

.me

as

of his

Ladies—Miss

>

bought nf the firm of Barker
id Was selected by Mr. Truudy
supply. He was over two
the results
-uig hue spokes, all
is

t

he

a'

f

chose wisely.

n

Jones lias

sold out Ins

of

his energy and character
needs and wants." Mr. Jones
John Jones of this city, and a

f
•w

Bangor has been equipped
I in saluting other vessels in the
wide on h*-r passage t" and from

High

heretofore-The Gas tine did a
at Bar Harbor Sunday carryngers to and from the war-ships.

die took the Belfast base ball team
rt. and yesterday took an excurBelfast to Bar Harbor.
There were four large exBelfast the past week. The
■s
weut by steamer Castiue to
Head atid White Head Wednesday,
on board.
They took dinner at
lead, and afterwards went to White
'"NS.

visited the lighthouse, life-saving
..Thursday the Belfast Band
steamer

attend the tiremeu’s muster. They
i day and a good crowd-Sunday
two excursions from here to Bar

\

C. E. F

of Houlton. Wm.
Thompson aud family, and Mrs. Edward
Cutter of Orono are at the Cutter cottage,
South Shore.
Mrs.

was

announces a

o’clock p m. Tables were set for whist on
the side veranda and the company, many of
whom are whist cranks, enjoyed a tine
game.
Supper on the front veranda at sunset, with such an abundance of good things
to eat and drink, the social chat afterwards
with the pleasant rule home in the twilight
gave us an ideal outing, and will make a
bright red-letter day iu our summer’s pleas-

steamer Catherine and
The steamer had her full
it of passengers.
There were 250
fast and 50 from Castiue. The day
and except a few cases of seasickphysical conditions were all that
tsked. A gloom was cast over the
r?Y by the appalling accident at the
t he enjoyment of the day marred
was

He

cottage.
Stetson

No expense and labor are being spared
are requisite to make this semi-centennial celebration worthy of the cause it
represents.
that

At the Woodbury
A. A. Kennedy and

cottage last week were
family, Brewer; G. L.
Wentworth and family. Weymouth : Miss A
L. Clark. Baugor.

Mrs. C. H. Leavitt and Mrs. Fernald of
Dixmont are stopping with Mrs. E. H.
Haney at the Ferguson cottage on Bay
street for the month of August.

:

Mrs. A. II. Brown has returned to Old
Town after a few weeks at the Brown cotMiss Susan Pratt of
tage. South Shore.
Old Town has also returned home.

Rev. Watson L. Philips, D. I)., pastor of
the Church of the Redeemer. New Haven,
Ct will preach at the Camp Ground, Aug
Dr. Philips is considered
17th. at. 10 a. in.
most popular Congregational
one of the.
preachers in New Haven.

Every arrangement is being made for the
State convention of the Epworth Leagues,
which are to beheld here on Aug. 10 and 17.
and from the program it would appear that
the meeting would he of much interest. A
circular from Presiding Elder Ogier is published on the 7th page of this issue of The
Journal.

jacket lost ami one found_The Belfast
Savings Bank gives notice of the loss of a
savings book-H. A. Starrett promised a
big advt., and it will be found in The JourThe summer school for Sunday school
nal this week. If you are looking for barteachers and parents opened at the audigains call at Starrett’s. J/ain street, Belfast.
torium Sunday morning with a large attendThere have been many pleasant occasions ance. The morning sermon was
by Mr. G.
for the Neighborhood Whist Club, but none H. Archibald.
At noun the Bible school
have exceeded the delightful entertainment was held with Mr. I. N.
Halliday as supergiven them by Frank B Knowlton and wife, intendent and Miss
Lucy G. Stock as teachand .Visa Louise at their Northport cottage er of the children’s
department. The daily
one day last week.
The party went down
program includes a devotional service at
by private teams and arrived at about 2 9 30; Bible normal hour at 10; teachers’

:rom

y

Albion.

over

•ss

One

in

street,
clearance sale of
2.000 pairs of boots, shoes and rubbers.
The room is wanted for manufacturing purposes and these goods will be closed out regardless of cost—bee notices of a ladies’

steam

is

Bangor by

family

advt....The closing out sale of boots and
shoes at \V. T. Colburn's, McClintock block,
is still on.
Everything must be sold, new
goods as well as old, and there are bargains
m all lines..
.The Banner Shoe Store, 99

of

excursion to

a

at work in

Nkw Advkruskmknts.
This is bargain
mouth at Johnson’s. Masonic Temple, ami
this week there is a lug cut in prices in the
list of summer goods. For particulars see

iuitting on another boat- to
of the freight"... .Heresearchlight with which the

Bangor, instead of the

Farraud, Mr. and Mrs.
K. B. Spear and s<on Tyler and Harold
Spear of Rockland are stopping at the Union

Rev. F. L. Payson.

Jones of the Ilevere House.

sonic

iv

jogs crushed while

Mr. and Mrs. G. L

by

The Portland Argus
.V tks
Frank Joues is doing a treuien•ss in In'th passenger and freight.
k of

chapel.

encampment at Sandy point.
Among the !
The new arrivals at the North
Searsport
number already in attendance is a delega- cottage are Mrs. G. Newcomb.
Bangor; Mrs.
Edward
lion of Bangor people, while before the closSavory. Misses Maude Savory and
Mabel Smart. Searsport.
ing day, Aug. 14, many more will join the
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mears of Morrill have
The forenoon sermon last Sunday
party.
as guests at the Reach nut
was preached by Rev. Silas Adams, and the
cotage, Broad]
Mrs
G. M.
Clark aud
way.
daughter
address of the evening was given by Rev. Addie of New
Haven, Conn.
W. C. Curtis.
Other special features ou the i
Misses
Belle
C.
and Lennie Merriprogram are athletic day on Friday. Aug. 11. fieid of Washington, D.
C., Mrs. G S. Doland the memorial exercises on Sunday, Aug. h.tf ami daughter of Watervilie are
spending
the season at the Barton cottage.
1-S when the sermon will he preached

of

K. A.

L, Brown arid family, E C. Jones and
aud Miss Gra>-e Frost of Bangor are
among the recent arrivals at the Bangor
E

family

The members of the Castine Normal
Alumni Association are bedding their annual

the most popular and
x rchauts
in the city, and has
We hope lie
cry large trade.
; i lyment for his capital and his
ibe -kland. and will remain with
men

At the Mansfield v ttage are the Misses
Oh ise, Ware. FarnBrown, Grant, Bi lis
liain, Bartlett, and Caro Gray of Bangor.

horn in Belfast and lived here and in Orland
until about 20 years ago, when lie went
to,
California.

grocery
business, at 4 Camden street,
He/ekiah B. Kales and Frank
The Opinion says of him: “Mr.
one

bd

old ami has

irnai.
I'

Mr.

Sarah

the Alhi"ii Lumber Co.'s mill in Albion. Mendocino
The limb was caught becounty, Calif.
tween two logs ami was crushed so badly
that amputation was necessary. Mr. Guptill was foreman of the mill. He is o4 years

a
their cyclometers registered
.,kc 2.p miles down and about 50
l’heir friends say they lost
k.
they lay it ail to the rvelomeenjoyed the ride down in the
the* return trip was made very
b* by tlie beat and dust.
[Keu-

g

Ruth, will

Alderman Guptbl of this city has received
word that his brother Oscar recently had one

and A W. Stewart of the
upric Club left that city Sating* at 1» o'clock, for a run on
s
to
Belfast, returning at 5
ty afternoon. By some strange
•si

Dr. W. L. Phillips and wife of New Haven,
with their s*>n Frank aud daughter
soon arrive for the summer.

Conn

John H. Wardwell.
E. Beau, Mrs. L. I.
C< by
Mrs. Anna Brophy, Mrs. W. A.
Brown
Miss Emily Ellis. Miss
Gagie
Knight, Mrs. Sarah Rogers. Mrs. John
Wardwell.

George Knight,

and had new
origina'iy made,

ac

at

l ist of advertised letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast post office for the
week cading Aug. nth. Genrlemeu—Alfred
P. Cas<\ if. B. Hobbs. Harry H. Hall.

truck
J wheels laid: by tlie late HiUm* was wrecked
lv hi lMiii.
using

.s

E. P. Frost at the Frost

by

rail.

On Tuesday, the 22d, one of Maine’s noble
sons, who has enjoyed the highest honors
New York city can give
clergyinau, aud
who is now chancellor of Syracuse University. the Rev. James Roscoe Day, D. D.,
LL. D.. will give an address upon “Education” at the afternoon service.
For Wednesday, the 23d, the acknowledged leader of the forward movement for the
better enforcement of the laws of our State,
the Rev. Wilbur F. Berry of Waterville, will
present the cause of the Christian Civic
League of Maine.
Thursday will be national day, when
three of the ablest, speakers that could be secured will preach and deliver addresses of
patriotic, interest. The honored Congressmen of the Fourth District of Maine, Hon.
C. A. Boutelle,has been invited, aud the Rev.
W.H. \v. Rees. 1). D. of Cincinnati, and the
Rev. W. R. Webster. 1). D of Boston have
consented to come.
On Friday, the 2.")tb. all the young people
are invited to attend and hear the Rev. C.
T. Coombs, the eloquent preacher of Eastport, Me.,and the Rev. Willard B.Dukeshire,
the popular pastor of Orouo, Me.
Saturday will be Sunday school day. The
Rev. Norman La Marsh, the singing evangelist of Cast-ine, is planning to secure a large
attendance and to arouse the people.
Sunday, the closing day, is expected to be
a quiet, blessed Sabbath after the rush and
crowds of the week. Mr. Gale ami Mr. Hadley will do all in their power to make this a
fitting climax to a campmeeting that has
been full of enihsuiasm aud inspiration to
the religious life. Every other part of the
program for each day has received just as
careful attention and the sermons and addresses will be of the highest possible from
the best securable talent.
The Rev. Robert Sutcliffe of Machias will
give a series of Bible readings. The following preachers have also consented to attend
and have services for
special lines of work:
George M. Bailey. Frank W. Brooks.
William H. Dunnack, Horace I. Holt,
James H. Irvine, William T. Johnson.
James T. Lombard. WralTer W. Ogier,
Charles Rogers. Isaac H. W. Wliarff, Fred
E. W'l iite, William Wood, Frederico Falladino. G. C. Howard, J. W. Price. WT. A.
Luce, G G. \\ ins low. E. II. Boynton, F. J.
Haley, T. F. Junes, S. H. Beale. G. E.
Edgett, E. S. Gahan. L. G. March, A. L.
Nutter. N. R. Pearson, W. H. Powlesland,
T. S. Ross, John Turling, A. H. Piper and
1 H. W.
Norton.
TEMPLE

cottage.

The Waterville Board of Trade has decided t" have a business men’s excursion to

irch

and Mrs.

Mr.

of

present.

day.

hour at 3; child study hour at 4; social hour
at 7. The subjects of the teachers’ hours
for the week are as follows: Monday, Aids

securing regular attendance; Tuesday.
Supplemental lessons and how to use them ;
Wednesday, class exercises; Thursday,
blackboard and object teaching; Friday,
pictures, symbols, sand-board, etc. The
subject of the children’s hours are: The
ures.
story of Joseph, the story of Samuel, the
A Birthday Party.
1
Some of our towns- story of David, the Syrian maid and the lit-se who wished visited the war
tle lad. The program for next Saturday is not
'li" harbor, hut the majority con- folk have at last, found an honored mother
and grandmother who is proud of her years. yet prepared.
Sunday’s and Monday’s will
mseives with views through tieldas follows:
iii the shore.
The party arrived August :M about fifty friends of Mrs. Isabel
Sunday, 10.30, morning service, Mr. Archi"ii their return at about
10 50 Mayo answered her warm invitation to
bald: 12 00, Bible school, Mr. Halliday;
Tiie railroad excursion had about gather with the family at Mrs. Charles Dun- children’s class, Miss Stock; 4 00.
song serton’s t<» celebrate her sixty-eighth
birthday. vice and Bible reading, Miss Koch ; 7.30.
i.gers from the Belfast branch, and
service.
All
who
saw her enjoy the merry
evening
"ii the train behind that on which
laughter
Monday, 9 00, devotional service; 9.30,
and games of the afternoon
never
once
tit occurred. They arrived hack
The Ideal Teacher, Miss Koch; 10.30, closthought of the sixty-eight long years, and ing conference.
M.
almost astounded when she took them
to the table of presents to show a large
bouquet of sixty-eight different kinds of
dowers. The gifts of vases, fancy dishes,
lamps, and a long list, including a Bible from

iu

■

j,

^a®ral cargo.

Itkms.

j

Ilev. Joshua M. Frost, pastor of Grace M.
E. church, Bangor, announces the following
special features of the Northport campmeeting week from August 19th to 28th;

Saturday, the opeuiug day, arrangethe grandsons, spoke strongly of the love
are being made to secure the great
accumulated through the years. After a spectacular exhibition
The Battle of Mabountiful repast such as the season affords, nila” as given at several watering places,
her friends reluctantly took leave of the accompanied with day fireworks and balloon ascension.
Monster excursions will
pleasant surroundings and happy friend.
be run from various parts of the State to enThe excursionists on steamer Catherine joy this rare display of realistic art.
Instead of reserving the best speakers and
last Sunday had a narrow escape; blit very
the most important topics for the closing
few knew of the danger until it was over. days of the session, Mr. Frost has planned
Alderman R. T. Rankin of this city while to almost reverse that order and yet make
the last two days the very best and of the
passing a hatchway saw a blaze on some
greatest interest.
woodwork near the boiler. He quietly went
Oil Sunday, Rev. H. L. Gale, the eminent
forward, got a bucket and from a barrel of evangelist, accompanied by Miss Sarah M.

drinking water wet down the fire. A young
man employed on the boat saw the fire about
the same time, and he, too, applied water
quietly without telling anyone. The fire
originated from a lantern which hung in a
dark place below. Had either of those who
saw the fire given an alarm a panic would
have ensued, as the boat was crowded, and
even if the fire had been extinguished there
would have been danger of many drowning
by jumping overboard, or perhaps capsizing
the boat. The prompt action of those who
the fire was very commendable*

saw

For
ments

Hall of Rockland, one of Maine’s sweetest
singers and talented chorus directors, will
be assisted by Mr. Hadley, the successor of
Jerry McAuley, in the old Water street
mission of New York city, whose labors
there have been blessed with success that
Mr. Walter
has become world renowned.
M. Smith, one of the trustees of the mission,
has been invited to attend.
On Monday, August 21st. all temperance
organizations are invited to tender a great
ovation to Miss Eva Marshall Shontz. president of the Chicago Young People’s Christian Temperance Union, called the queen of
orators on the temperance questions of the

A BARGAIN MONTH.
A

Misses Delia and Kate Patten have
turned to their home in Pittsfield.

Merchandise Merit

CASH

Lacings, per doz.
Hairpins, le. pack., 10c. doz. papers.
Book pins, (10c quality)..

fie

Black Brush Braid.

4 l-2c

Black Mohair Binding (5 yds.).
Mohair Binding Braid(colors only)per pee.

what

re-

Skirt Buttons

Bleached Cotton.

CONQUESTS

offerings of wash goods, Including

remnants

we

have and

a

8c
2c

Clark and
guests at

A

Here’s

Noteworthy Combination

A

ROODS.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine and family
and Miss Sallie Durham are spending the
at the Durham cottage.

Tooth Powder.
B< rated Talcum.

Mrs. R, D. Linn and Miss Gertie Lowell
Old Town have returned home, after several weeks at the Stearns' cottage.

4

season

5c j
5c

All mail matter sent to the grounds should
hear the address of
Temple Heights,”
Northport, to insure prompt delivery
Miss Annie M. Rich of Bangor is spending a two week's vacation at Nieawa Point,
the guest of her mother, Mrs. G. li. Rich.
Mrs. Jennie MoGrej. and sou. Bert, of
Foster's Corner, and Miss Carrie E Shorey
of Waldo, are guests at the Shorey cottage
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rote and daughter.
Miss Louise Rote, of Bangor are spending
two weeks at the Pleasant View cottage on
Park Row.
At the Plummer cottage may he found
these guests; Mrs. Angelia Brackett, Pittstield; Mrs. Sarah Crosby, Watervillc; Mrs.
dohu Morrell, Misses Laura MorreR. Lora
Perkins and Margaret Mills, Pittstiehl.

we

Extra

Damask

Regular price, $1-35
200

and

j

12c

damask.

j gg

$1.37.

at.

gj 2^

a

Pique Skirts,

..39C

GINGHAH
In remnants, tsc. ami 10c.

LaReine

at.

24c

A

OK

PAIR

OlR

sale

to-day

At

20 Pieces New Fall Dress Goods

alter examination that the

FRED

7 :15 P. M.

The annual campmeeting of the Church of
God will be held on their grounds at Maple
Grove. Searsport. beginning Aug. 31st and
continuing ten days.. For board and rent of

Successor to A. P.

qualities

A,

quality....

BOSTON BAGS

RUST PROOF CORSETS

Values You Will Appreciate.

_-.INVESTIGATION INVITES INVESTMENTS.
on

at

_

prices, which

Mrs. E.

Hanstieid,

r

35

elf.st,

Now is the Time to

TO LET.
fxEORG-E BIRD FARM at Little River. To
a practical farmer of
good habits, and a good
worker, will let on favorable terms. Will sell the
hay now standing on the place. For terms, etc.,
apply to
E D. BI RD.
At Little River after Aug. 5tli.
Belfast, Aug. 3, 189VL—3w31

Buy

Your Winter’s Coal

FIRST QUALITY, THOROUGHLY PREPARED COAL,
If'e offer to the citizens of Belfast ami vicinity
following well known coals :

FLOUR .' FLOUR!!

the

1 have just received two cars. 300 bbls., of the
Best Patent Michigan Flour. 1 have in store,
Snow White, Darrah s City Mills, Albion,
Lilly
White and Pillsbury’s Best, which I offer at low
prices. Also hay by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
retailed.
ALBERT M. CARTER.
Belfast, July 13, 1800.-28

George’s

Creek Cumberland Coal.

HOUSE FOR SALE.

BY~CUTICURA.

cr>icJ pvjrvwhere. Price. The Set. f 25:. r. I’rncrEA
Ointment. .50c.: Resolvent half sizei. JK'i
SoA1-. 25c
Potter Driu »xn Citem. C"itc.. Sole Prop-.. Poston.
How to Cure Humors," fi4-paire book. free

*

The

itching, Burning, and
Eruptions of the Skin and
Scalp with Loss of Hair

The treatment is suui le-direct, agreeable,
and economical, and is adapted to the youngest infant as well as adults of every age.
Bathe the affected parts with Hot Water
and Ci ticuka Soap to cleanse the skin of
crusts and scales, and soften the thickened
1 >rv, without hard rubbing, and
cuticle.
apply Cun tka Ointment freely, to allay
and inflammation, and
irritation,
itching,
soot In*'and heal, and lastly take the Cutictra
Rksoi.n kvt to cool and cleanse the blood.
This treatment affords instant relief, permits
rest and sleep, and points to a speedy, permanent. and economical cure when all other remedies and even the best physicians fail.

31AMCTKINCi and
SHA '11‘OOIM;,

High Street.

Announces to the people of Iielfast and
vicinity
that she i> practicing her
specialty, and all wishing treatment will he satisfactoryv treated bv disinfected implements and with modern methods
by an experienced chiropodist.
2m24*2m

Torturing
Disfiguring Humors
Scaly
CURED

,

Temple.

Lancaster,

pHIKOI'ODlSi.
E

Address ijy the National Master
Aaron Jones. Master of the National Grange
spoke in Belfast Opera house before a small
audience of members of the order Monday
afternoon. Arrangements had been made
for a meeting in the forenoon and afternoon,
with addresses by the State Master, State
Lecturer and others. As the State officers
did not appear the forenoon meeting was
Mr. Jones spoke briefly in the
omitted.
afternoon, defining the position of the order
of Patrons of Husbandry on several questions. including buying and selling without
the aid of middlemen, favoring postal savings banks, and equalization of taxation.
His address was eloquently delivered, but
as he was to leave on the o:30 train he was
obliged to curtail it.

evince

c

JOHNSON,

--?_ilasonic

the Oranges.

will

unquestionable.

are

cottages address C. C. Moody. Monroe.
News of

$1 37

Shirt Waists
Large size.--, only

Tables,

We shall place

examine them.

Blue Denim Skirts,

TRY

welcome.

t<<

.$1 25

at.

The weekly prayer meeting of the Nor’h
church will be held this, Thursday, evening.
There will be but one service next Sunday,
a union service of the church and C. E. Society

It will i>ayy.»u

White

lie*

1 he Churches.

are

Towels,

1-2..25C

I

15c

SUITABLE FOR COTTAGES. ETC..

Meetings will be held at the People’s Mission, 53 High street, every Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday and Sunday evening. All

|^JC

DAMASK

j

PAIR?.

Oak

Towels,

'7.

S1.S7,

In WHITE, BROWN and GRAY.

::7

The
E. H.

story House, Ell, and Barn, owned bv
Mahoney of Boston, situated on Vorthpor't
ave., only five minutes drive from the oitv.
It
has just been put in thorough repairs inside and
out.
Fine Location. Will be .-old cheap. For
further information inquire of
CHAS. S. COOMBS.

Prices at
Wharf.

two

t!2».

1

Chestnut
stove

Coal.S5

.'.'. '.'.’.'.'.'.'..'.'
..

Furnace

Delivered
and put i’t

(»0

$5 83

S6.0O

5 60
o 40

3 85
3 65
3 65

6.00

££

5 SO
5 SO

70 Main St.

j
;

Delivered in
Dam; Cart.

Lehigh

SEALERS’ WEIGHTS.
Towns

are now

scales and

required by law

measures

CJr"Cumplete

sets

KREI)

for

furnished

u>e

to

of

eon!

23 cents per ton higher

A discount of 25o per ton will be mule from tile above
pieces to all customers for Cash settlement within 10
days from delivery of their c m', provided
their orders in ton lots, or more, are placed before
September 1st. and me
ready to receive their coal at our convenience any time before N warier 1st.

provide,
sealers.

by

ATWOOD, Wiuterport.

June 15, ISShh—2m24

Belfast

Opera House,

ONE

NIGHT

Supported by her excellent company, including

Comedians,'

JERE GRADY,
GREATEST

SUCCESS-

PAWN TIGKET--210.
Long list of clever specialties between the
acts, making a continuous performance and at

Popular

Prices, 25c. and 35c.

Children under 12, price 15c.
Reserved Seats

now on

sale

at

City Drug

Shoe Repairing

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,

NEATLY AND PROMPTLY DONE DY

CARPENTER,

-IX LOTTA’3

CORRECT WEIGHT and CAREFUL DEI.I VERY

-AND-

...FRANKIE...
the Prince of

Il l: GUARANTEE PROMPT DEL! I ER J

HARNESS MAKING

ONLY,

22tf

J. A. FUME ROY,
Wells Buildiug, Phoenix Row,

Belfast Savings Bank.
Notice is hereby given that Savings Book No.
5142, 7272. issued uv this Bank, has been lost
and application has been made tor a duplicate
book according to laws regulating issuing new
books.
JOHN H. QUIMBY. Treas.
Belfast, August 8,1899.—3w32

33. 35 and 37 Front Street. 8elfast.

Telephone34-2

TO LET.
Cottage at Northport, South Shore,
after August 14tli. Inquire of
A. P. MANSFIELD,
31tf
Belfast, Maine.

House for Sale.
OF PARK AND

Store.

~

1^2^

fie

SUMMER BLANKETS,

Comfort.

Winona V. Marquis, Trained Nurse. Ju
monville, Pa., says:—“Comfort Powder is
rightly named. 1 never felt more like praisIt cures offensive perspiraing anything.
tion. prickly heat and chafing.

at

4

WRAPPERS
S-l .75 and

t

have left.

SUITS

price, S3 *7, at.

Regular price

as

large size, <22x4-

22x4', cheap

7c
25c

Towels,

Turkish Bath

1

15c

..

PIQUE

householders, read
carefully.

T-'xSX, good value at 17c..
long as they last.

15c

Florida Water..
2f>o. Tooth Brushes.
lfic. ami 15 c. Tooth Brushes.

Regular

all

hint for

Linen Huck

j

Leighton’s Royal Cream.
ounces Bay Rum.....
Petroleum Jelly.
Evenola.
Bulk Perfumery, 42c. quality.
Rose Water and Glycerine.

of

style for every fancy. A ju ice for every purse.
The lots being broken we have cut prices on

I2;c

=

sizel7x3's-at.sc

are

JOILKT

5 2^

Bleached Cotton Hack Towels

HOSIERY

5c I

a

;t over

RiNG

Round Combs.

I
1

6c

PILLOW SLIPS,

BELTS,”

lfic

(sets)..

yds. wide, worth 25c

36 in. Percale at

~

of Newport.

Remnants.

few full pieces.

give to you a generous return for a small
outlay. The lot includes OIULYGDIES, DIMITIES, MUSLINS, I’lOUES, ETC.

....

The new arrivals at the Smiley cottage
Misses Rosa Soper and Mamie il dlowell

Remnants.

42. in.

Two and one-half

including many different qualities, such
2c
Safety Pins, per doz.
as we usually sold for 3 7c.,
l'Jc., 21c.,
fie
Darning Cotton, dozen cards.
25c., 42c. and 50c., at.—
2c
J
Tape Measure, GO in.
lc
Hump Hooks and Eyes, per doz.
LAD
1EVST
1c
<,’otton Tape, per roll..
TIES
2c
Crowley’:-Spool Cotton
Lots of different styles, all 25c. qualities,
Narrow Trimming Braids, per yd.
lc
f r
Your choice at.
.IOC
BuliU-r C'omhs.fie, 8c and 10c
Bom Hairpins, per doz.,.
5c
j
FANCY

are

3G in.

Will

Feather Bone.. 12 1 -2c
fie
Bicycle Skirt Weights, per yard.
5c
Battenlmrg Patterns.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Newell and two
children >f Hermou have arrived at th-ir
cottage for the season.

solid

Our last

5c

Corset

Goods.

Wash

NOTIONS, ETC.

Star cottage. Mrs. J. V. Tucker. Allen
Snow and Hoyden A. Horn, Stillwater.

Capt. and Mrs. Andrew E
Mrs. Robert White of Belfast
the Meguntieook cottage.

Cut in Prices in the List
of Summer Goods.

Big

NOTE THE PRICES, THEY OUGHT TO BE MORE.

HEIGHTS.

were

The Batli schooner
bay. wrecked off Rockland last
'as sold at auction a few days ago
s
K. Bickuell of Rockland for S800.
•1. Beau, Camden, has taken the conild another big schooner—a fi cef about the same size as the John
»tt. launched on Jan. 12th.
The
tier is for Capt. John G. Crowley
Mass., and others, owners of the
and also of the six-master to be
Beau’s yard.
With the six-master
•
master on the stocks at the same
''Oi len will be a
busy town_The
schooner James A. Garfield, coin1 by
Capt. Oliver S. Kent of Brewer,
d the score or more of vessels that
high ami dry on St. George’s Is!o-ar Island Cove, Carrabelle,
Fla.
imported as being a total wreck. It
:'iring a most disastrous cyclone that
Nstds were driven ashore and particuw to
the number of lives lo3t are as yet
‘'■^gre.Sch. 8adie Wilcutt will be
'“"‘l from the marine
railway to-day
*ch T. W. Dunn taken on-Sch. A.
d>f'»r(l arrived from Boston Monday with
<>

JOHNSON’S.

CORNER
Enquire of
22tf

CHARLES STREETS

A

CH0,CE L,NE OF

^
CAN

JEWELRY. WATCHES,
CLOCKS and SILVER WARE

ALWAYS BE FOUND AT OUR STORE.

YOUR WATCH,
)
YOUR CLOCK,
;■ Can be repaired to srive satisfaction.
YOUR JEWELRY, )

__°_

MRS. W. H. MOODY,
At A. A. Small’ * 29 Miller Street.

--—YOUR

EYES—_

Can be

For Sale
Brick house on
Thurlow house.

or

Rent.

Congress street, known as the
WM.C. MARSHALL.

Belfast, July 5,1899.—27tf

properly fitted with glasses. Satisfaction guaranteed. We are sole agents for the
CELEBRATED “LEMAIRE FRENCH CRYSATL” GLASSES
The most perfect and finely finished lenses made. I-g^Call in. Your eves
tested free.

I

P. O.

Square,

Belfast.'”

!

H.J. LOCKE & SON.

Register of

PRIVATE JUTS RETURN.

Consider the Lilies.

Her hair was drawn back in little waves
Now and then she would
from her brow.
raise her gentle eyes and glance out
through the pantry window toward the
patch of tall, waving hollyhocks that Jim
She
had planted four summers before.
was kneading dough, and two or three
times she stopped to scrape the clinging
batter from her fingers with the back of a
case-knife.
She hummed a little old-fashioned tune,
emphasizing the “turn te turn” with savage jabs at the rapidly hardening dough
on the shelf-board before her.
“Jane!”
No reply.
“Jane!'
The ungainly figure of a young girl in
gingham, her hair escaping in strands the
loosely lied knot at the back of her head,
appeared in the pantry doorway.
“What d'ye want'.”’
“I want ye t’ git them biscuit tins out
o’ th’ kitchen cupboard an’ bring’em in
here t’ me.”
The girl slowly turned and shambled
the run-over
across the kitchen floor,
heels of her old slippers clattering on the
white scrubbed boards as she walked,
“I never see sicli a girl,” muttered Mrs.
Springer to herself. "Seems like a impossibility t' git any decent help out here
in til' kentry.
All tli' girls that’s good
fer anything gits up and gits t’ tewun ez
soon ez they’re th’ right ‘age t' be good
fer anything.
Only them as is too lazy t‘
live is lef’ fer us out here."
"Here th’ tins be, Missus Springer.”
Jane dragged herself into the buttery
and laid the baking plates on the shelf at
Mrs. springer's elbow.
Mis. Springer turned, her hands and
inis decked with dour.
"Did ye grease ’em?” she asked sharply.
"\n, ma’am; ye didn't tell me to.”
Tillin't tell ye to?" iiain’t ye got sense
enough t" do that 'itliout being tol’?”
The girl took the tins and shambled
back into the kitchen, to return them after
a space of live minutes, "greased.”
"Is they anything else?" she asked.
"Yes; neow go out au’ git a pail o’
water.
I liain’t got time t’ do every-

thing.
Again

girl disappeared.
From the great lump of dough

The trying troubles of

is a
not
alone thosewho toil and
spin that suffer from
catarrhal troubles; the
diseases of women come to rich and poor and catarrh
is their cause. The influence of catarrh on the home
lives of our women can hardly be appreciated until
the real nature of catarrh is understood. Dr.
Hartman explains this to women in his book
called “Health and Beauty,” which the
Pe-ru-na Medicine Co., Columbus, 0., will
mail to any woman on application.
health in

women

much pleasure,”writes Mrs. «T. A. Bashor of Knoxville, Tenn.,
gives
to recommend to the public such a valuable remedy as Pe-ru-na.”
me

health was completely broken down, and had been for almost a year. I
could not rest day or night, but suffered constantly untold misery.
Tried remedy after remedy, but found no relief until Pe-ru-na was recommended to me
by a friend. I have token one and a half bottles and am to-day well and hearty.
I shall always praise Pe-ru-na, for I feel it saved my life.’’

My

Miss Belle Gunsalis, No. 208 Seventeenth Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, writes to
TV. Hartman: *kYour medicine cured me of chronic catarrh affecting the
head, nose and throat, which I was afflicted with for five or six years, growing
worse all the time, until 1 began taking your Pe-ru-na.
Independent of curing
my catarrh, Pe-ru-na has wonderfully improved my general health.”

board Mrs. Springer pulled little lumps
and rolled them into tlabbv globes, which
she placed in regular lines on tLe bottom
of the biscuit tins.
.•"lie had patted the last little lump into
a ball and wedged it into a corner of one
of the pans and stepped back to survey
her work, when through the open doorway of the kitchen floated to her, on the
cool September air, the call, Missus Springer! Ob, Missus Springer!”
“Neow Fd like t’ know who that is,”
she exclaimed as she crossed the floor and
pushed open the screen door.
“Fer tli' Ian’s sake, Zeke F.vans, what
be you a wantin’?”
She had stepped out on the back porch,
all green and blue with ciingiug vines and

to

July

—

to her eyes and wiped away the moisture
that had gathered in them.
A little smile of happiness, too great
even to give itself full expression, curved
her trembling lips and as she climbed the
front stairs and went along the hall to the
door on the right, at the end, she murmured to herself so softly that the words
were lost in the noise of
her footfalls.
Jim’11 be here
Jim’11 be here to-morrer.
to-morrer.
Ileow I wish Ezry had a lived
till neow, to see his boy a-comin’ home
from tli\war t' me like he come 't me
more’n thirty year ago.”
That night when the rest of the family
and all the help were asleep Matilda
Springer lay in her bed and dreamed
awake.
In her mind the years unrolled before
her like a panorama.
She thought of the
day Ezra Springer had asked her to be his
her acceptance.
It was under
wife,
the big shag hickory tree down by the
spring lot, and they had gone a-nutting
together. And then the war and his return.
And then their marriage, and their
long, happy life thereafter. And Jim—
the boy who twenty-two years ago had
come to them.
Then Ezra’s death less
than a year after Budd’s birth.
IIow he
had left her with the two children aud
farm, and an honest disposition to make
the most of everything.
That was fourteen years ago.
And as Matilda lay there
by the open window listening to the rustling leaves outside, she marveled on the
bird-like flight of time.
And then the war—she thought lougest
of that.
Four mouths before Jim had
To Cure

a

Cough in One Day

To Cure a Cold in One

Day

To Cure Sore Throat in One
To Cure Hoarseness in One
Take

Cleveland’s

Trial size free.

Day
Day

Lung Healer,

25c

If it fails to cure, your
A. A. Howes
money will be refunded.
& Co.

“Three minutes late at Silver Lake,”
*
the answer.
“Heow long afore it's due?”
There
was a little tremor in the voice.
“It'll be here in eighteen minutes,” the
was

operator replied.

!
j
j
1

!

i

j

Lv and by from away up the track came
the rumble of an approaching train.
Nearer and uearer, and then around the
curve above the station the engine swerved.
The bell clanged and the train stopped.
Mrs. Springer ran back to the passenger
One or two sleepy heads were
coaches.
poked out of the window’s, but no one
got oil'. The woman’s jaw fell. Xo, there
was no one in the rear cars for Evans
Crossing, the brakeruan told her.
“Ain’t they some soldiers?” she cried,
her face all white.
“Oh, soldiers,” he said, “tliey’s some
up in the baggage car.”
me

woman

turned

ana

run

down tne

As she reached the forward
end of the first passenger coach two soldiers lifted a long pine box from the car
ahead and laid it on the platform.
The woman cried out to them, “Where’s
1
Jim, my boy Jim? lie was cornin’ on this
train 1 Where is he?”
I
“Who?” asked one of the men in uni-

platform.

form, quietly.
;

“My boy, Jim Springer.”
The soldier did not answer. He stooped
and glanced down at the little white card
tacked on the lid of the long pine box.
“I can’t tell her Bill,” he whispered to
his companion.
The engine bell rang.
“Why—why—why don't you tell me?”
cried the woman.
She rushed toward the two men.
She
glanced down at the box. The card caught
her eye.
She leaned over and read the
words written there.
Then she stood up
straight, her face white, her mouth open,
her eyes staring at nothing.
A cry cut the air—a keen, piercing,
gashing cry—and the woman fell upon her
knees beside that box and, throwing her
arms over the top, sobbed and beat her

July 27 for Boston.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Apalachicola July 25 for Philadelphia.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 1 from Wilmington. N C.
wick
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The

For Over

Kilty fears.

A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over lifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
The men-of-uar of the Homans had a
crew of about 225 men, of which 174 were
The
oarsmen working on three decks.
speed of these vessels was about six miles
an hour in fair weather.

$100.
Dr.

K.

Detehon’s

Anti Diuretic

May be worth to you more than £100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from ineontendence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
£1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Iyl7
Druggists, Belfast. Me.

military household of the czar is
composed of 98 officers of various ranks,
83 of whom belong to the army and 15 to
The

the

navy.

royal family

^Nineteen members of
are included in this list.

the

SYSTEM

Methodist Churches.

The Kind You Have

are

fetching.

exceedingly rare;
gowned in their calicoes,

sionary Society.

|

President Haley says the outlook for
He thinks the full
the Seminary is good.
term will open with an increased number
of students.
Rev. G. G. Winslow, the
agent, is busily at work, seeking to sefunds
cure
to relieve the institution from
embarrassment and to increase the endowment.
We exhort the preachers to give
him a cordial greeting and hearty co-opThis is the
eration in his good work.
foremost claim on the attention of the
churches in East Maine at the present
time.
Bhooksvii.le and South Penobscot.
Rev. D. Smith was returned for a fourth
year’s toil among this people. He is
earnest in his efforts to strengthen and
At
advance the work of the church.
South Penobscot something is being done
in the way of repairs. The house of worship needs to be remodeled, and made
more attractive, and it must be done before we meet with substantial success on
this part of the charge.
Buck’s Hakbok and Cape Rozif.h.
This charge is an experiment, but promThe pastor, Rev.
ises to be successful.
C. B. Morse, seems to be well fitted for
more than a
Conference
the work.
Since
score have expressed a desire to lead a
new life.
Mr. Morse is very earnest in
the work of evangelizing the people and
has fruits already of his faithful service.
Rev. (’. Garland is supPenobscot.
plying this charge, and is winning his
This
way to the hearts of the people.
church has been weakened by death and
a
struggle to
removals, so that it costs
support a pastor. We have a good memin
worldly goods.
bership, but not rich
Rev. \V. L. Brown has been laid aside
for several weeks with a serious trouble—
He will
an abscess on
one of his feet.
work for some
not be able to resume
All hope for his restoration to
time.
He has been one of
soundness of health.
our most faithful and successful men, and
is very highly esteemed by his brethren in
the ministry.
Our Clubbing Offer. The New York
Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, filled
with general news and matter of interest
and value in every home. The subscription
price is SI a year. We have a contract with
the publishers of The Tribune by which we
can furnish that paper free to all who pay for
The Republican Journal one year in advance
The Journal gives all the local news and is
an earnest advocate of local interests, and
The Tribune is one of the best, if not the
best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
has given satisfaction in every case. Send
n your names.

Always Bought

AVegetable Preparation for As-

similating theFood and Regain
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

the gentlemen

are

ball.

There’s I key, the newsboy, and 'Muggsy"
who “shines
There’s Beppo who peddles “banan;”
There’s A. Lincoln Johnson, whose
pa"
kalsomines—
His skin has a very deep tan ;
There’s Rosy, the cash girl, and Maine who
ties bundles,
And Maggie who works in the factory tall;
She’s much in demand, for she “pivots so

PromotcsDigestion,Cheerfuland Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral,
Not Nahcotic.
ness

Opium,Morphine

--

'■/"-'lii

7. t:

grand’’—

^lx. Senna
j'oditlfa Suits
yf/u.Tf Sett/

She’s really the belle of the hand organ
ball.

;

slipper,

hums

man

stall,
officer Quinn

as

I

To

the

see

for

moment
steps at the

new

a

ball.

I
/

A

I

J
for

perfect Remedy

'snslipa-

tion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions.Feverish-

lie peers from

ness

his

And

1

I

—

Jji Curdunatt Soda
[Mem Seed
Clarified Si/arr
Xiuitsryrt* r. Ftarr-

His fair daughter Rosa, whose tambourine
tiles.
Is merrily thumping the rollicking time;
The widow McCann pats the tune with h r
The peanut

1 y/r.y/A/V

Jipp*rniint

Professor Spaghetti the music supplies,
From his hurdy-gurdy the waltz is sublime

'rS. 'j .1

J\ur?fJ. tn Seed'

looks in
hand organ

andLoss

OF

SLEEI’.

Facsimile Signature of

tdaXrFd&a

The concert hall tunes echoes down the
dark street.
The mothers lean out from the windows

Always Bought,

NEW YORK.

see.

While soft sounds the pat of the dancers’
hare feet
And tenement babies crow loud in their
And

glee;
labor-worn

fathers

are

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

laughing and

chatting—

Forgot

for

an

hour

is

gnm

thrall—

1 here

joy here

poverty’s

Proposals

Contented.

on

the

COAL.
Fifty-five ..">5) tons egg coal delivered within
city limits.
Eleven(.11 tons stove coal delivered within city

wall,

"Color schemes” a-ruunin’ riot in thesettin’room an’ hall.

:

limits.
Six .»*> tons egg coal, delivered to east side,
Brick School.
Four and one half i.4 1-2' tons stove coal, 3 12
tons egg coal delivered to Head of Tide school.

Went to see ’im on a visit—felt like I wuz in
a dream,
Not a heatin’ stove er wood box, all the
house wuz bet by steam.
Pipes a-leadin’ from the basement, gladiators
in each room,
Carpets <• ragged by little go-carts, never saw
’em use a broom!

WOOD
be delivered within the city limits: 7 cords
hard wood, stove; 3 cords soft, or edgings for
kindling; 4 cords of coarse or grate ..1.
To be delivered at the Brick School—2 cords
hard wood tor stove, 1-2 cord kindling.
W hire School—4 cord.wood, 1-2 cord

to

Parlor mantle piled with bric-a-brac. Injun
mat tin’ on the stairs.
Hiroglyphics worked m cellar on the satincovered chairs ;
Water fassets in the kitchen, hot er cold,
you took your choice;
in handy watm’ ef you
you.r voice.

Telephone

kindling.
City I’"int School—4 cord.- long wood, 1-2 ord
kindling.
Board Landing School—3 1-2
long wood,
1 2 cord kindling.
Head of Tide* School—1 cord stove ..1. 1 2

like to try

cord kindling.
Poor's Mills School—4 cords long wood. 1-2 cord

’Lectric lights blazed every evenin’ till the
muon itsr-lf seemed wan,
No more use for cracker matches, jest a dip
would turn 'em

on

kindling.
Hayford School—4 cords long wood. 1-2
kindling.
Pitcher School- 4 cords
kindling.

;

Breakfc.st showed up late an’ tired, lunch
came on at 1" o’clock.
Dinner shook the hand ef twilight, givin’
ly old nerves a shock.

Stayed

All ’ni'ls

week

John

But I

came

not

the door.

Noon-time ailers finds me ready fer
ner—not a lunch !

a

An’ steam heat—you can t compare it
fire you kin punch !
Hick’ry wood a cracklin’ gayly,
a-glowin’ cherry red !
Warmth an' peace an’ drowsy confort
in’ up from foot to head.

with

NEW YOU

1

;

stove]

wooden house roofed with turf.
The
paper is called the Nordkap, and is
published weekly. The news is frequently
a fortnight old before it reaches the subscribers.
The subscriptions are paid [in
fish

People raarval at the maclianism of the
human body, with its 492 bones and 60
arteries.
But man is simple in this respect compared with the carp. That remarkable fish moves no fewer than 4386
bones and muscles every time it breathes.
It has 4320 veins, to say nothing of its 99

Tiver

lpm.s.

CURE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of tho system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

Others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vialaat 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or eeut by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Small Till. Small Bose. Small Trice.

■

split.

Omci-l OK Si Hook I'i *>1 MITtKE, |
Bki.kasi Me., .1 urn* 17.1 vm.
In pursuance with
instructions from the
school committee, bids for transportmp pupi.s
on the various routes of the city ire failed b«r. a*
follows:
Route One. From residence of Harvey S. Cunningham on upper Waldo avenue. la. Vine and
High streets to Center Schools. N'm ..r pupils,
about 32
Distance, 1 1 2 miles.
Frmu resilience •»! Flislia Fland
Route Two
ers or thereabouts>, in the so-called Perkins district, via North port avenue to Center Sehooi>.
of pupils, about 2d. Distance, 2 1-2 miles.
Route Three. From Searsport line, shore road,
via lower bridge to Center Schools. No. of pupils,
about 17.
Distance, about 3 miles.
Route Four. From upper part of Finery disNo. of pupiis.
trict, so-called, to Pitcher school
about 7.
Distance, about 1 1 2 miles.
Route Five.
From I'nion school house mi
Swanville road to Brick school in East Belfast
No. of pupils, about 4.
Distance, about 2 1-2
miles.
Route Six. From upper end of so called Hartson district (about one mile above Urange Hall
on Belmont ave.) to city.
Distance 2 1-2 miles.
No. of pupils 4 to S
Vehicles must consist of aspring wagon, covered,
seats to be cushioned and tloor protected against
draughts hy covering. Suitable and sufficient
robes to be supplied in winter. All vehicles used
as transports must be subject to inspection of
school department and be kept clean.
The committee reserve the right to reject any
and all hids.
All bids, sealed, must be in before 12 o’clock
F. S BRICk.
noon, August 15.
Secretary of School Committee.

j

ADfllNISTRATOR S SALE
AT

H£AD

ACHE

•:

<

correct all disorders of tho stomach, stimulate the
liver and regulate tho bowels. Even if they only
“

Is the bane of bo many lives that hero Is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while

>»

CO HERE AS FANNIE A. WYMAN -f ...
Waldo County, Maine, by hermortgage deed
dated the 10th day of September, in the year o;
our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety
three, and recorded in the Waldo Count} Registry
of Deeds. Volume 235, Page 341. conveyed to
Harris it. Wentworth of Nordholl', Ventura County. State of California, a certain parcel of real
estate situated in Searsmont aforesaid, and bounded and described as follows:
Being a part of lot No. 42 in the lirst division
ol lots in said town, and hounded as follows, to.
wit on the northwest by lot No forty seven 47
on the northeast
by lot No. forty three (43>; on
the southeast by lot No thirty-nine •33); and on
the southwest by lot No. forty-4<»
agreeable to
the proprietor’s plan of said town. The part conveyed being the part lying on the southwesterly
side of the road leading from Searsmont to LinColnville ; containing eighty acres, more or les.-.
And whereas the said Harris It. Wentworth has
assigned said mortgage, and the debt and claim
thereby secured, to the undersigned, Fred Knowl
ton. of Somerville, Massachusetts, by assignment
recorded in said Registry, Volume 2oU. Page 424.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken. Now therefore, by reason of the
breach of ttie condition thereof, i claim a foreclosure of said moi gage, ami I hereby ci nstitutc
and appoint Henry M. Ileal of said Searsm 'iit.my
attorney and agent within the Mate t Maine to
rereive satisfaction of said mortgage ii any part}
entitled so to do should desire to redeem said
proper! v tlieiefrom.
Rockland, Me., Julv 15, 18ih».
3w30
FRED H. KNOWLTON.

SlTTLE

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
Who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick bead
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'I’rm i* 1»*.i o.-v or:
Railroad ( '• nipany. ir sm .—■:
pay ail said : -*ml> and omshall become dim an 1 payani.-.
and coupons ami
hi- imiei t
shall be void, and all mien-;
sln.il
.ease
hereby nonv.-yed
become voiu. and saT 1 i.i ;,
v. ith n.‘ duly
cuter—l In
its successors in said ri u.-i.
And whereas the Imld.-r? *i
til*- bonds aforesaid now ,,ut-!..
the b>!lowinir appin.it ion u u
ltuirdam- toree'.-*'.!
.•
"To lie M at.-miie Tru-r a:
led
p.iuy. now known ..
( ompany, a .-orpoiaMon i»y
iu
ai d ha\ ina its place
d
,Kennel" « only Main.
M hereas the \Vi-: ass.-t ai
<'oinpany a <>r| oral ion
and ha\ in^ n s j !; «• oi ni.-i:
Lidcoln County, M.iin.-.
au-te dated Aliens
1. 1 s ■>«'., u
Lima ! n Reiri-t ry
; 1 »eed>. \
Konn. bee
!
l-.
i-try
NVa io Registry
I'.-ed-, \
1 »•••
Somerset R.-'istry
t.'
11, and in the ! wn Me.W iso issei. Hook
M.-rtu
veye*. in trust !>> the Wuieroi
1 >«•; osit tunpany
>\v
k.
\\ atei ville Trust ( .-mpanv
u
owners or holder- -d tlit* H. ml..n
'ompany hereinaftei
n.
smarted and to be eon-mi. ;.•
asset and Pittsfield, and a;
: in
which said Railroad Comp.u
;
may liereafter purehase oi
the lmildinsr, completion ami
of said roan and the tram h.-eCompany. and ah -ther prom
property, present and pr-■ -;•
Railroad Company may m»w ! a-..
said road between the limits if.
it may hereafter aop.ire rher.d.
all the machinery. implement- u
purchased or to be pun-ha-Coin pa n\
or otherw i.-«a.-'imreu
or rights in telegraph lines
1

>

constructed or to be constrm

the property franchises or -ran
which said Railroad Compai.v
hereafter acpiure m its raid
or otherwise, whether the suni.lure and mort—me spe. iaily ietween said Wiseass.-t and Hi i-'
*•

Aim wneteas

m

indenture

given to secure the tiist m>
salil Railroad Company i.
aggregate oi >.\ hundred tic-:
lars
payable in I'niied Star,
present weight and fineness,
the date thereof wn l, imvdate at the rate of five j er
payable semi-anna J > 11
ary and August of each
upon the presentation and
pons for such ini ere-r, 1< i*e
as provided therein
And whereas the umlersm
majority oi all tlie I..
issued by the Wi
msei
Company, under and l>y vie*
and mortgage.
And whereas default has
Railroad Coinj>any m tin- .t
due upon said bonds on he
1 s:*7. ihe first day "f Aiu• i-i,
of February,
s.Vs. and tin
1 Si*S,
mi the coupons of m
said bonds now
tlstamin
aim pay ment demanded by
Februarv, V. 1 > 1 s;*s, and
ment of said emipons lu> ~r
period of nmie than six n
maud.
And whereas the
n»1;i n
hav e by leason hereof 1 icen
thereof In- umlersigned the
of all of said bonds in>\\
foreclosure thereof, and m,
Waterville Trust ,iml San I
o
immediately i roeeed to
under the provisions of pa;,.:
denture and nu»rtg me.
And the undersigned ha*e
their respective names the a
said bonds held by them
said.
In witness whereof, u•• :-«•••
this thirtieth day ■>! June, \ ;
NAMES.
AM"

a

Barter's

SICK

tea. seam

Notice of Foreclosure.

muscles.

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing ami preventing this annoying complaint, while they also

mini;

Whereas the WISCA'-SKT AM
ROAD COMPANY, a crp.-:
established and having itWiscasset, Lincoln County, M
ture and mortgage fully >et t
tion hereinafter recited, wl
hereby referred to 1 *r that p •;
part of this paragraph, conveuWATEKVILLE TRUST \NI>
COMPANY, n..w ca"ed the
( ompany, a corporation by iau
and having its place d b’usme-Kennebec County, Ma re. tor •!
owners or holders of the h.nnlCompany hereinafter referred ;
road constructed and t- he
said Wiscasset and P;rt-ii. In. \)
land and estate which said K.n
has or may hereafter pur. La-.quire, for the building, mini i.-r
and use of said road, and in- it
Railroad < 'ompany. ami all
rights.d property more fully
plication hereinafter recited’, wl,
hereby referred t" for that pun] art ot this paragraph.
And whereas said indenture
secure the tirst mortga.
given
!
said Rai’road Company to
aggregate of six Immnr-.
dollar-, payable in Cnited Stan
present weight and tineness
the date thereof, with intere-; :
date at ;lie rate ot the per
payable semi annually on h.
ary and A ngusi ot .«.
upon the pre-entatiou ami
pons f.>r sir h interest. to
bond- as provided therein.

1

dina

-.

ord

1-2 coni

Urate wood, cut three times, u>>r split.
Bids may include the whole >r any par
wood,
delivered and housed.
The committee reserve the riuht to rea ct auv or
all bids.
F. s. lii;K K,
Seeretarv School < oininittee.

Slipped right back

into the traces, all the
wheels ro.led smoothly round ;
’Lectrie Maze lied been too glarin’; lamps
are better, I'll be bound.
Brii ’braes makes a feller weary, purest
water lives in well-*.
Common chairs will do fer farmers, satin
couch’ll do for swells 1

i.;';

long wood.

1 2 noon, July 1 f>.
Bids tor ro’ai must 1h* at so much per ton.
Wood, unless otherwise specified, must la- hard,
properly seasoned.
By stove wood is meant 4*feet wood cut three
times and -.pin.
By long wo.xi is meant 4-feet w-'od cut twice,

an’saw the city!
Cousin
was awful kind ;
away rejoicin’—home wuz suited
to my mind!
Thought the old brown house looked nicer
than it ever did afore
Mar3 sewin, by the winder. Hover barkin’at
a

COMPANY.

for Fuel. Notice of Foreci

Office of the School Committee, 1
Belfast, Me., June 12, ISdb. (
In persuance with the instructions from the
School Committee, bids on fuel lor the coining
school year beginning September 1, are called for.

Cousin John he built a mansion. "Lizabethan” in its style,
Crochet triiumin’s ’round the corners, hardwood boors all done in ile,
Porters bangin' in the doorways, didoes

pasted

THE CENTAUR

neatu the

to-night,
swinging arc i.ght.
In "Finnegan’s court” at the hand organ
ball.
[Joe Lincoln in Puck.
a

---

-_

following from the reports
.stealPresiding Elders of the East Maine
Conference, as published in Zion’s Her- Fall is
slipping’ into winter ; never mind its
ald of Aug. lid:
storm and chills;
Rev. T. F. Jones, the Pack the iron pump in sawdust—we shan’t
Buckspokt.
run no plumbers’ hills:
pastor, was kindly received by this peoEat an’ drink an’ read the papers—let the
ple, has begun bis work with prudence,
world go brawlin’ on!
ami will no doubt succeed in building up
Happiness is my twin sister—I’m ez rich ez
tlie church. This society lias lost strength
Cousin John!
during the few years past, and has to [Emma Eggleston in Midland Monthly.
its
One
hard
to
meet
expenses.
struggle
would suppose them to be possessed of
The most northern newspaper in the
the
resources
by
apportionment world is
ample
published at Hammerstein, Rusmade to them by the officials of the Missia.
The editorial work isdone in a small
\Ye take the

of the

Marriage in Spain takes place by day

the fortune of
or at night, according
the young people or their station in life.
If well-to-do, the ceremony comes off in
the early part of the morning.

THE

Effectually yet gently, when costive or bilious. to permanently overcome habitual constipation, to awaken the kidneys and liver
to a healthy activity, without irritating or
weakiug them, to dispel headaches, colds or
fevers, use Syrup of Figs, made by the California Fig Syrup Co,

Distressing, Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours- by *Kew Great South
American Kidney Cure.”
It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves reIf
tention of water almost immediately.
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. So’d by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl8
to

CLEANSE

the hand organ

at

all,
In a jacket, they say, one's not rated an fait
By the finicky guests at the hand organ

28 for Havana.

Georgia GiiKey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Providence June 17 from Charleston.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, sailed from Galveston
July lb for Sabine Pass.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Pascagoula June 13 for Newport News.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at New
York July lb from Brunswick, Ga.
Lucia Porter Farrow, arrived at Bangor
Aug 1 from Ptjrth Amboy.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
July 5 from Brunswick.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at, Philadelphia July 81 from Bath.
R
W Hopkins, Hickborn, cleared from
Carradelle, Fla., July 21 for Providence.
Sallie FOn, W H West,sailed from Bruns-

are

And coatless and cool

Ayres prior

SCHOONERS.

Tor Infants and ChilfW

warm

free,

And gems
The ladies

to

Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Buenos
to July 12 from Boston.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
Philadelphia Feb 28 for Port Elizabeth;
spoken March 18, iat 30 81 N, Ion 30 41 W.
Rose lums, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
Port Eads Juiy 28 for New Y'ork.
Sachem, sailed from Hong Kong June d
for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhu, sailed
from Boston April 8 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, arrived at
Sierra Leone July 20 from Boston.

a

’Tis not a society function, you see,
But quite an informal affair;
The costumes are varied, yet simple and

York.
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
July 2 for Hilo.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, at Portland Aug
3 for South America.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
June 7 tor Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
at Boston July 2d from Turks island.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
June 1 for Honolulu
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, at Portland
July 31 for South America.
Matanzas, arrived at New Y'ork July 25
from Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, at New York

her, inflamed with enthusiasm. head against the lid and scratched the
All the boys in the Thompsonville com- rough boards with her nails.
Aud just then the sun broke through
pany had signided their willingness to go
the clouds and the dewdrops on the grass,
to the front at the call of the President.
the leaves, the trees and everywhere
There were ten vacancies in the company,
and, could he go? It would all be over in sparkled like diamonds. All nature seemed
to mock a mother’s agony.
a month, and then he could come back.
[Kenneth
Yes, he could if his country needed him. Herford in the Detroit Free Press.
to
£die remembered how she went down
HIKE OK CHARGE.
Thompsonville one summer morning with
open morning glories.
Budd to see Jim off to camp with his
adult suffering from a cold settled on
Any
The little man in the light “rig” wiped company.
He wrote her the night before the
breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles
the perspiration from his brow and clam- the
regiment left for Cuba. Letters came of any nature, who will call at Poor’s &
bered *ut ol the vehicle over the wheel.
to her regularly for awhile, and then, of a
Sou’s, Belfast, or A. B. Sparrow’s Freedom,
He advanced toward Mrs. Springer and sudden,
She thought ot will be presented with a sample bottle of
they ceased.
“This kum those endless
extended a yellow envelope.
German Syrup free of charge.
days of waiting for lust a Boscliee’s
tlT
for
ten
las’ night,” he said, “jes
And Only one bottle given to one person, and
word from him, her boy, her Jim.
none to children without orders from parTin
asked
me
t’
arrove.
then at last, after centuries it seemed to
operator
twenty
fetch it.
At fust I thought I’d bring it her, came the letter saying he had been in ents.
„\u throat or lung remedy ever had such a
not
thinkiu'
what
it
but
might the hospital with the fever. She remem- salr as Itoschee’s
right over,
German Syrup in all
be from Jim.
Then 1 sez t‘ myself, sez I, bered how
nearly crazed she was after she parts of the civilized world. Twenty years
Missim Springer will be t’ bed an’ better read that letter.
<>f
millions
buttles
were given away
Then came others, sayago
wait till mornin1, so I fetched it over on ing he was
your druggists will tell you its success
better, and then day after day and
my way deown.
without ;i word, save once, when a short was marvelous. It is ready the only Throat
andJ.ung Remedy generally endorsed by
At tin name “Jim” Mrs. Springer note, scrawled on a bit of
wrapping paper, ; physicians. One To cent bottle will cure or
i:lu’eked the bit of yellow paper, and,
e one to her with the news that his regi- :
Sold by all druggists iu
pmve its value.
w;-h lingers that wavered a little, tore; incut was
again in the United S*ates and t: is city.
open the envelope.
encamped somewhere on the East'in coast.
Zeke waited.
And at last the dispatch of that morning
What Liquid Air Cannot Do.
i be ■.•nvflope dropped to the lioor of 1
“Coining home” and sleep closed her
the juueh.
Mrs. >].linger held the dis
eyes.
When a mac of ordinary business exin her left hand and followed the
I .«■
At 4 o’clock Matilda Springer awoke,
M'i'ovm:
writhe with the fun* finger of .*5lie
huiricdly dressed and called Budd. perience is met by the statement, that
her right.
He wont out and hitched up the t\%< horses liquid air can be used to drive an engine,
One glance
the words and she cried to the old democrat
wagon and removed and that three gallons of liquid air so
out. ••It’s Jim.
lies cornin’ home.
It’s! the back seat.
used will produce ten gallons of liquid
from his f apting s;i\i;.' he has been sent
He led the horses up to the back porch
home sick in tlf care o’ tw o other soldi* rs. and called to his mother.
She came out air, he is incredulous, and says, “That is
lie left’ tlf camp yesterday afternoon an’11 dressed in a brown
poplin, and on her perpetual motion.” But when he is told,
be here airly to-morrer morniu’.”
wavy gray hair rested her best bonnet, a and
truthfully told, that the new proposi">ho! Ye don't say," exclaimed Zeke. little affair of
jet, with violets on one side tion is not to
create something out ot
Tew- it tell how bad lie be.’ Why didn’t and
strings to tie under the chin. Around
thet durn operator over t’ tlf depy tell me j her shoulder she had
nothing, but merely to use a small part of
a shawl.
wrapped
the boundless stores of energy which
ir wuz frum Jim an' I’d a-brought it t’ ye i
“1—I—can’t hardly wait,” she said,
last' night."
really exist in the air and earth and water
half to herself.
about us, he is likely to be puzzled, if not
Mrs. .springer smiled and cleared her
budd helped her into the wagon and
threat.
Tiiey's time enough, Zeke,” climbed in after her. He drove over the convinced. He may ask whether this
new thing is any more unlikely than the
she said.
‘Til go right u an- fix up his
dusty country road and across the old
room so’s t' have everything ready when
wooden bridge, with one hand holding telegraph or the telephone or the RoentTo this queshe comes.
As yew drive on down, yell the
gen-rays seemed at first.
reins, for she clasped the other. She tion
there is a plain answer: The various
over t
Budd.
lie's in th’ spring lot hoe- did not
often
that
drive.
during
speak
in’.
Tell him t.' come right up here t’ th’ There are times when the heart is too full wonders just named were not, even at
haouse, thet Jim's a coinin'."
This first, in opposition to any accepted sciento allow of the forming of words.
tific principle.
“Is there anything 1 kin do fer ye?n was one of those times.
They added a few pages
The mother's
to the books of science; but they did not
asked Zeke. a little tone of anxiety in his heart was filled to
overflowing with love
voice.
for that boy whose face she had not seen require the erasure of a page already in“No, they ain't nawthin.’ An* I don't for so many, many weary weeks, whose cluded therein. The marvel of the telefor example, lay not in the revolubelieve I even thanked ye fer bringin’ me ; brown
eyes had not looked down at hei phone,
tion of our ideas as to electricity and
this telegram, Zeke.”
for oh, so long.
Zeke blushed and stammered that “that I
magnetism, but rather is the revelation of
The wagon rolled down the last hill in
was all right,”
and turned to clamber the road and around the curve at the botunsuspected sensibility of the human ear
to slight impressions.
over the wheel again into bis “rig.”
tom.
Budd drew up the horses at the
That many interesting facts have been
“I'll tell Budd!” he cried back over the
“Yew stay here an’ hold
depot
platform.
top of the carriage as he drove on down ’em,” said his mother.
“I'll go over discovered by the study of liquid air is
wil be found
the lane.
there an’ sit on that truck til’ th’ train obvious; that important uses
for this article is probable; but that liquid
Matilda Jspringei went back into the comes.”
from objects at the
kitchen and through the little passage
She got out of the conveyance and walk- air, taking energy
There by the ed around the station house to the other ordinary temperature about us, cau perway into the front room.
half-curtained wir low, through which side. Unobserved
replace the usual agencies for
by Budd she wiped her manently
the performance of work, is a proposition
the sun rays bail filtered on another Sepeyes and then she sat down on the truck.
which can be set one of the most
tember morning, long before, aud lighted
By and by the young agent came and againstestablished
the face of a man in a coffin, she read unlocked the door of the
principles of physical
building and firmly
again the telegram. “Jim is sick and I went inside. Out upon the cool morning science,—a principle upon which is based
a
of
all
that has been written
have sent two members of the company air was wafted the
large part
“click, click" of the
along with him.”
during the last fifty years concerning the
telegraph instrument.
Mis. Springer laid the telegram on the
Mrs. Springer lose from her seat and, relation of heat to other forms of energy.
table and went over to the old haircloth
[“Liquid Air and Motive Power,” by
entering the building, walked over to the Edwin
H. Hall in the August Forum.
sofa.
She sat there in the semi-darkness ticket window.
for nearly an hour, and when she arose
“Is tii tram trora th north on time?
Relief in Six Hours.
she lifted the corner of her checked apron she asked.
come

on

ball.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Freetown, Sierre Leone July 31 from New

Columbus, 0.

light,

arc

night,
They gather to dance
summer

BAKKS

Remember that cholera morbus, cholera infantum, summer complaint, bilious
colic, diarrhoea and dysentery are each and all catarrh of the bowels. Catarrh is
the only correct name for these affections. Pe-ru-na is an absolute specific for these
ailments, which are so common in summer. Hr. Hartman, in a practice of over
forty years, never lost a single case of cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhcea, or
cholera morbus, and his only remedy was Pe-ru-na. Those desiring further particulars should send for a free copy of “Summer Catarrh.”
Address, Hr. Hartman,

CASTQRIA

wall,

’Neath the swinging

lat 24 53 N, ion 00 44 W.
Josephus, P R CiiiKey, saneu irom i>ew
York April 25 for Hong Kong.
Mary L Cushing, F I Pendleton, sailed
from New York May 16 for Hong Kong;
spoken June 7, lat 23 N, Ion 39 VV.
May Flint, sailed from New York April 26
for Hong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Not 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, arrived at New York
July 14 from London.
Reaper, O C Young, saiied from Newcastle May 18 for Kahului.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Kahulu May 11 for New York.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from New York
June 2d for Yokohama.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
May 21 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New York May 2d for Hong Ivong; spoken
June 27. lat 1 S. lou 33 W (with loss of foretopmast.)
Tillie E Starbuok, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Philadelphia June 27 from Hilo.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York May 7 for Hong Kong; spoken
June 27 lat 26 S, lou 32 W.
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at Baltimore June 22 from Port Spain.

Mrs. Hamilton's picture is printed here, and her statements about Pe-ru-na
find echo in the hearts of women the country through.

the

When Twilight her soft robe of shadow
spreads down
And hushed is the roar and the din,
When Evening is cooling the sweltering
town,
’Tis then that the frolics begin;
And up in dim “Finnegan's court," on the
pavement,
Shut in by the loom of the tenement’s

July 30.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York March 0 for Honolulu;
spoken March 29, lat 10 N, Ion 27 W.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New.York May 20 for Hong Kong.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from New
York May 4 for Hong Kong; spoken May 7,
lat 39 22, Ion 70 41
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
Hilo April 21 for New York; spoken July 24,

Mrs. Arthur L. Hamilton, wife of Colonel
Hamilton of the Seventeenth Regiment Ohio
National Guard, and whose residence is
at 309 West First Ave., Columbus, O.,
writes the following- about Pe-ru-na, T)r.
Hartman's scientific remedy for catarrh:
“I can bear testimony as to the
merits of your remedy Pe-ru-na.
I have
been taking the same for some
time, and am enjoying better health
now than 1 have for some years. I
attribute the change to Pe-ru-na,
and recommend Pe-ru-na to every
woman, believing it to be
especially
beneficial to them.”

“It

The Hand Organ Ball.

sHirs.

result from catarrh.—Mrs. Colonel Hamilton
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Vessels.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at New
New York July 13 from Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
New York July 29 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols,sailed from Hilo
May 20 for New York.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, arrived at San
Francisco July 13 from Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, arrived at
New York July 3 from Boston.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia for
San Francisco, passed Delaware Breakwater

and others recommend Pe-ru-na.

the

on

women

Water

Deep

!

PUUI.IO

AUCTION.

Pursuant to a license 1 oni flic Honorable ,lodge
i*f the Probate Court for tlie County oi Waldo. I
shall sell at public auction to the highest bidder,
on
Wednesday, the Oth day of September. A. 1),
IS'.io, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, on the premises in Monroe, in said Countv of Waldo, the following described real estate of HA KIUET C ATES,
late of said Monroe, deceased, t<> wit
her late
homestead, hounded and described as follows:
viz: bounded north by land lormerly of Charles
H. Neal ley ; easterly bv the old town road over the
hill; southerly by land now or formerly of Alary E.
Clement,and westerly by the'road leading from
Monroe Cent* r postofliee to the Monroe Center
school house, and being a part of lot No. 07, in
the 10,000 acre tract, containing one acre, more
or less, with the buildings thereon.
August 3, 1800.
3w31
F. W. 11ROWN, Jit.,
Administrator of the estate of Harriet Cates.

NELSONEE, BY NELSON.
will stand Wednesdays and Saturdays at Mr.
Marshall’s stable in Belfast; other days at my
farm in Waldo. Terms §10.00 to warrant.
WM. H. BECKWITH
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And whereas said a}-| !mam
of said niortua^e, and -tie
morttrajre have been broken
Now, therefore, hy res'.m
said breach of condition', the
Watervilie Trust ami Sate Do
called the Watervilie Trust <
torncy, therefor duly aut bur;
foreclosure of said liiortmmr,
of July, A. I). 1 S'd'.i.
■

W'lTEKVILLH

TIII'T *'!

IIKPItSir I'OMPAM
Now called the Watervilie I
31

Ky S. S. ltKdWN

Boarding

House

MRS. A. E. PAGE

Has accommodations for
of boarders
reasonable.
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BOSTON BLEND is NOT Mocha and Java.
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."baud's yacht captain.
This
ikes the wheel as often as not,
handsome steamer through
vcrly as a iirst-ciass pi lot.
■rick Vanderbilt is a new re*
.st of feminine sailors.
.She
steaim yacht foi cruising
■•an waters,
is
and
going to
run her boat herself, if it is
get out papers and study
Mrs. Paget is a third caniutical joys.
She. too, will
steamboat for the summer,
:ei own wheel to explore the
down the m. Lawrence and
these lady pilots is Mrs.
id. who known how to make
show her heels to plodding
oid passenger shipping.
.<

■

apable sailing pilots,

ven

he

Timbering

steam

pleasure

(‘-.melius Vanderbilt, Jr.
Veda she uses the tiller
•»f steel and perfect judgt>. II. (
Trevor is not a bit
Another smart yacht woman
IIoilman, and Newport
Tier sea women than the two
’i;ng daughters of Or me Wilvastly prefer the sea to the
ov
n
liard work with tiller and
T Ps darn ing and a talk with
<ld salt tv* the society of the
ith in the society register,
these evidences it will be
a? we are in a fair
way to ownmarine tit to challenge those
Tush women of whose boats
we hear so much.
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this position is the only one which
j could be maintained by England with any
! show of reason it will undoubtedly’ be
| held. Canada's pretentious were not only
: absurd, but they threatened to bring war.
in a conflict, although Canada herself
would be overrun by the armies of both
j the big countries, she herself could do
little.
Neither her Premier nor her Parliament lias the power to declare war.
That
is
a
j
power which belongs to England
j ( anada has no army or navy wherewith
Here,
| to wage war if it -were declared.
; too, siie would have to rely on England.
She is only a dependency of Great Britain, although her statesmen and newspapers pretend that she dictates British
policy on all questions like that of bounj daries
in North America.
It is her deand irresponsibility which
I fenselessness
j makes her so truculent. She knows that
lighting on her own side will have to
| the
i be done by some other country, if there
should be any fighting.
Naturally, that
other country, which is just as averse to
over
an
issue
in
which
she would
fighting
be in the w rong as the United States or
any other civilized nation would be, intervenes and stops the offensive activity
of her colony. The Alaskan boundary
question will be settled amicably. It will
be settled on the general lines laid down
by the United States. History, prescriptive right and justice are on the American side on this
issue, as England recognizes, and these things in the long run
win.
always
[St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
As

j

|

1

Eruption.

hoe.

Varying Types of Farmers. The Ignorant
and the Intelligent.
The poem “The Man with the hoe,”
has received wide notoriety and become
It is strongly written
very popular.
and lias the sympathetic tone which is

always taking.

9

lnt* reason wiiy tin* l mted >taxes lias
been unwilling to submit to arbitration
the points which < anada wants to have
submitted is that there was no dispute on
these points until about a year ago or
alter ti.e liscovery of gold in the Klondike
and in Alaska.
The boundary which the
United .States claims was always conceded
; by C anada and all the lest of the world
until after the gold discoveries.
Naturally this country refuses either to give up
any territory which was always reeognizI ed as belonging to her. or to submit the
question of its ownership to the uncertain decision of an outside tribunal.
There is very good reason for the assumption that England all along recognized the
justice of the American position, but for
reasons of imperial policy lias usually deferred to the wishes of Canada on all issues in which that dependency was closely concerned. Apparently there is a sort
; of a promise on England's part still that
I Canada's wishes are going to be closely
consulted by her in dealing with the afThis concession amounts to but lit! fair.
I tie, however. England's veto of Canada’s
! war talk and her transfer of the negotia! lions to Washington means that the two
j big countries will deal with *tlie issue
themselves hereafter, and that the dej sires and the prejudices of the dependency
will have very little weight in the mat-

MASS.

Man and

j

It is

also marked with

instincts
and
humanitarian
impulses
which add to its force and popularity.
When it first appeared in the western
papers the editor of the “New England
Farmer” was impressed with
it, and
promptly copied it into these columns before it bad received general notice.
The poem has occasioned an unusual
amount of discussion, which is extremely
interesting on account of the widely differing views that are expressed. Some consider it an insult to honest labor that the
man with the line should be depicted as
“stolid and stunned, a brother to the ox,”
with “the emptiness of ages in his fact.”
Several critics regard the poem as a direct
The
assault on the American farmers.
facts back of the poem, however, are
frequently overlooked, and deserve notice
in explaining the poem.
(One <>i tiie world s greatest painters.
Millet, painted a picture of “The man
with the hoe,” the study of which led to
But the man with the hoe in
the poem.
the* painting is a French peasant, who is
accurately depicted in the poem as with
“brutal jaw,” “dead to rapture and despair,” “a thing that grieves not and that
The power of the artist’s
never hopes.”
brush is ably supplemented by the strength
of the poet’s pen.
By the courtesy of the “Arena Magazinc” we are able to present an engraving
from this famous painting, so that our
readers can get an idea of the famous figure
which inspired a now famous poem—the
ignorant man who works for others; not
for himself.
We regard it as an interesting coincidence that a recent catalogue of the
Bowker fertilizer company contained an
engraving entitled “Planting time,” which
represents an American farmer leaning on
an American hoe, in nearly the same pose
Had there
as Millet’s French peasant.
been a studied effort to get a companion
piece, it might not look exactly like this.
Mill a comparison of the two is extremely
interesting as showing the difference in
the style of the two human beings and
how inapplicable Markham’s poem is to
The stolid French
the American farmer.
peasant never could have “bred a shot
The Ameriheard around the world.”
can farmer is no “monstrous thing, distorted and soul quenched,” but a man of
high forehead, clear intelligence, with a
j pose significant of energy, one of whom it
can not be said “There is no shape more
terrible than this.”
The contrast between the two men
with the hoe does not, however, detract
from the strength of the poem so far as
The
the French peasant is concerned.
poem asks with terrible pertinence,
How will the future reckon with this
man ?
How answer his brute questions in that
hour.
When whirlwinds of rebellion shake the
world ?
How will it be with kingdoms and with

|
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The Methodist choir of Searsport will
This is the tinest choir in
furnish music.
Waldo County.
Thursday at 10 a. M-, one of Maine’s
leading educators will speak. At2 p. m.,
we are to be favored with an address on
1'
Modern Civilization
by Hon. Wm. P.
Frye, U. S. Senator from Maine. Our
favorite senator has few equals as a platform orator.
The Baptist Choral Association of Rockland, with the popular soloist, Miss Sarah
This
Hall as leader, will furnish music.
is Knox County’s favorite choir and consists of about 30 members.
There will be a band concert on the
Park at 1 t>. m.
Fine boating and driving may be enjoyed between the services. Recreation
and instruction may thus be happily

Transportation: Half-rates have been
granted on steamers and railroads. All
Penobscot river boats touch at. Northport.
Entertainment: All delegates must entertain themselves. Kooms for self boarding can be obtained at private and society
cottages. T1 ere are good restaurants and
a line hotel on the
grounds.
Estimated expense from 50 cents to
-Z.OO per day.
Ample accommodations
for all.
A committee will be in waiting
at the auditorium, where arrangements
can be made on arrival.
Ten cents admission to the grounds.
The same will be asked of residents.
Come one ! Come all !
W. W. OhiEK, Manager.

CASTOR IA
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amount

the vaults, as required
by the
,|g ‘>iW8 of the
island, when the bank
1Ls doors on
Sept. 1.
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Kind You Have Always Bought

Volcanic Eruptions
Are grand, hut Skin Eruptions rob life of
joy. Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cures them,
also Old, Running and Fever Sores, Ulcers,

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

A decision that may have a far-Reaching
effect upon the service of the United
States

in fact, upon all

marines, and,

those who bear arms for their
sake

was

made at

a

country’s

court-martial held at

the League Island Navy Yard, Philadelphia, one late day. This was the case:
the beat
While marchoutside an officer’s house.
ing up and down the beat the corporal
attracted the attention of a serving-maid
in the house, who, either through a sponand irresistible
taneous
influence, or
through arrangement made beforehand,
joined the coropural. While the corporal, with his gun upon one arm and the
serving-maid upon the other, stood on his
beat, bravely and happily, he was met
suddenly by the officer. Venus retreated,
but Achilles held his ground, and in the
end charges of disorderly conduct and
neglect of duty were preferred against the
corporal by the officer. The court-martial met and dwelt upon the following
A

corporal

was

assigned

to

questions:

1.
Was it unsoldierly for the corporal
to make love while on guard?
1.
Was the corporal protecting public
or private property in standing guard before an officer’s residence?
3. Can a soldier at one and at the same
time keep bis arm around a girl and his
eye on the property that he has been
charged to guard?
The court-martial appears to have deliberated solemnly. At the end of the deliberation it returned the verdict of “not
guilty” on all the charges and specifications.
This report was signed and sealed
and forwarded to the Navy Department,
where Secretary Long, whose amiability is
famous, approved it and ordered that the
corporal be restored to duty.
The verdict, as we said, may have a far
reaching effect. The verdict means that
making love and keeping guard are not
incompatible. It remains to be discovered whether every other corporal is so fortunately situated as the corporal at the
League Island Navy Yard.

Best Pile cure on earth.
Drives out Pains
and Aches. Only 25 cts. a box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist,

sell Moxie

Druggists

Night Sounds of the Camp.
some

time 1

the

glass.

Grocer will deliver it to your house

Any

lay
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Aj

an

ness,

Da. K. C

rustling from
velvety, sliding,

below caught my
ear—a
insidious sound,
low as if from grass, again a soft disturbance of dry, rattliug atoms.
It seemed to
pass from one side to the other, to cross
beneath the hammock, to pause like
something searching for a track, then to
glide slowly on. In mv mind I could see
th
trim garter snake hunting a quarry.
Now he is on the path waiting with raised
head, sparkling eyes and darting tongue
—an illustration of sensitive alertness.
Now lie moves on again, trailing his
graceful length smoothly over the sand;
now his blunt nose is
within an inch of
the grass—now lie’ll rustle.
A rattling,
like
a
bull
moose’s plunge
apparently
through cover, proves that the snake has
entered the grass on the instant when the
mental chart shows that lie should.
Then came a relief—a noise, a welcome,
genuine and most musical noise. In volume it compared with the vague rustlings
and whisperings as a gunshot would compare with the click of a breaking match.
A soft, purring cluck-cluck prepared my
ear for what was coming, and there was
nothing startling or jaring in the rich,
whistling cry. Somewhere within twenty feet of my head a whip-poor-will was
bo'flfcng and puffing his great throat as he
Ansobbed out his well-known appeal.
other and another took up the cry, till a
whisper of it came from far up the liver.
His first cousin, the night hawk, was stir
ring, too, and I heard his raspina “Kaick—ky-ack—ka-ick” dropping from high
overhead.
I waited for the finale till I
“Ka-ick—ka-ack”
was almost nervous.
sounded the exasperating bird—would lie
“Wbiznever stop?
There it is at last.
iz iz—boo-boom!” lie had made his dive
W.
and I fell asleep.
Sandys, in
[Ed.
Outing for August.

A special broom should be
kitchen and pavements.

a

kept
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dealers in the finest
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MS CALL’S^
A LAKES’ MAGAZINE.

Constipation,
(Biliousness,
Dyspepsia,

beautiful entered plate*
pen;
latent
ash ions ; dresuoaki■MirmiiiHss iancy
"or*
household hints hction, etc Sub
sc-.he to-day, or, xrad V- for la eat ropy
Seod Im mu-jcj
Lady amenta wacted

ache and Liver

date, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect Fitting Paper Patterns.

A

Sick-Head-

Stylish, Reliable,

0_

!Jr!_N'ervita

druycrig^g
by mail.
Chicane

__

PattcrnsHIp

-_____-

■n.'y re and 15 eta eadt -a*s®«
Ask for ttewa
Sold m Marti '.-vctt
arul icwn, or by uaaii irata

Blood

THE McCALL CO
lie 146 #**! 14t* 8»

The

year each

WALDO Sv

iitb
ti lu xpn ssi -a -u
is concerned.
Good Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.
h

Pnrifv vour Blood

Kidneys, Liver
and

Cieanses

Bowels
the

System

'ip EFFECTUALLY

ef9

G°&|)£A0*£ftvEg

HabitualcSst,RATION

PERMANENTLY

,T5BENEFlC,;'uf^CTS
Buy

the genuine

—

mast o by

(aurknia ffc S|YT?VF(S
^

t**1 N Y»V^
** CAL. 3Co
KY.
roa SAU BY AU 0RVS6ISTS PRl« 50c PtR ecmL

25c.—«
Old

Reliable Yankee Blade

oneyear as a monthly. Established in 1841, it is
the oldest story paper in America, and has delighted thousands of homes. Send 25c. to the

and

three and

one

formerly occupied
inquire of

lars

half acres land on High St.,
by J. W. Jones. For particuOWEN

.GWHITE.

$2,10 !n advance
.Judicial

Court,

1899

~j77h,n

|

and leer iceII.

r /
ml n >w on sujufstinii to the ( •urt i
Huron
Pa1;i. rlie defendant, at tlie time ot -or. me ot
-he e
i.. was n >t an inhabitant of ti is «,
e. in,:
mb ii' tenant. ;.pit_ r:* or
-,u:nattorne> w thr
i!i;it hi- cooil- or estate have :• »-1. an;, .■,.i jn
:!iis action that h** has had no m-t me d -aid
>
uui art.nd,imp •. it is udered. tha n 11<•»■ >t thof this -uit he ^iven to tin- -aid del.endem
fendant, by pu dishing: an attested o|,\ ,.r This
'i dt-r, topcilit, with an abstract oi
rhep m rcT's
a
it, three week- successively in '1 lie Renuh man
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, it: the
bounty of Waldo, the last publication to be not
mss than thirty days before the next term ot rlns
oun, to be holdeu at Belfast, within and lor the
"lints
of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of Seo‘n.! r-i. i.''do. that said defendant mas then and
there appear, and answer to said suit.'if he shall
■■

A

■

"L.F." Atienod's 'Bitlei
good blood.

ear

j

Z3T* Ask for l‘L. F," and see
the Red Letters before it
35 -'em ■>.
is wrapped up

!

Avoid imitations.

see cause.

TILESTON WADUN, Clerk.

Attest

For Women.
!

Dr. Tolman's Monthly Bejrulator lias brought
happiness to hundreds <>i anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further particulars.
Ail letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature.
Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed.
0<i.
Dr. E.M.TOLMAN CO., IT Tremont .St., Boston, Mass.

If the ceiling becomes smoked from a
wash off the blackened surface with
little weak soda water.

Drain pipes should be cleaned regularly
least once a week with lime water, carbolic acid or chloride of lime.
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tor

Supreme

April Term,

;

b«v ''arts

Republican Journal and McCall's Majja-

?ne ,one

at

ACTS GENTLY
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** BAZAR

Medical Cc

No-Sea*>~Aitowauftoa #»artr

a

convenient

Up-to-

MSGALLAm

all

or sent

rTQ.
^

by A. A. Howes &Co., Heltast, Me.

Sold

!

lamp,

more

Simple,

Complaint.
SUGAR COATED.

100 PILLS iSolct by

Put a little household ammonia on a rag
and clean off the rolls of a wringer before
putting it away.

are

PATTERN

'Toor own sejectioei fco every tmbscriber. Only 30 casta * yeax

MAGAZINE'S?

Wood ashes put in a woolen bag and
in the water will make hard water
soft.

shells

Me

TE LEP HON E‘l-2.

placed

Clam

a

83, 33. 37 Front St., Belfast

CURES

Stone jars are better than tin boxes for
bread during hot weather.

a

n.i.i

t •■*<*?

to
or

to

jar
kept

ina’.ity .,i

Blacksmith

I

for the

Pickles or vinegar will not keep in
that has ever had any kind of grease
in it.

>>aii.

<>/

Anthracite and

k. H. MOODY, 5oK' Aueii, Belfast, Me.

handful

thing

GROCERIES.
Impot'tf't'N

|

hints.

spice mill, grind

SEEDS and

THE ORIGINAL, ALL OTHERS IMITATIONS,
Is sold under positive Written Guarantee.
by authorized agent.- only, to cure Weak Memory,
Dizziness, Wakefulness, Fits, Hysteria, Quickness, Night Losses, Evil Dreams, Lack of Confidence. Nervousness. Lassit udo, all Drains, Youthful Lrrors, or Excessive U--e of Tobacco, Opium,
nr
Liquor, which loads to Misery, Consumption,
Insanity and Death. At store or by mail, SI a
box; six for £5; with written guarantee to
cure or refund money.
Sample paekage, containing five days’ treatment, with full
instructions, 25 cents. Dno sample only bo1'’
each person. At store or by mail.
Rod Label Special
Extra Strength.
F'-.r Impoteney, .Ln-:s oft
Power, Lost Manhood,
Sterility or Barrenness^
i% itlo
£1 a box; bii. f'

A faint

a

FEED,

WEST’S

NERVE AND B' JN TREATMENT

straining point.

To clean
raw rice.

CRAIN,

^treatment

lessening

of

or case.

JOIJiJKRS Oh

past my nose, and my

Kitchen

bottle

Swan & Sibley Co.

BRAIN

.s.c-vv^

insect buzzed through the darkticking against liair-like twigs in its
flight and striking some broad leaf with a
sounding spat. One big beetle hummed
then

by

...THE..,

Health is Wealth'.

in my swinging bed
listening to many sounds which would be
unnoticed during the day.
Now and
For

by

keeping

FOR SALE, HOUSE
A lazy liver makes a lazy man. Burdock
Blood Bitters is the natual, never failing
remedy for a lazy liver.

All Reliable

A whisk broom is just the
clean a horseradish grater.

Yankee B1 nde, Brooks, Me.

Boils, Felons, Corns, Warts, Cuts, Bruises,
Burns, Scalds, Chapped Hands, Chilblains.

Nerve Food

There is
only one Moxie, and
you should insist upon having it every time, and always refuse worthless and
perhaps harmful imitations. Get the genuine that comes in regular Moxie bottles,
and should be served to you in the Moxie
glasses.

his
ear followed
drone far out over the water.
had
dwindled
to
the
when
the
sound
Just
whisper of a trembling wire, there came
1 guessed
a loud flip-dap—splash! and
that some lusty bass had gathered in the
Mothers lose their dread for ‘’that terrible beetle.
Other fish leaped at intervals,
3! '‘ond summer” when they have Dr. Fowler’s 30xtract of Wild Strawberry in the and their quick, noisy splashes were alIt was the cont nuous
house
Nature’s specific for summer com most restful.
queer little half-noises; the whispers of
plaints of every sort.
j crawlings, c eepings and droppings; the
I infinitesimal leapings and racings that
A
A
omentous Court-martial.
took place within the arena of one green
leaf, which taxed ears and nerves to the

—

■'

MoXie

freshing.

blended.

With those who shaped him to the thing
lie is—
With this dum terror shall reply to God
After the silence of the centuries?”

Mauna Loa in the island of
The intelligent appearing, thoughtful
The latest advices
American farmer will not “shake tlie
a great change took
world with whirlwinds of rebellion,”
'he course of the lava flow on
“after the silence of the centuries.”
He
t
is not “fraught with menace to the uniJuly IS. The mighty stream
lava which was steadily tlowverse.”
But he takes a vital and inu the town of lliio and threatenfluential interest in affairs about him, he
edruction has fortunately been
is prompt and intelligent at the polls;
!i its course, so that the
when he finds other industrial classes
danger
property is less imminent than
gaining power and influence by organiza•f the previous mail advices
tion, he forms strong organizations of his
Kver since the flow began,
Of him
own, asking no odds of any one.
The Keina Mercedes.
ourse of the principal stream
it will never be said :
w been from the
highest active
“Oh masters, lords and rulers in all lands,
The conclusion reached by the Navy
'■•a the mountain
How will you ever straighten up this
nearly due east,
Department that the repairs to the capturounces of lava, until it reached
shape,
v
crossed the liow of 1880. ed Spanish cruiser Keina Mercedes shall Touch it again with immortality,
med abruptly to the north in be only such as is necessary to keep her Make right the immemorial infamies.
Perfidious wroues, immedicable woes?”
>n of
Kalieha on the side of afloat in her present battered condition
In this country no one is more master,
It spread all over the side as a relic of the war with Spain, is an
It has beeu delord and ruler than the farmer.
[G. M.
untain, occupying an area al- eminently proper one.
cided
to
this
vessel
as
a
show
" ide.
keep
'i bis was the condition
ship, W., in the New England Farmer.
an object lesson in modern naval
warfare,
j' to midnight of July 18.
that the humblest citizen of the United
during that night the first States
Right After All.
witness
a shot-riddled
may
hull, as
stream, llowing eastward,
ugh its bank about half way there are few that did not contribute some
A head adorned with shaggy and un< e to
where it turned north* aid to bring about the satisfactory result
manageable whiskeis was thrust out of
nned a new channel, running j of the war if only by patriotism in speech
and a voice that fitted the
Opportunities should he the window,
'd'wn the mountain parallel | or thought.
bea rd i nquired:—
•
hanuel, but farther west. made by the government to give those
“What is it?”
live in the interior an opportunity to
•Hying the lava to one side of j whowhat
“Oh, is this Mr. Higgins?” came a still,
is being done in sea coast States
keeping it nearer the ridge I see
small voice from the shade of the doorway
it from the slope off in the for their protection against a foreign foe.
True, they can read about it, hut that is below.
the Kohala coast.
“Yes.”
not as convincing as to see some of the
“Please come to 414 High Street just as
great ships and fortifications that have
as you can and
notulu National liank.
beeu constructed in recent years.
bring your instruEvery- (piick
one must have more or less
curiosity to ments.”
“I ain’t no doctor; I’m a carpenter.
see tins famous Spanish
cruiser whose
I-* <\
July Ml. The first and
Dr. Higgins lives in the next street.”
bank outside of the conti- career was ended on July 8, 1898, by the
: shot and shell of our abler and
better And the window came down with a slam
l.tiies of the United States is
that told of former experiences of the
manned ships.
established in Honolulu, |
same
kind on the part of the humble
It is reported that the Reina Mercedes
and, who was Chamberlain will
be sent to the different seaport cities i artisan.
hiinokalani has arrived from i
But Carpenter Higgins had not got comfor inspection by the people, so that they
s to
perfect the organization
may see what havoc the ships that were ! fortably back into bed before the bell rang
;'K and later to return with
gold ij furnished
the government out of the public j again, and, utteriug some remarks, he rose
renting the stocks subscribed funds bad
made of her.
We are of those j once more and went to the window.
in
Francisco and New York
“Well, what do you want now?” he
The charter for the bank who believe that ignorance of the condi- j
been procured from the United tions of our navy and merchant marine ejaculated.
“Please, sir,” said the little voice, “it’s
by those in Congress who never came in
vernment by Perry S. Heath,
Pa an’ ma is shut up in the
you we want.
Fostraaster General, but it can- contact with either, has had much to do foldin’
with causing the delay in building up this
bed, an’ we can’t get’em out.”
-•‘d until Congress
places the
worth Herald.
Islands under the Territorial important branch of the government and [Ep
this valuable maritime industry.
11 the
“To
meantime the new financial
The situation and
"
will be known as the First see, is to believe.”
of our country are such that we do
dank, a charter for which has size
granted by the Hawaiian Gov- not need a vast army, as long as we have
For Infants and Children.
Fhe corporation is capitalized a strong navy to protect our coast.
[The
Marine Journal.
I,0U and one-half of that
-•

eruption.

we are

Other able men and prominent
workers will be on the program.
shall have a report of the great

We

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
Iyl7
Belfast, Me.

tiations from London to Washington.
The reasons why she did this appear on
the surface of things.
Canada has been
managing and bungling the matter so
long that thoughtful people both in England and the United States began to feel
that a dangerous situation had arrived.
Laurier, the Premier of Canada, declared
the other day that the alternatives in the
boundary dispute were arbitration or war,
and he intimated that the United States
would not submit the dispute to arbitration.
The leader of the opposition party
in Canada, Tapper, was even more truculent than Laurier.
The impression gained from a glance at the outgivings of these
persons was that war was close at hand,
and that Canada was glad of it.
Naturally this condition of things could not be
permitted by England to continue long.
Canada had to be overruled by England,
ami the work lias been done neatly but

it

Loa in

on

other temperance beverage when
Moxie is called for. Moxie is a genuine nerve food, healthful and re-

the Maine coast.

on

Indianapolis Convention.

Blend.

England has done just what every sensible person expected she would do.
She
has reopened the Alaskan boundary question, and transferred the centre of nego-

<

una

eitl.t

$-.'*»—<»r

resorts

expressed when a dealer
imposes on you by suggesting any

League

If not, we will prepay express upon
j>ound cans, to any address in New England upon
can of real Moclia and Java upon receipt of $3.40.

Boston

England Reverses Canada.

of order.
If you want
«-s
and the success they bring,
'•g’s New Life Pills. They de>wer
f brain and body.
Only
Moody’s drug store.
o

sells

probably

INDIGNATION

States.

sells it at any lower price.

BOSTON,

oouarck’s Iron Nerve
-i.lt- of his splendid health. I n1 and tremendous energy are
i.u’e Stomach, Liver,
Kidneys
tre

in

one

JUST

Camp Ground,

Syracuse University will preach on Wednesday. Dr. Day is well knowTu as one of
the foremost preachers in the United

COBB, BATES & YERXA CO.,

another

■

”i'o. --i

; ■•iid.s.

receij''

sii, who learned to swim at
i her specialty is swimming
dropping down to bring
the bottom aud parting her
•vr the green sea wave,
ansett Pier the crack swimslender Miss Robinson, who
et timber beyond the surf
Atlantic waves than most
.e
tried to measure her
Miss Helen Benedict has
prove that she is one of the
uid graceful divers that ever
is of
Long Island Sound
:t News Miss Alice Barnard
sha Walker lead all the other
id the fashion this summer is
"•n guests,
off on a yachting
i'
from the side or bowsprit
it schooner or steamer with
■dance "t the most seasoned
he able to do this much is as
.:race as to foozle your ball
with a good golfer,
enough, it is not given the
'•■vim. dive and execute marve!. ivs in the water to make tlie
sailors, nor is it the sailor
develop into the lirst-class
md a short while since the
ng made small appeal to
Society "f the gentler sort
fitly, however, bitten with a
lever, aud the ambition of
w hose
husband, brother or
w ns a boat
is to qualify heron turn at the tiller.
<toiild is one of the enerthinks it more fan to guide
m>at through the waves than
and, and last summer she

i'

no

and Grocers.

Get the Genuine.

should be

vention.
Rev. J. R.

If all who think they are buying or can buy Mocha and Java at
LOW price, will give BOSTON BLEND one trial, 100 PERCENT
OF THEM will continue to use BOSTON BLEND. One pound
can 25c.. 2 lbs. 50c.
We sell the GENUINE Mocha and Java at 34c.
per pound, and

by Druggists

rally at this great convention.
Northport Camp Ground is a delightful
place. It is one of the most beautiful
Already

a

■

.«■

BOSTON BLEND

INCOMPARABLE"

I

1

i-i

use

Sold

a

patriotic

An invitation has been ex10-17.
tended to all the young people’s societies
in the State.
Let the Leagues of Maine

or

her hand, the swimmers are
liffereut to brassies and long
and this summer the stock
m ducks is bigger than ever.
coast the women are making
ckLs in the water, and Mrs.
example, has pretty nearly
inter standards for diving.
deep water and a spring1
slim woman, flexible as a
ebone, can put your heart in
by her surprising exploits,
tke the water head on after
iple of times in the air like a
1 plunge into the sea from
1 int to which she can climb
uid's yacht.
Milan

trial. 95 per cent of them will continue to

one

will hold

and

Aug.

BOSTON BLEND

is ALL Coffee, all FINE Coffee, and all AMERICAN Coffee
If
all Coffee drinkers who think they are drinking Mocha and
Java
I,remise then are itiiijiiin a hii/li price, will give BOSTON BLEND

cmselves iuto all-around atli[>, and she who scores best at
-r

Epworth League

young people’s religious
convention at Northport

for

scraping pots and kettles than a knife, requiring less time to remove the burnt sur-

(ABSTRACT or PLTF.’s WRIT
An action of assumpsit upon a promissory note.
?iven for one hundred dollars with interest! dated
January 9th, A. D. 1896.
Date ot real estate attachment
February 27th,
A- 9. 1890. at h. and 20m. in the afternoon.
Ad damnum S2<)0.
Wri. returnable to and entered at the Ai ru
Term. 1890.
Writ dated February 27th. A. 1*. lsoo.
ritf.'s Attorneys. K. F. A J. R. Dunton, Be!
Fast, Me.
A true copy of the Order of Court with ah-tract
jf the writ
3w3<»
AttestTILESTON WADL1N, t terk.

Fogg* Brown,
DEALERS

IN

faces.

Lamp chimneys may be quickly cleaned
by rubbing them with a clean, soft cloth
and polishing them with a piece of news-

WORMS'

paper.

In Children or Adults. The safest and
effectual remedy made is

If grease is spilled on the kitchen floor
or table, cold water poured on it at once
will prevent the spot from soaking into
the wood.

In use

marvelous medicine also cured Mr.
of a severe attack of Pneumonia,
buch cures are positive proof of the matchless merit of this grand remedy for curing
all throat, chest and lung troubles. Only
50c and §1.00.
Every bottle guaranteed.
Trial bottles free at R. H. Moody’s Drug
Store.

Ordinary household accidents have

no

ter-

when there’s a bottle of Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil in the medicine chest. Heals
burns, cuts, bruises, sprains. Instant relief.

rors

AND ALL

your

H. tt

Auburn, Me.

LAMSON,

KINDS OF

<5AN! K IN ITS SKASON.
JOHN A.

I'()(i(.

MARION

Howes’ Block. HigliSt..
(
rnoi Main.

E.

BROWN

..

BELFAST. MAINE.

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

A scorch mark, if not too heavy, may be
removed by moistening with water and
laying in the sun. Repeat the moistening
twTo or three times until the spot disappears.

Long

years.

Dr. J. P. TRUE & CO..

A tablespoonful of kerosene added to
the boiler when scalding clothes will help
to whiten them, and will not leave the
slightest odor after rinsing and drying.

this

most

TRUE’S
PIN
WORM ELIXIR
35c. Ask
47
Druggist for it.

Grease stains can be removed from matting by first wetting them with alcohol
and then washing them with suds made
from white castile soap.

Prevented a Tragedy.
Timely information given Mrs. George
Long of New Straitsville, Ohio, prevented
a dreadful tragedy and saved two lives.
A
frightful cough had long kept her awake
had
She
tried
remedies
every night.
many
and doctors but steadily grew worse until
urged to try Dr. King’s New Discovery.
One bottle wholly cured her, and she writes

PORK,
LARD,
HAM,

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

I

MAINE.

WEST,

fin. farm u, Northporr. tw miles from
Camp
Ground. 135 acres land
nice buildings, large
orchards. 350 bids, apples las’ year. Good
soil,
neve, tailing water. Will be sold
very low and on
easj terms.
40tf
>1

Surgeon.-* ;

>1iller

V.

HILL,

St., Belfast.

Graduate and Medalist
A

Ontario

Veterinary College.

Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.
1

Resldnece and
Office

Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone 8 2.

Residence

Telephone 21

CEO. F. FAMES, M.D,D. D. ,S,
The Nose aod Throat.
INo. 940 Newburr

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
BOSTON,
MASS.
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 189ti—ly45

DMINISTRATK1X

S

NOTICE.

The sul>s< riber

A hereby gives notice that she has been
duly
appointed administratrix of the estate of
CHARLES H. REYNOLDS, late of
Brooks,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired ti> present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment

immediately.

ABBIE L.

Brooks, July 11, 1899.—3w31

REYNOLDS.

i DM IN ISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
A hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
THOMAS M. SWEENEY, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
BENJ. 0. SARGENT.
Searsport, July 11, 1899.—3w31

Mrs Judith Hardy
House.

COUNTY

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT
is

at

the

CORRESPONDENCE.

Belfast
CORRECTED

Searsmont. The Warren Bros, are builda tine yacht for Mr. Frank F. Phillips of
Somerville, Mass. Mr. Phillips will take it

Searsport

ROYALS I

ing

Andrew R Fowler of Neponset, Mass, is in

to

town.

Booth bay

harbor,

where

he

spends

his

Absolutely Pure

Makes

delicious

wholesome

THE BEST

Washing Powder

HORN.
Ball. In Eagle Island, July
2d, to Mr. ami Mrs.
Howard T. Ball, a
daughter.
Harmon, in Stonington, duly 28. to Mr. ami
Mrs. Joseph C. Hannon, a son.
Heath. In
Washington, July 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Heath, a son.
Latty. In Tremont,
July 2'd, to Mr. and Mvs.
Clyde F. Latty a son, Fred Wilton.
Libby. In Waldoboro, July 11, to Mr. am: Mrs.
E<lwin B. Libby, a daughter."
Barter. In Stonington, July 2*'., to Mr ami
Mrs. Albert Barter, a
daughter.
Sin man.
In Waldoboro, de:y II to Mr. and
Mis. Edwin s. Shuman, a daughter.

H. A. STARRETT.

*

WE PROMISED A BIG

HERE IT IS

MARRIED.
Winierport, July 28, James
I., and May Dimly of Fall

AD..

89c.

»

to

Now 67c. and 98c,

staii.ts-Frye. In Stockton Springs, duly 28.
Eyeret: Staples and Miss Blanche Frye, both of
Stockton Springs.

SUITS formerly $15, $12.50 and $10,
Now 37.50, 36.25 and 35,00

ED.

1)1

Brm.nt. In Orrington Center. August 2, Roland W. Bryant, aged 44 years and 23 days.
Eaton, in Little Deer Isle, duly 21. Merrill D,
Eaton aged 55 years.
Guindi k. In Renobseot, duly 2‘d. Francis Grindie, aged C>5 years, 3 months and 22 days.
Scorr. In North Deer Isle, duiy 27. Mrs. Sarah
Scott, aged R7 years.
S .a rrett.
In Warren, duly 30, Mary V., wife
of Gilbert SDurait, aged 71 years.
Maddoi k~. In Washington, duly 27, dasois T.
Maddoeks, aged BO seats.

SKIRTS formerly

$7.50, $5.00 and $5.50,

Now

S3.75,

UNDERWEAR.

2.50 and 1,75

Special bargains

37c., 22c.,15c.
15c.,

pudding
proof
eating
city or town in the I'nion has suiliu
the
it
is
Belfast.
c.ient proof
following subject,
Genuine merit is finding its reward in the hearty
When people
e ldorsements of local citizens.
right here at home, friends and neighbors of our
readers, give a statement like the following fur
publication, it is proof convincing for the most
skeptical. Read this testimony
Mr. O. A. Hopkins of No. f> Bay View street,
had a steady pain across the small of my
says
<>f the

The

it.

is in the

HOSIERY.

<

them at.

J

box

j

|
j

cents per
will be mailed !>\ FosterMilbiim Cm., Bull.do, N. Y.. sole agents for the
Dnited States
or

Remember the

e-DOAN'S-and

m-r

take

two

pair for 25i

Tremendous bargains in Children’s Hose at 42c,
19c, i5c and 9c.The hose at 9c. are regular
quality, fancy hose, for children and are res'
able values at 9c., but must be closed.

Kidney Bills cured me."
Kidney Dills are sold for 50
all dealers,

pair,

15c per

Kilgore

Doan's
at

GLOV ES at 38c, 10c and

no

substitute.

<>c.

Splendid goods, bur

CORSETS.

No. 32.

Vol. 21.

The pen is mightier than the swopl
So many people think.
round,
1 '.lit the tliinir that, make.- the world go
Is plenty of printers’ ink.

SHIRTWAISTS.
$2 00 FOR $1 50 | $ 1

A

This

by Express, Stage,

or

ou maki
one for J

H.A.STARRETT,IS.

Hail.

BRACKETT &

Can

THIS IS THE PLACE TO FIND THEM

uke van
Lincolnville,"'eotwould
your work.
Sent

cheap.

50c FOR 40c
35c
2cic
33c
25c

ARE \OU LOOKING FOR BARGAINS?

SPECIALTIES
Time,

lO Mam St.

them

Ok 75c
(»3c
50c

:);!■ Cotton Dress Goods ^,Y8M\,

<

weeks.

OUR

I

75c
1 25
05 I 63c

1 50
I 25

tras el its heiylit.
tin-1iay< beirin t" shorten,
The heat Iteirins to “hotten.”
A cheap eottn.ire at So. shore,
Campjrrouii'l. N- -rthport,let or sell.
Furmshcl room to rent, pleas
antly and cun\enicntly located, near

Summer

lew

nor dam
at
Si

I ‘so “nidiI tot of odd sixes and
indices at ijour men //rice.

Campmeetinirs.
(..on. “humI'lity.”

a

slightiv

different

Vaeath ui.
Blackberries.

Belfast,

v.dues in corsets

lv

must

1.2s
1.00

WE PRINT WTTllIMi. leaflets,
-eEnvelopes, r- Flyers,* Pamphlets,*
Cards,-!- Rooklets,* Programs,* Rill
A Note Heads,sl’osters,sic.,-Ac.

...

Specie'

aged in appearance but
for wear. >200 qualitv

//i'09.

Belfast, Me..

?SV

Fine BLACK COT ION HOSE,
be beaten at 2Sc., shall close the

Wilson’s drim store, got
them ami used them as directed. The steady,
haven’t felt it since*
aching pain left me and
Doan’s

two for 25c.

Fine lisle thread, drop stitched l.r
liose, as handsome as silk, regulai ;
quality, to close them we shall

back which bothered me more or less all the time
until I took one box of Doan's Kidne> Bills. I saw
them advertised and highly recommended, m I

j

lOc. and 5c,

of

If any

went over to

at

Pure Lisle Thread Vests

Lots More Proof Like this anc! it is all
from Belfast Peop’e.

....

>1.6$,

Stonington.

"t

...

i

*

...

WRAPPERS formerly

Hamhnc.-Hariuno. In Freedoui, duly 23, Herbert Hauling >1 Knox ami Ethel Harding of
'I homelike.
Hi rehinson Adams. In Stoningion, duly 22.
'liinothy Hmcninson and Miss Rosa Adams, both

j

_^lhe

Retail Market

_

....

^

POWDER

GOLD
DUST

Beef, corned, p ft, 7,-58 Lime, p bbl,
90@t 00
Butter salt, 14 lb, lg^o Oat Meal,
^4 a 5
p ft,
Corn, p bu,
4g Onions, p ft,
4 a5
Cracked Corn, p bu, is oil,
kerosene, gal, 10all
Corn .Meal, p bu.
48 Pollock, p ft.
3a4
Cheese, p ft,
14545 Pork, p ft,
7 aH
Cotton See<i, p evvt.T'zs Plaster,
1 12
p.bbl,
Codfish, dry, p It,
Sag Rye Meal, p ft
Caruberries, p qt,
12 Shorts, P cwt.,
90(1x95
Clover seed.
10511 Sugar, p ft,,
5 1-2at.
Flour, p hl.l,
4 50ft 4 75 Salt, T. 1., P bu,
35
G. 11. Seed. bu. 1 5, «2 on Sweet
5
Potatoes,
Lard, p p,
What Meal,

Cm.:: Dam y, Ii
Cole oj W arren, R.
Ri\er, Mass.

WASHING

JOURNAL.

1

Retail Price.

DUST

Paul Producers.

..

...

--—-

THE

rices

GOLD

Apples, p bu,
75(5100!
t> 00(^10 00
dried, p ft, 4,55!
6(a(J 1-2
1 30(jtl 40
Beans, pea,
12
medium, 1 30(6 14 0'
25 a 35
yel'vveyes, 1 50(61 eu! Mutton, p II,,
ti
Butter, p ft,
I5 61g!'Oats, p
bu, 32 ft,, 35(245
Beef, p 1b,
00
otatoes,
Barley, p bu,
40(545 Round Hog,
5
Cheese, p ft,
10 Straw, p ton,
6 00(27 00
Chicken, p ft,
ig Turkey, p ft.,
10 a 17
Calfskins,
50(675'Tallow,
1 1-2 d'6
Duck, p ft,
14(515 Veal, p H.,
( aT
Ettps, p doz,
|7 Wool, unwashed.
17
Fowl, p ft,
10511 Wood, hard,
3 50(2,5 00
Geese, p 1b,
13515 W. >od, soft,
3 50(24 09

..

(

WEEKLY FOR

MurnvG,

luuiu

summers-Chas. Ripley is spending two
weeks at Squirrel] Island with a party of
Mrs Charles Adams and son are at S A
frieuds from Boston-Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Stevens'.
*
Maiden of Pittsfield are at Mrs. Lucinda
^
of
Rockland
Gordon Ausplund and family
j Marden’s for a week_Among the arrivals
last week were Horace T. Muzzy, Boston;
are visiting friends here.
the food more
and
Eugene Reynolds, Lowell; Miss Louise
Capt. and Mrs. C. F. Carver are the guests Wentworth. Boston; Miss Maud A. Feader,
of C. O. Sawyer and wife.
RQVAl BAKINQ POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
Mr
Miss
Evelyn Berry, Boston,
Auburn;
and Mrs. Fred Miller of Chelsea, MassRev. A. H. Thompson and wife of RayMis.4 Ina Chivers returned to her home in
mond, > H.. are at G. F. Smith’s.
Palermo. Jessie Priest and daughter of r Swanville. Comet Grange resumed its
Amesbury, Mass., last Saturday-W. F. Northport visited their uncle, James Bel- meetings last Monday evening.Mrs.
About forty from here attended the conDunton of Belfast visited his grandmother, den, last week. Fie is quite ill.Thomas Shorey and daughter Blanch of Enfield are
cert at Sandypoint Monday evening.
Mrs. Sarah Farrar, last week.... Miss Jessie
Saban, an old resident of this town, had a the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Damm.
of
Waltham, Mass, was the shock last week,while in one of the stores at Mrs. Mary I}. Nickerson and Mrs. T. C.
Mrs Sidney Kuowlton of Rockport. Mass, Henderson
last
weekCharles
Brown
of
Mrs.
guest
this village, and is gradually failing... .Miss Smart have returned from visiting Mr. and
is visiting his sister, Mrs. W E Closson.
Mrs. Emma Bennett and son of Pautucket, Oleua M.
Young spent two weeks with Mrs. S. D. Greeley in Hampden... .Mr. Le
and
Mrs.
John
Harry Mason, who has been second officer R 1 are the guests of Mr.
friends in Augusta and returned home July Roy Baehelder of Detroit was the guest of
of bark C. P. Dixon, is at home for a vaca- Crie_B. B. Toothaker and wife of Belfast 31st.Mr. and Mrs. George Fisher of Sid- his brother Herman the first of the week
tion.
were iu town last Sunday.Omar Bryant
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Spinney and son Frank
ney formerly of this place, visited friends in
from the Boy’s Home is visiting his mother town last week....Miss Lottie Farrar of
Dallas of Unity were the guests of his |
F. M. Dutch of Newton, Mass., is visiting in this
her
and
Win.
Wilder
place_Mrs.
Washington is visiting her friend, Mrs. mother, Mrs. R. G. Royal, last week-Miss I
his native town after au absence of eight
Ina McDowell has been quite |sick, but is I
guest, Mrs. Eliza Wetherbee of Camden, are Emma Black.
years.
visiting in Augusta-Mrs. O. E. Robbins
rapidly improving.. .Last Sunday evening !
Albert
of
Morrill.
Mr.
anti
Mrs.
for
New
Morey
week-The
B.
Colcord
left
from
last
F.
returned
Tliuraday
Augusta
as Mr. Jewell Dow ling was harnessing, his
Capt.
York, to take command of ship Abner Co- lawn party given at Mrs. Josephine Knight's Belfast were visitors in towm last Sunday...
horse broke away and ran some distance.
at
Mr.
and
R.
Mears
are
Mrs.
J.
burn.
Northport But little damage Was done except a broken
last Saturday evening was a very enjoyable
Mrs.
and
his
Fannie
of
sister,
Abby
affair.Mrs.
Campground,
Prospect
bridle.... Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm will
Rainey
Mr. anti Mrs
Joseph A. Stevens of East
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Pnilbrick is keeping their house in Morrill. visit in Hampden and Bar Harbor this week.
Thorndike visited his brother, C. H Stevens
who
has
Minnie
been
_Miss
Wood,
quite _Mrs. Mitchell of Brewer has been the
Toothaker, last Sunday and Monday.
the past week.
sick, is gaining.Mrs. L. R. Elder goes to guest of her sister, Mrs. M. J. Downs, the
Mr. and Mrs. Cassino Rockland this week for a short visit... Mr.
North Troy.
Mrs. Clarissa Carver and Ralph Crowell of
past week.Mrs. Charles Hartshorn and
Brut kton, Mass., arrived by steamer Penob- White visited friends in Stockton last week. Ira Chandler and family from New Haven,
are visiting Mr. Zenas Hartshorn
_Serious Brann has received ail inc rease Conn., are visitors in town... .Rev. and Mrs. daughter
scot Sunday.
in Wintlirop, Mass.
of pension.... Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Rhodes
and son are visiting relaWesley
Wiggin
Mr
and Mrs C. F. Plummer of Mont- were in Burnham Saturday on business- tives in Freedom and Morrill.Rev. and
Centre Montville. George H. Thomp
vi 1 le were the guests of C. H. Stevens and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hatch of Clinton were the Mrs. H. W.Abbott of Liberty were at church
son, a well known aud highly respected
wife the first of the week.
Rev.
A.
P.
Hatch
of
their
guests
parents,
here last Sunday. Mr. Abbott gave us a citizen of this town, died Aug. 1st of heart
and wi e, Sunday... .John Hall was away
good sermon from “Be sure your sin will Double, aged about »54 years. The funeral
I>. S. Simpson anti wife of Everett, Mass.,
a vacation last week... .Louville
occurred Aug. 4th *mi was largely atteuded.
rind
enjoying
or
you out.
two
are making their annual visit of
visited
of
Pittsfield
and
Sanderson
Mr. H. M. Howard was the speaker. Volney
family
Mr. Jlarry Liooy
three w eeks to Searsport.
Prospect \ illage.
his mother, Mrs Cynthia Sanderson, the
inompson wasuirecior, me singing was ieu
has a fiue position in a shoe shop m BrockEx-Mayor N F. Houston of Belfast is past week_Gussie Myrick of Auburn is ton. Mass., and will live with his sister, by H. M. How ard ,and the pall-bearers were
A.
C.
Mr.
anil
Mrs.
W. D. Tasker, A
<*land, S. Poland and E.
spending several weeks at the Houston visiting bis parents,
Mrs. Grace M. Nutt_Mr. aud Mrs. Mial
homestead. South Shore road
Myrick. and other relatives in town. Sargent of Searsport were guests of Mr. aud A. Sprowl. There were many floral tributes,
Misses Annie and Myra Libby of Unity Mrs.
the
the donors as far as your
following
being
C. H. Littietield
Aug. 2d-Miss
The
Searsport amateurs will give the were the guests of their cousin, W. L. Gray,
correspondent con Id ascertain: Mrs. G. H.
is spending a few
drama, “Me an’ Otis.” in iVnslow Hall, Friday.. .Miss Rosie Lamb has been in Grace Partridge of BelfastMi*s.
Thompson, wreath,crescent and cut flowers;
I. F. Gould.
Stockton Springs this. Thursday evening, Pittslield two weeks taking music lessons. weeks with her mother.
Mrs. N. Page, Winterport, crescent and bouMrs Mary Ella Hutchins of New Hampunder the auspices of the V 1 S of that
at
Miss Isa Hatch of Clinton is visiting
quet: Mrs. Volue> Thompson, basket of
shire will visit her aunt, Mrs. Ella M. Littleplace.
the home of her grandparents. Rev. A. P.
and cut
field. this month_Miss Blanche Miller of dowers; Mrs II E. Hall, bouquet
wife....Mrs. Hester A Smart,
Hatch
and
flowers; Mrs. S. Palmer, bouquet and hyMrs. Desire McG Buck and family of Maris visiting L. Agnes Ward this
Winterport
who has been stopping at her old home in
W. 0. Thompson, cross of
urn. S. C., arrived by steamer Sunday, and
week_Miss H. M. Clark of South Boston drangeas; Mrs.
North Troy this summer, has gone to Aupansies: Mrs. Clara Palmer, wreath; Mrs.
will spend several weeks with Mrs. H. H.
is at Mrs. Ira Ward's spending her vacation.
where she will remain for a while
Charles
burn,
Oxton,
bouquet ami cut flowers!
Mi Giivery, Mrs Buck's mother.
-Mrs. F. L. Ward and Miss Agnes Ward
with her daughter, Mrs. H. B. Seavey....
Mrs. H. P. Barker, bouquet of pinks; Mrs..I.
Mrs. Charlotte B Ford and her guest. Miss Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hammond of Albion will visit triends in Thomastou next week.
w
W. Wentworth, reath; Mrs. At. C. Turner,
Jones, who are both connected in an official were in town Saturday and Sunday visiting -Miss Sadie Littietield and Mrs. Dexter
Littietield of Boston are visiting at Mr. N. bouquet. Mr. Thompson was a kind husBosStates
United
with
the
Hotel,
apacity
relatives_Miss Bertha Hillman, who has
band. father and neighbor, and always
S. Littlefield’s.
ton, are spending their vacation in town.
been teaching in Kingman, is enjoying a
ready to extend a helping hand in any time
Belmont. Mr. and Mrs. Irving A. Hills of need. He had been a faithful treasurer of
well earned rest at the home of her parents,
A very pleasant reunion was held at Swan
Miss Hill- of Searsmont were in town recently calling
Mr. and Mrs. George Hilrnan.
of Union
Lake Tuesday by two lathes, who in their
Harvest Grange for thirteen
on relatives.... Oscar Meader of Morrili was
man has been engage.d to teach the same
in
will
be sorely
missed
years and
younger days were known as the WestThe reminisences talked over were school this fall, which indicates that she has in town last week visiting his brother, Herthe home circle, Grange and neighborhood.
erners
aud
-Mrs. W. H Churchill is very ill....The
not only interesting to themselves but to
given good satisfaction, as usual_Mr. and bert Meader.... Misses Zadie Carter
Mrs. Arthur Copeland and son Frank of Autiabelle Walter of Belfast recently spent
some ancient male friends who were at the
Samuel Churchill farm has been sold to Mr.
Keller of Camden, who takes immediate
lakes.
Brockton, Mass., are the guests of their a week at Tilden Pond in Mr. Coombs’ cotTen Oaks....Mrs. Fred Morrill and
tage.
Ziiuri Carleton...
Mr.
and
Mrs.
parents.
possession_O emel Murray of Pittsfield
Many of cur people will take advantage of The Woman’s Christian
K.
are
in
town
sou
Burton
of
I.,
Providence,
visited old friends here last week-E. E.
Temperance Union
the excursion to Bar Harbor on the steamer
visiting Mr. M.’s parents, Mr. aud Mrs. W.
at the
Tasker and Etienne Clements have been to
Sedwick. Friday, to visit the ships of the held a very enjoyable parlor meeting
A. Morrill.... Hattie F. Thomas of Somerof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
home
Newell
Millinocket-Mrs. Carrie Warrener has
Bagpleasant
North Atlantic squadron and witness the
was
in
town
at
Mass.,
recently visiting
The next regular ville,
returned to Munson.... Mr. and Mrs. Charles
entertainment given by the officers of the ley Tuesday, Aug. 1stMr. and Mrs. A. J. Donnell’s.... Mrs. Viola
the
home
of
Mrs.
will
be
at
Gertie
Brunner
of Wiusiow, and Mrs. Nathaniel
meeting
fleet to the people from the shore that day.
Lee and Miss Ada Lee of Gleuburn and
Cook Aug. 15th.The hearts and home of
Page of Winterport are at W. H. Churchninewho
left
here
Cl'aries
Miss
Yates
of
are
visitCelia
Gilkey,
Soldier,
Capt.
Ky.,
Mr. and Mrs. Danville Mitchell were gladill’s....Miss Clara Terry is boaidiug with
teen years ago to locate in Missouri, is visitdened by the arrival of a very promising ing at Mr. John G. Jackson’s-Mr. S. J.
Mrs. Will Fay....Miss Eva Sprague of BelMorton of Chicago. 111., who has been visiting relatives and friends here. It pleases
Rule
4th.
..Golden
Circle
fast was the guest of Miss Edna Thompson
Aug.
boy,
baby
him to see how bewildered some of our citiliis
Mr.
and
O.
C.
wife’s
Mrs.
ing
parents,
was very pleasantly entertained at the home
last week... .Fred Jackson and family of
zens look when he takes them by the hand
Cammett, for the past few weeks has re- Pittsfield spent Sunday with Jas. Palmer's
of Mr. and Mrs. Loren Harding Aug. 4tb.
and cails them bv their given names, but
turned to Chicago.
His wife, Mrs. Ada
Pile next meeting will be held with Mrs.
family... .George Frye gave a picnic at the
Morton, wiil remain with her parents
very many after a third or fourth glance reLizzie Harmon-Paysou Berry, who has
pleasant grounds of his residence Wednes.Mrs.
Emma
Morrill
the
summer...
spond, “holloa, Charles!”
through
weens
me
hi
iiome
oi
ueen sick lor many
day-A party of young people ascended
was in Belfast and Searsport recently visithis father. Ellersou Berry, passed away Aug.
Hit* afternoon tea and muso-ai given ny
Frye’s mountain Friday and enjoyed a picthe ladies of the Cong’l Society at Union 4th. The funeral services were held Mon- ing relatives.Fred A. Marriner. who has
nic.
!
been
in
Boston
the
nast
summer,
is
at
home.
was
a
Hall last Thursday evening
very great
day....Rev. W. A. Luce of Unity spoke to
Mrs. Helen A. Jordan of Liucolnville. an
The liali was iinely decorated, and an appreciative audience Sunday, Aug. (1th,
success.
SHIP NEWs.
old resident of this town, is visiting her old
w th the pretty summer costumes worn by
in Union church, Troy, on the subject of
friends
ano
relatives here....Mr. Fred C.
the ladies made it one of the most handsome Peace and Arbitrate n. He has the heartPORT OF BELFAST.
Wolf
Mass, w is in town last
gatherings it has been our privilege to report felt thanks of the \\ C. T. U. ‘or his mas- week of Host m,
ARRIVED.
visiting his friend. Mr. L. F. Alleufor many a day. The musical program rankterly effort in behalf of this departim at of
H.
P. Farrow, Mrs. Lucy
woud_Mrs.
Aug 7. Sch A Hay ford, Ryan, Boston
and
ed well with any ever given here
their work for the uplifting of humanity
many
Aug K. Sell Maiia Webster, Turner. RockLamb attended tie Farrow, Mr. Frink F.-rris and L. F. \1 e 1
of the numbers were warmly encored. The Clifford and ihse
wood, accompanied by his friend Mr. Fred land.
receipts amounted to >’>2.
Assembly at Good Will Pines last week.
SAILED.
Wolf of Boston, Mass went to Bar Harbor
Two carriage accidents occurred tin* past
Mis. Joseph
Stockton Springs.
Field Sunday on the excursion, given by the
Soli Laura *Sc Marion, Dockland.
Aug 3
w eek, both occasioned by the horses taking
«-f
and daughter Marion
Charlestown, Mass, steamer Catherine.... Miss Lena Churchiil
AMERICAN PORTS.
Austin French, with
fright from bicycles
arrived Aug. ;;d to join the Fletcher group at of Melrose, Mass., is spend.ng the summer
N w York, Aug 2.
^
Sid. soli Henry Whit*
party of ladies, was returning to Sandy- the Farnham cottage.... Mr and Mrs Ralph with her grand parents,
Mr.
tin 1
Mrs.
Y\ eehawkeu for Bangor; 3, cld,
i>i Thursday evening from the musi-mi
and family of Somerville arrived
Thomas Churchill... Nearly ail the farnmrs ney Welch,
Staples
5::- n Hall, when they were run into !
sch Win JI Sumner, Brunswick ; 4, ar, schs
a. at
Aug .’. l for a visit, to their o':«i home.Mi- have finished having and report one-half Annie K.
si. who had neither bell or lamp,
:i\ ale,
Lewis, Bangor; Emma S Briggs,
Lewis Bar .• tt arrived Saturday, by train, to crop.
c s.ng
•. .inset by which the occupants of I
Osborne, Bath; 3, ar, schs Isaac Oibetoii
his wife a* the home of her grandmothjoin
Thorndike.
A
horse
driven
Dell
Bohn
by
ill- v.i
and Mark Pendleton, Bangor; sld, ha k
ge received a severe shaking up.
er
Mrs Lewis
Ihmipett-.. .Mr and Mrs took fright at the breaking of the roeker- (Live Thurlow.
M• aniay.James Treat.while driving near the :
Havana; schs Viola Reppard,
tl.e giu-sts of bolt to the
Stevens of Troy am in tow
wagon, and ran away, hut was
i W. C
Pendleton, was thrown Mi -ir son. Hr
reside!,'
Savannah; E L Warren, Portland; F 0 P» nG A Stevens.. .Mrs Mere.me
j
before
much
John
stopped
damage....
s
d-.uag
\\ ilmingtou. Del; Odeli, easti rn
from
w«tg"U and received a bad cut >w
i
Cutter oi Washington, D (
spending a Fisher w < nr to the dance Friday night ami idictoi!,
1
Ins head
lion ;
ar, sch Hattie C Luce. Jacksonville ;
a fortnight with Cant and Mrs L M
Part- hit bed his horse t > a
Several hours 7, sM. schs J/abel Jordan, Turks
post.
<
a
has
at
his
dice
Island;
Sei.ers
Id J1. H.
pit-ce ridge.... M ;■-> I’hine ts G;:in:i of Cambmlge after, when ready to go homo, lie went for
Annie P Chase, Ellis, Perth Amboy for U tnabout -even im lu s by four takt-n from the
is visiting her mother, Mrs Augusta Lh-veihis horse and it was minus.
He hunted for j
a:,
sell
Hattie
il
Barbour, Bangor,
g"i ;
lace of Isaac Coorge by the surgeons of St.
P Gootlhue of Boston came him for some t ine with no result, ami th. :i
eaux.. .Mr 11
Bangor, Aug 2 Ar, sch I* M Bouncy,
Ihu. Ipu Hospital, .No. do Garrison street.
by boat Sunday to join his wife, and will re- on the advice of some one went home ami j
!
Buigess. Bid fast; sbl, schs Melissa Trask,
Boston, which is conducted by Dr. F. A. main a Coup] of w eeks. He was accompa- found his nurse there. .What,
appeared to be i Cobb, New York; Meuawa, Pendleton,
informs us by letter that
Daws. Mr. Geor
nied by ins niece. Miss Flora Gardner.
an attempt at
robbery was nipped n? the ill idge| v)rt; Banner. Rich. Stomngton : L icia
h
face is heal
James Treat met with quite
a
g rapidly and mt vithstandserious hud at Knox,
Saturday night. Last spring j
accident last Saturday. He had driven to James Post and wile went to Montana, j Porter. Perth Amboy; •">, schs Isaiah K
iiig tin* large amount of tissue removed the
Stetson. Trask. Perth Amboy; Maggie .vlulsurgeons tiiink he will have a very presentaSearsport with his niece. Miss Moulton, and leaving their farm and buildings m care ol
vey. Pendleton. Edgewater.
ble looking face
No words in the English Mrs Myers, who joined the Boston boat
Burton Spencer, their nearest neighbor.
Boston, Aug 2. Ar, sch Joel F Sheppard.
for
him
to
in
are
too
use
and
on
his
horse
strong
became
language
there,
returning,
was returning from
Saturday
night
Spencer
praise of I>:\ Davis and the corps of frightened and was uninanagable. He wa s the Grange hall ami >n passing the Post Carter. Philadelphia; 3. cld, sell Sarah \\
Lawr-mv.
Norfolk; 5. sld, schs A Huylord,
physicians associated with him.
dragged from the carriage and received a buildings saw a rnau standing before the
Belfast; Emma W Day, Winterport; Sarah
lu arranging and conducting numerous
gasli ou the head, and other injuries. He barn holding a horse which was partly har- W
Lawrence, Norfolk; Emmie N Edith,
was overtaken by Rev R G Harbuttol SearsGrand Army excursions in the past, Dr.
nessed.
In the shed they had a
buggy Belfast.
Hopkins has had the assistance and advice port. who brought, him home. The horse, turned rea y to hitch in the horse. StepD C. Aug
Ar. sch DayWashington,
which finally freed himself, after beaking ping
if that veteran conductor of such affairs, A.
up to the man Mr. Spencer enquired light, Nickerson, K •unehec; 3, ar, sch Gen
J Simmons, New England Agent of the carriage and harness, was returned by A J what he was doing. "Oh. picking up some Adelbert
New
York.
Arnes, Small,
Crooker-“Elvin’s yacht," the “Anna B.'
IP ya 1 Bine Line, and on the coming trip
tilings.” "There is nothing here that beMt. Desert, A .g 1.
Sld, sch Puritan, Sar-.i
’Philadelphia, to attend the National En- is in the. harbor at last. Ask the ship- longs to you.” said Mr. Spencer. The man gent. Philadelphia.
mariners
who
her
into
wrecked
lie
has
his
not only
assistance in
brought
with the horse called to another man, "Come
campment,
Perth Amboy, Aug 1. Sld, sch Sadie Corey.
Mr. Spencer went for help and
making up the excursion, selecting the port, disabled. Monday afternoon, to tell the on, Jack.”
Low, Bangor; Webster
Barnard, t.o; 3,
tale of their perils on the “mighty deep,” on returning the men were
routes and arranging the time tables, but
gone,leaving the cld, sch Stephen Bennett. Boston; 4. sld, sch
Mr Simmons will be stationed at 824 Chest- minus sails, oars and compass. However. horse,which had been stolen from Ma rcellus
P
ar.
schs Annie P
Susie
Oliver, Bangor; 3,
nut
street, RnilauHphia, tiie entire, week tney can me Anna r> a trim nine crau Harding’s barn, a short distance away. It. is Chase.
Ellis, New York; John 1 Snow,
and a good sailer. If her mast holds her supposed the thieves then went !<• Knox
t<- assist the doctor’s party and other New
Norton, do.
England friends, in any possible direction owner may he able to realize bis ambition Corner and stole a horse belonging to Fred
Savannah, July 31. Sld, bark Stephen G
Alice Lancaster Elkins, and a huckboard and harness of
.Deluding .uformation relative to side trips of distancing the *‘Jiby”
Hart, Babbidge, Boston.
and d/iss Pettiugall left town Sunday. Lida Newell White. Thus
as well as'" facilitate their return to Boston
went
equipped they
Philadelphia, July 31. Cld. schs Henry
Shute accompanied them for a visit with to
and other Sew England points. The doctor
Goosepeeker ridge and stole a carriage
d/iss Pattengall at her home in Pembroke... from a man there, leaving the huckboard in Crosby, Bennett, San Juan, P R: 3, ar, sell
has state rooms on both the B. 8: B. S. S.
L. Newton, Wilmington, Del; cld
Willie
Co's .me and the Sound lines, and has also A few of our townspeople attended the Aeo- exchange. Deputy Sheriff Vose ami others
sell Rabboni, Lord, Bangor; ar, sch Tofa,
engaged numerous rooms at Philadelphia at lian Concert at Sandy point, d/j nday even- are hunting the thieves and it is hoped they
Apalachicola.
It. would he well for those
ing, and pronounced it very hue indeed.
will he caugnt. Later; The horse and carvet> low rates.
New London, Aug 1. Ar, sch S L Davis,
intending to join his party to notify him at F O Hichboru and Delia Whitney of Port- riage were found near Hog-hack mountain m Pattersliall,
Bangor.
for
a
visit to his old Weldon Poland’s woods.
land arrived d/onday.
•nee and secure state rooms on both lines.
d runs wick,
oiu. sen jonn l.
Via, Aug 1.
home_Edward Cneney and wife are in
Or.rri aky. Died in Searsport, Aug. 2d,
H A Bolan, proprietor of
Winterport.
Treat,
Gilmore, New Haven; 8, ar. seb Cartown, the guests of Edward Harriman and
the
is receiving the
Commercial
rie E Look, Veazie, Warren.
Capt. Isaac N Harriuian. aged 80 years, 10 wife. James
House,
Grillin of North Adams, d/ass,
months ami d days. Capt. Harrirnan was
of his friends on the arrival
In port, seb F C
Cartaret. N J.Aug 4.
is also with his mother, d/rs. Harriman, for congratulations
horn in Prospect, Sept. 20, 1818, and was one
of a tine boy last Thursday.... Mrs Maria
Pendleton. Burgess, for Wilmington. Del.
his
summer vacation.
of a family of twelve children, only two of
Carlton of Boston is visiting friends in town.
Port Reading, Aug 5. Sid. seb Sarab L
whom are living—Daniel, who resides in
Islesboko. Mrs. F. C. Pendleton and her ....Mrs Crowell and Mrs Terry of Denver. Davis, Pattersliall, Camden.
Searsport, and Mrs. Octavia Pettingill of two children of Brooklyn arrived last week Colorado, are the guests of their sister. Mrs
Baltimore. Aug G. Ar, seb Wm 3/ Oler.
He married
Sioux City, South Dakota.
Stubbs....E F Files of Fairfield was in
Bath; 7. ar, seb Wm E Downes, Haskell,
with
time
some
relatives
here.
to
of
Dec.
who
spent
Sarah Grant
town Saturday aud Sunday... .Mrs Cora
4, 1840,
Prospect,
Bath ; eld. ship Wm J Rotch, J/anila.
survives him, ami by whom he had three
Baker of Boston has arrived to spend some
Miss Brina 0. Pendleton,w£o has been visitRockport, 3/e, Aug 4. Sid, sch zEtna,
children—Drummond of Melrose, Mass.,
weeks
with her parents, Mr and Mrs Samuel
Beverly, Va.
in
Cbipman,
her brother
Brooklyn since last Octo- Cole.... Ernest
ing
E.
of
wife
of
C.
Pike
this
and
Frances,
place,
Blaisdell of New York is
FOREIGN' PORTS.
ber. and her cousin Winfred, who is in busia child who died in infancy. Capt. Harrirnan
a
few
in
town....F
C
spending
days
Young
ness in New York, came at the .same time.
Louisburg, C. B., July 27. Ar, sch Mary
cauie to Searsport in 1851 and made his home
and family and Dr J H Baker and family
....Miss Lela Sprague, a teacher in the have returned from their down-river
A Hall, Haskell, Rockland.
In his ea:rly days he followat the Harbor.
trip_
St. Pierre, Mart., July 29. Ar, sch Hered the sea and commanded, among other Cambridge. Mass., public schools, and her Miss Lizzie Moody is at home from New
brother
are
here
on
a
vacation, vis- York for her summer vacation.Mrs ald, Lowell, Fernandiua.
vessels, brigs Seabell and Henry Mathews, younger
their
William
from
him.
He
retired
iting
here
for
father,Capt.
Sprague....
Rosario, July 7, Ar, bark Annie Lewis,
the latter built
Charles Howes of Portland, with her infant
the sea about 47 years ago, giving his atten- Capt. Elisha Pendleton and Capt. Herman daughter, is visiting her mother. Mrs M L Park, Boston.
E.
Farrow
are
home
at
for a short time.
Port Spain, July 17. In port, bark Josetion largely to farming, For many years lie
Willard... Mrs D M Belches has been quite
Mrs. Walter O. Hall ami child of Dorcheswas chairman of the hoard of selectmen and
ill for the past week-Mrs Kingsbury, phine, McClean, for New York.
He was a
ter, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Hall’s parents, whose serious illness was reported last
Aug. 4. Passed ship Gov Robie,
held many other town offices.
Anjer,
week,
strong temperance advocate, and until very Capt. and Mrs. Clias. R. Pendleton.Rev. passed away Saturday. She was an excel- New York for Hong Kong.
Mr.
Howard
of
is
Lowell.
in
interest
local
town
Mass.,
Manila,
spending lent women. She leaves three daughters,
Aug. 3 Ar, bark St James, Taprecently took a great
affairs.' He was always outspoken in lus his vacation in town and will preach at the A A Lesau, Mattie Lowe and Hattie ley, Norfolk.
F. B. church next Sunday morning at 10:30.
Barbados, July 20. Ar. bark Rebecca
views and nothing could swerve him from
Blanchard; and a son, Howard Kingsbury,
.The elegant steam yacht of Mr. Drexel to mourn their loss_Etta Sienker
His funeral
Crowell, Dow, Port Elizabeth, C G H; 14.
what he considered was right.
aud littook place at his late residence Friday after- of the firm of Drexel, Morgan & Co., bank- tie daughter Gertrude of New York are ar, bark Mannie Sw’an, New York.
Turks Island, Aug 7. Ar, sch Nimbus,
was conducted by
Rev. II. G. ers of New York, with Mr. Drexel on board visiting her parents,
noon and
Capt J F Hutchings and
Harhutt. Mariner's Lodge, F. & A. M., of and a crew of thirty men, was in Gilkey’a wife. Eleanor Barrett of Boston is the guest Patterson, Boston.
Rio Janeiro, July G. Ar, ship William H
which he was a member, performed the ma- Harbor part of last week. They left Sun- of Efiie M Littlefield. .1 H Davis of Houlton
sonic services at the grave.
day for Labrador, and will make short visited his mother, E S Thompson, J/onday. Conner, New York, 3/ay 7, for Hong Kong
stops at several places in Nova Scotia, Cape -Miss Mary C Hubbard aud her friend,Mrs (put in for more crew).
While here
J/atanzas, Aug 1. Iu port, sch Sarah D J
Mr.
Monroe.
C. C. M oo ly met with a liretou and Newfoundland.
Jones, left last Friday lor Bar Harbor to
they secured Capt. Alvin Warren to accom- to spend a week or two, They made the Rawson, 3/urphy, tor Boston, loading.
a very painful accident last Saturday. While
them
as
afterMARINE MISCELLANY.
pilot-Every Saturday
setting the underpinning under his house a pany
trip in her carr age with her three fine horses
several sailing yachts— driven
noon this season
Bark Edward L Mayberry, New
by her coachman, Mr Amos Wilson.
Spoken.
piece of rock flew and struck him directly about a dozen in number—start
from Gil- -Hon Fred Atwood aud wife are at Deer York for Buenos
in the eye, cutting a severe gash. Dr. Holt
Ayres, .Inly 7. lat 7 N. Ion
and
sail
down
Harbor
the
West
Bay. Isle for a few days....Mrs Tuffts and Mrs 41 W. July 2, lat 28, Ion 32 30. barque
attended him, aud says Mr. Moody will not key's
below
Acre
and
and
around
Ensign
Islands,
lose the sight of the eye....Miss Barrett of
Kepples of Boston are the guests of Mrs J Adolph Obrig. Amsbury, New York lor
Boston and Miss Efim Littlefield of Winter- the Islands to the place of starting, making W Sprowl-Chailes W Fernald returned
Amoy and Foochow.
a circuit often nautical miles.
At the close to Boston on
Saturday’s boat....Mr Noah
Vineyard Haven. Aug 7. Sch Lois V
port visited the W. U. T. U. here last Thurs- of the
the
best
the
reseason,
yacht
making
Dearborn of Bangor is spending a few weeks Chaples, Bangor for New York, lumber
day. They made some very interesting remark-. Miss Littlefield presented the local cord, by winning the largest number of with his sister. MrsE B Lord-Mr and Mrs laden, was ashore on Hedge Fence Shoal
races, will receive a silver cup. The yacht C E Shaw and their son Roy of Ellsworth
last night, but floated on the this morning’s
union with Frances E. Willard's picture in
of Mr.
Minturn of New York won the were the
tide and proceeded apparently uninjured.
a pretty frame, which all
highly apprec- last twoJohn
guests of A W Shaw over Sunday,
races.
His mother’s elegant new
number
of
a
from
and it was received with thanks.
iate
this
Norfolk, Aug G. Sch Penobscot, Dodge,
....Quite
people
cottage is situated on the Washington Gil- vicinity went on the Bar Harbor excursion
.It is with regret that the people
reported 5tli as passing in Cape Henry, was
hill.Dr.
Lewis
Starr
of
key
Philadelphia,
last Sunday, and much excitement pre- struck by a squall at sea Aug 2, which carof J/ouroe are to lose our pastor, Rev.
J. IS. Blair, who has resigned his pas- who has rented a cottage here for the sum- vailed until it was learned by telephone ried away boats, w’heel, steering gear, pormer, has just bought a lot of Capt. Chas. R.
that none of them were injured.The tions of rail and stern. Ropes were rigged
He has been with us the past
torate, here.
Pendleton. On this lot stands the old home ladies of the W C T U held their Mower on rudder and vessel was steered until
year and the people have learned to value
of Capt Pendleton’s parents.
Dr. Starr mission service at the Methodist
the worth of a good man. He is ever ready
church, picked up by tug Pocahontas, 10 miles off
will enlarge and modernize the house for
to do his part in the church or out aud
Sunday evening. The church was beauti- Cape Henry, Aug 5. The schooner arrived
his future summer residence... .Fog premakes a special care of visiting the sick and
fully decorated and a large and appreciative safely, not leaking.
vented the usual
race last Saturday,
audience listened with marked attention to
saying words of comfort and encouragement. and it was sailed yacht
Monday, a yachtownedby the following intereresting program : Organ State of uhio, City of Toledo,
His wife has been a great help in our church
from
Marblehead,
Mass,
parties
winning
by
Lucas County,
j
work the past year and they will he missed.
voluntary. Marie Wardwell; hymn, congrea short lead over the Minturn yacht....LyFrank J. Cheney makes oath that, he is the
3/uch sympathy has been felt for Mr. Blair
gation ; reading Scriptures, E M Hall; prayer,
from
man Green Pendleton was thrown
a
Rev D H Piper; solo, Mrs C L Banghart; senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co
on account of ill health... .Quite a number
of our people have been to Bar Harbor-to team on Tuesday evening and received in- reading, “The Ministry of Flowers, Mrs J
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and
visit the warships. Those who witnessed juries which resulted in his death about F Hussey; rec, “The Little Stowaway,”
State aforesaid, and that said firm will, pay the
the accident at the Ferry do not care to visit twelve hours after. A number of men with Flora Deane; solo, Sadie Campbell; readthe place-Mr. aud J/rs. E. M. Dolloff and their heavy teams were returning home after ing, “Eyes Open,” Mrs J H Baker; read- sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
their day’s work at Dark Harbor, and when
family of Gardiner visited her parents, Mr.
ing ‘Young Woman’s Influence,” Lena every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
near the residence of Capt Chas R Pendleton
and 3/rs. Tolford Durham, last week....
Sprowl; solo, Mrs C R Lougee; reading, use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
the
at
a
a
horses, taking fright
boy carrying
"Flowers in the
Fred Collin is making repairs on his buildFRANK J. CHENEY.
Hospital,” Mrs J O
tub
on bis head, became unmanageable and
Moody ; duet,Mrs Lougee and Mrs Banghart;
ings-Rev. D. H. Piper of Winterport will some of the men were thrown
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presoff,
including
“Floral
Work
a
in
the
Annie
Harlecture
20th
A. D. 1886.
reading
of
Echoes,”
6tli
December,
give temperance
Aug.
ence, this
day
Mr. Pendleton.
Dr Daniels 01 Boston, Dr
dy; solo, Marie Wardwell; rec, Fftie Jf
evening.
Lewis Starr of Philadelphia and Dr WilA.
W.
seal.
GLEASON,
Littlefield; song, “The Y’s are 3/arching
|
liams of Islesboro were in attendance, but
Notary Public.
On,” class of six girls; address, Eleanor
CASTORZA.
the man received internal injuries, besides Barrett
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
W
; doxology; benediction.E
Kin(l Vou Ha,e Alwa,vs Bought cuts and bruises and a dislocation of the hip Holbrook of New York was the
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Bear, the
guest of his
testimonials, free.
joint, which resulted fatally. He was carried niece, 3/rs H A Bolan, 3/onday.... Frank system. Send for
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
to the home of his daughter, near the place
who was injured last week, is
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Stimpson,
of the accident, where he died.
4w30
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.
slowly improving.

Price Current.
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PRINTERS. BELFAST. MAINE.

■SI 111

Carriages

Established

.\M>.

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
deposit boxes for

Safe

SALE,

$33,000

SURPLUS,

rent at

#8

I

have the FINEST line o£ Carriages
shewn in Belfast.

ever

Our
and

Prison?Western Carriages

State

1836.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

Harnesses
FOR

in

new

vault is

a

$6,50 and

$3, $5

year.

unequaled in Eastern Mainlin security against tire

UNEXCELLED

j and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have' the exclusive
rivilege of taking their boxes to and from the
vaults.

I

make

a

specialty

(^“Prices

to

of

suit the times.

Repository

rear

All Hand

Prison work,

of Windsor Hotel.

H. C. MARDEN,

Belfast.

Freedom
The fall term of

occasions.

A

on

all

('dress
.JOSEPHINE KNIGHT

2(>tf

will

or

MAIiY McCOKKISON,
Box SO, Searsinont Me.

Piano for Sale.
A good, square piano, used but very little, will
be sold at a bargain to close an estate. May be
seen at late residence of Margaret A. Stowers, deceased, at Sandypoint, on application to Samuel
French.
R. F. DIJNTON, Adin’r.
duly 17, 1899.—6w29

FULLER,

A.

MRS. D. FRANK ATHERTON,
City Point, Waldo Co.. Maine.

FOUND.
A LADIES’ JACKET, on the stage road between
Belfast and Swanville, Sunday, August 6th. The
finder can have the same by proving property and
Iw32
paying charges. Apply at this office.

58 Mhii.

I
Ii

si.,

1

M

E. E.

|:«dias|,

WHITCOMB..

M

Suas-

11

Mr. Fuller will be assisted in the school i-\ MisWILLIAMS and Mrs. A. STEPHENS* >V
Aside from a first class English course the
student may have the advantage of a practical
business education under the commercial depart-

NOTICE.
Spet ial atteat ion niveu

Co

t la

ment.

Those

desiring

to

thorough instruction

tit
m

college will receive
the classics and other

for

necessary studies.
Special effort will he made to make the courses
of a high grade, and second to no similar school
in the State. It is believed that nowhere can a
better education be received and at so small expense as at Freedom Academy.
For further information, address
Dr. A.,I. HILLIN’*IS,
30
Chairman of the Ex. Committee of Academy Ass.

RUPTURI
-I'.V

'

I l! E

Fidelity Injection

Met;

K. 1^. STEVENS, >1
Office Johnson Clock. Celtn
Otiiee hours from

LOST.
lw32*

THE HAND LAUN1

principalship of

V. K.

1

to 4.

and

A TEN CENT CIGA!

Between North Belfast and the city proper, on
August 2d, a woman’s jacket. Finder please

notify

liieacf,, arid..•

(.A.S'IITKNN

com

TUESDAY, SEIM, oth,

Hurdy Gurdy Music
balls, parties, etc.,

Institututkm

n<>

meuee on

under the

Furnished for

Academy.

this

Work,

or

“Actual Business from the Start.”

Book-keeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, ComLaw, Penmanship, Banking, etc.

™“FIVE CEM>
roou a

>•

mercial

Elegantly equipped rooms and bank. Terms
very low. Re-opens first Tuesday in September.

3m30

For prospectus, address
H. Am HOWARD,
Rockland Commercial College,

Rockland, Maine.

TO LET.
Two teiiemeuts, No 6 Miller
GEO. VV. BUISkH
quire of

